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Juvenil® Delinquency is a revealjjig prot)lera of 
social and personal disorganization. Ditlinquenoy is a 
learned behavioxir. It is the manifestation of the 
traits li^ ioh an individual acquires duri.ng sooial 
intercourse with other individuals. It is a world-
wide phenomenon, •Crime ma^ be rare, buit nao^tiness 
is universal* *^  Vthen nou^tiness develops into such a 
habit that goes beyond the limitation of the accepted 
conduct nom^ of a society, the behavio\;Lr wfliich emergcui 
is characterised as delinquent behavioui*. 
The word Delinquency has been doidved from the 
Latin word •Delinquentia* which means violation of law. 
Juvenile is a person apparently below tliie age of sixteen 
years. However, Juvenile delinquency involves wrong 
doing by a child or by a young person wtLO is tinder an 
age specified by the Statute. 
Delinquent behaviour is common ir. every society 
in general, and in industrial and urban society in 
particular, the more the society will bt industrialiased 
and urbanized the more will be the number of delinqu^itts. 
We have also witnessed that in such societies the delin* 
quents learn the deviational behaviour from the very 
childhood & our societies hare a considerable numher of 
juvenile delinquents« In this condition, a sociologioal 
study has been made to find out the social conditions, 
social set up in which such delinquents are reared uf 
and to find out the social matrix wliich produces them* 
There is no single cause of juvenile delinquency 
but the causes of these delinquencies are as numerouB 
as the delinquencies. Poverty, broken home, ill-treat-
ment by step-parents, lack of love, lack of discipline, 
bad environment, overcrowding, lack of education. Cinema, 
newspapers, mental conflicts, poor recreation, school 
dissatisfaction, defective parent-child relationship^ 
radio and television, drunkenness, brothelft, child labour, 
low economic status, bad neighbourhood, mental conflicts 
are the main causes of delinquency. 
Objectives of the Present Studvs-^ 
The objectives of the proposed study were te^  study 
the social surroundings of the juvenile delinquents in 
vihlQh they are reared up and in wftilch they are living 
at present in order to siscertain the real Impact & the 
role cf Intei^ctlonal group to develoi> delinquent 
behaviour. For the aforesaid purpose, particular 
attention was focussed on the following points :-
(1) To study the socio-economic background of the 
juvenile delinquents* 
(2) To study their familial background aaad the role of 
their parents or elders to direct their behaviour. 
(3) To find out the sphere of their interaction. 
(4) To find out the levels of guidance and educational 
training. 
(5) To have an understanding of their oveiwfeeling about 
their position in the society. What they feel about 
themselves ? What importance they attach to their 
position ? What they feel about the outer world ? 
Methodology :» 
The rea©archer mainly adopted th€i following 
methods during the coiirse of investigation $• 
(t) Interview Method (Individual). 
^ 2 ) Group Interview Method. 
^3) Direct Observation techniqjie. 
<4) Opinion Survey of the Probation Officer, Superin-
tendent of juvenile jail (observation home), parents, 
friends & neighbours of juveniles. 
Apart from this, a schedule vras also framed and 
administered to investi^te and find out the relevant 
points. It was coupled with the observation to know 
their physical & social surroundings. A few cas**' 
studies wore also prepared in order to Mghlight the 
conditions and the circumstances which lead to the 
delinquent behaviour. 
Conolttalon & Sugaestiona t-
After a close study of the preblesi of delinq^ uaut 
behavloiir we have come to the conolasion that the 
prohlem of juvenile delinguenoy is one that concerns 
society*s interest the most* It is said that today's 
child is the father of tomorrow, hence it is feared that 
if we will not be successful to prevent the causes of 
juvenile delinquency, the juvenile of today may be the 
formidable criminal of tomorrow. 
It is evident that most cases studied fall betwem 
the age of 10 and 16. Since most juveniles were imstable 
for their jobs and others expressed distaste for the wozfe, 
they were directed in different channels, e,g.,playijng 
truancy and absenticism from wozicshop etc. Investiga^ 
tion regarding the par«it*8 occupation & delinq.uency 
shows that almost all the boys came from poor homes 
¥Aiere both parents had to work to maintain the houses 
hold* Crowded household with small income produces 
more delinquents. 
Family plays a very important role in the devel^^ 
ment of the personality of a child. It is now an 
established fact that the family provides the first 
stage upon n^ch a child leaztis to imitate his elders* 
Family Is a oliaimel thro\]€^  vMch the oklld 'becomes 
faialliar with his culture and competent or incompet«it 
to live in it. So the family environment of the delin-
quents should be good and congenial because it has a 
great effect on the behaviour of the child. 
We see that delinquency treatment and prevention 
in India has a long way to go. feiiiaps if we get 
started vdth juvenile courts in all cities and institta*-' 
tions for delinqtients, the problem may be reduced. We 
have to reform our society to reduce temptations for 
crime. We have to streamline detective methods for 
apprehension.. 
Su^cgestiong i-^ 
In order to check & prevent the aerious problem 
of juvenile delinquency, we shoxad keep in our mind certain 
useful suggestions t— 
The problems of children should be investigated 
by the social worker and their parents land teachers should 
be appraised of those problems. The environment ef the 
juvenile should be changed so that the old disturbing 
influences could not exist. Parents should provide 
siincere encouragement to their children for schooling. 
There should be a healthy 0(^-operation between the 
home and the school. 
0 
There should be some assoolatlons in everr aoclety 
to get the children boBy in their leisure time & It has 
been said that» '^opty mind is the devils woz^shop** 
Thus the main function of these associations would be 
to draw the attention of children towarde playing games, 
education and social vorl:. 
Matinee Cinema shows should be closed and banished 
& restrictions of law are also essential on dirty posters, 
moTies and cinemas. Scene of love should also be 
avoided. 
Reward, co-operation and recreaticn are essential 
activities to prevent juvenile delinquency* In the 
absence of these activities, the child wculd be free & 
his mind would go towards non-conforming behaviour. 
Our main aim should be to keep the childi-en busy. I 
hope that this serious problem would be Eiolved If we 
keep children busy in these activities. 
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In India, it was only after the attainment of 
independence that interest devdbped in the study and 
treatment of social problems. Amonc the various social 
problems v/hich have been commanding the attention of 
the public in recent years - the problem of juvenile 
delinquency occupies BH important place. Juvenile 
delinquency io a rcvGalini-j probleia of social and personal 
disorganization. The problem of juvenile delinquents has, 
however, yet received comparatively little attention from 
the researchers, the administrators, an.d the social rdbm-
ists. 
The present study clearly brings out that the 
problem of juvenile delinquency is not an isolated 
problem. It is a resultant outcome ox social changes 
and maladjustments. 
This pioneer research covers the problem of 
juvenile delinquency in Aligarh. Aligarh is an industrial 
city. Industrialization and urbanization disturbs the 
social structure of the society. The heterogeneous 
population of a city drawn from other cities creates 
social situations of adjustment both for the individual 
as well a?? for the various caste and class group. This 
na.turally affects the behaviour of children. A large 
section of the children in the scliools become maladaptive 
II 
and resort to truant and delinquent prjiotices, A 
study of juvenile mis"behaviour is, therefore, of great 
importanoe in the context of modem exjpansion of 
cities. 
For eliciting infomations on different aspects 
of the prohlem, interviev/ v/as taken by the juvenile 
delinquents vAiich included pertinent questions regard-
ing the home, the neighbourhood, the school, and the 
friends. Personality traits and behaviour patterns of 
the juvenile delinquents have also been studied. The 
findings of the survey are incorporated in the various 
chapters of the thesis. Tables and Charts have been 
freely used to illustrate the thesis. 
The material aid in the study has been taken 
from books, journals,newspapers and field-wrork. 
I am highly indebted to Jiy revered supervisor. 
Prof, R,!!. Saksena, the Head, Department of Sociology, 
Aligarh Tluslim University, Aligarh, vAio pixjvided the 
initial impiflse and the inspiring giiidance and encourage-
ment, vdthout vvMcli this work would ne/or have been 
possible; and v/lio, despite his -^rery bu;3y routine of 
academic pursuits, v^en requested, guided me on every 
sphere. He initiated me into this rather difficult 
field of social enquiry, Without his invaluable 
guidance, supervision and instructions from time to 
time this research would not have materialised. He 
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showed keen interont in the problem arising during the 
course oi my research and with earnest endeavour helped 
and directed me to give a presentable shape to the crude 
material that was ^thered. More than I can express in 
vrards, have I "benefitted from his scholarly approach and 
devotion to academic pursuits. He has been kind enough 
in granting me one U.G-.G. Junior Research Followship for 
conducting the survey. 
I am thankful to "Jr. :Uo. Janijdisli, Probation 
Officer, Ali£;arh Juvenile i^ ourt, who provided every 
aspect of help tc mc duriJiij ray field \7ori. Again I am 
also thankful to the Secretarj'' of Crime .5; Superintendent 
of Juvenile Jail (Observation Home) for rendering me all 
possible help during the course of investigation. 
To the cMl'^ .rcn with whom I asGoeiated myself 
during the field^ p work, I e::tond my love: and friendship. 
They have given c.e far deeper insight into the px^blem 
than the host of the books I studied could have jver 
furnished. My thanks are also due to the juveniles 
themselves and their parents, guardians, neighbours and 
friends for extending me the cooperation without M^ich 
the study could not have been completed, 
I am sincerely thankful to all of my family 
members for giving me the facilities for the collection 
of the research data and for extending all their help 
to me. 
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" I N T R O D U C T I O N " 
Juvenile delinquency ia a revealing problem of social 
and personal disorganization. It is becoming increasingly 
important and complex problem everyvfeere in the modem 
v/orld today. It is a world-wide phenomena and is not 
peculiar to any one nation. It is warped and malformed by 
poverty, family disintegration and \mw4iolesome habits of 
parents and associates. 
Juvenile delinquency is an old problem wiiich has 
increased in extent and intensity during recent years. 
Law violation by both adults and Juveniles has become a 
national concern. It has all the characteristics of a 
problem. It arises in the matrix of personal and social 
disorganization and disintegration; it is regarded as a 
deviation f3X>m the norms and laws of society. 
It is a problem that has caused great concern to the 
social reformers and social scientists of modem advanced 
countries. In spite of a high standard of living ensuring 
adequate necessities and many amenities of life, compulsoiy 
universal education and ample opportunities for recreation, 
the number and percentage of juvenile delinquents is not 
only shooting up, but the quality and complexity of tlie 
offences and the serious aberrations are intensifying and 
causing serious anxiety to the sociologists and the social 
wo iters. The criminal in the adult and the delinquent in 
the juvenile are none but the upshoota of the process of 
social disorganization and maladjustments. 
VI 
Juvenile delinquency mxat he located in society among 
a variety of other social problems. The problraa of juvenile 
delinquency has been located near the bottom of the problem 
of grave concern in most modem co\mtries„ It is given a 
prominent place under problems of behavioural deviation. 
It is to be found in behaviour which is cjaied symptomatic 
beliavioiir. It can be identified as faulty personalily 
development or anti-social chai^cter formation. It is 
related to & overlap several social problems, personal 
problons and pi^blems of deviant behaviour. 
It is a learned behaviour. It is the manifestation 
of the traits which the boy acquires during social inter-
course with other boys. The personality of the juvenile 
depends to a l-irge extent upon an area of liis interaction 
and upon the acquisition of the traits of the £p:x>up as 
well. 
Juvenile delinquency is a social problem and it can-
not be understood without taking into consideration, the 
background of the current social problems and the conditions 
that have produced them. 
Delinquent behaviour is common in every society in 
general, and in industrial and iirban society in particular, 
the more the society will be industrialized and urbanized, 
t-he more will be the number of delinquents. In such 
societies the delinquents learn the deviational behaviour 
from the very childhood and our societies liave a consider-
able number of juvenile delinquents. In tiiis condition, a 
VII 
sociological study of delinquency will be fruitful to 
find out t-he social conditions, social set up, in which 
such juvenile delinquents are reared up and to find out 
t-he social matrix which produces them. 
The problem of juvenile delinquency is not an isolap* 
ted problem. It is a resultant outcome of social changes 
and maladjustments. This problem is more acii"to in the 
lower stratum of society, which is more inflxienced by the 
process of disorganizsation, V/hen the faElly is broken, 
other relatives who naturally cared for the child in the 
village community, no longer take the responsibility. 
Once the joint family is disintegrated, the neglected, 
destitute or juvenile delinquent is either victimized by 
adults for their anti-social activities or takes to law 
violational activities as easy means of frupporting himself, 
tThis study is an effort to analyse the problem of 
delinquent behaviour of the juveniles, in such an atnws-
phere of cultural change over & clashes,! 
The following pages contain a study of the problem of 
•social Background of Delinquent Behaviour in U,P,*, 
especially in Aligarh. Aligarh is an industrial city and 
has also developed industrial bias as a few mills have 
sprung up within its periphery besides a large number of 
private and public commercial offices. The immigration 
of the villagers to tliis city have affected the growth 
of population and accentuated the housing problems in 
the city ^ vhich in their turn have created many problsas 
TEII 
of social and personal disorganization, This over increas-
ing pressure on this limited area of city naturally stirred 
up juvenile delinquent's inherent lust for adventure. 
Chapter I deals vdth methodology. The aethodological 
problems in connection vjith the period of survey, the sele-
ction of the juvenile delinquents for purposes of detailed 
study have "been dealt with in Chapter I, Desi^ of research 
siirvey f'c case history methods vsdth schediile, questionaaire 
and interviews have been cautiously discu-ssed. 
Chapter II discusses the definition of juvenile delin-
quency, basic factors and causes of juveriile delinquency. 
The family background of juvenile delinquents has be«i 
discussed in Chapter III. Structure of the home, parental 
relations St parental situation, juvenile sibling relations, 
extent of satisfaction between juvenile & parents type of 
treatment accorded to the juvenile by the parents, prefe-
rential position of juveniles among the {siblings vicious 
home or unsuitable conditions at home & defective disci-
pline, have been studied in tiiis Chapter* 
Chapter IV deals vd.tli the socio-economic background 
of juvenile delinquents, Tliis chapter incorporates the 
classification of juvenile delinquents, :iature and type 
of associates of juveniles, number of companions of 
juveniles who keep constant company with them, class 
structure and caste composition of juveniles, socio-
economic classification of localities of juveniles, 
occupational status of parents of juveniles, absence 
IX 
of facilities for recreation at hone and conditions of 
leisure etc. & xmconsenial employment. 
Chapter 7 discusses the school and juvenile-delin-
quency. In this Chapter, the school & juirenile delin-
quents with special reference to their attendance record 
uncongenial education or school, proficicaicies and defi-
ciencies in the various subjects of studj', opinion & 
attitudes of the juveniles regarding their teachers, 
school career and scholastic record of juveniles have 
been rtudied, 
Ecological background of juvenile delinquents has 
been studied in Chapter VI. In this chapter, slum life, 
blighted area, unsatisfactory housing conditions and over 
crowded homes, in wliich the juveniles live, nature and 
size of living accomnodation, classification of juveniles 
in terms of urban peripheral and rural and zonal distri-
bution of juvenile's neighbourhood have been studied. 
Chapter VII discusses certain interesting case 
studies of juvenile delinquents. 
Treatment & prevention of juvenile delinquency has 
been studied in Chapter VIII. 
Chapter IX deals with juvenile legislation. Acts, 
Courts, pix)bation & Police. 
Chapter X dea3.s with the conclusion & certain sugge-
stions. In this Chapter, an attempt has been made to give 
certain suggestions through which juvenile delinquency can 
easily be prevented & checked. Critical appraisal has 
been also analysed in this chapter. 
1 
METIIODOLOaY 
u-c uiiwdological problems in connection with the 
present investigation connote the study of the various 
methods, "ways and means adopted for the selection of 
juveniles in order to undertake a systeoatic and scienti-
fic study of the problem of juvenile delinquency. 
The following methods wore adopted to study 
juvenile delinquency. 
(a) Determining the period for the sur^ fey, 
(b) Selection and search for juveniles, 
(a) The period of Survey :-
The investigations concerning the problems of 
juvenile delinquency have been conducted for a period of 
nearly six months i.e. from October 1974 to I'larch 1975. 
The two months i.e. from October 1974 to ITovember 1974 
were mainly devoted to the selection of the juveniles 
and an appraisal of the extent of the problem. After 
this period, interview v/as taken by the juvenile delin-
quents and after the completion of all field data,the 
work of tabulation, analysis and dirafting of the repoirt 
was undertaken. During this period, a few case-studies 
of the juveniles were also collected 
•> 
The researcher mainly adopted the following 
methods during the course of investigations :-
(1) Interview IJethod ( Ind iv idua l ) , 
(2) Group Interview ^'ethod, 
(3) Direct Observation technique. 
(4) Opinion survey of the Probation Officer, Superin-
tendent of Juvenile Jail (Observation Home),Parents, 
friends and neighbours. 
(b) Selection of the Juveniles :-
The first problem before us was to locate the 
juvenile delinquents and their incidence in the jail. 
The study was confined only to the boy-juveniles in 
the age range of ten to sixteen years. 
As guided by ray sjtpervisor the study was confined 
of the juveniles in Aligarh only for the purpose of 
investigation. The interview was taken by those juve-
niles who v;ere released for good conduct from juvenile 
jail (Observation horae) and who come for their attendance 
in juvenile court to Probation Officer* Those juvenile 
delinquents v^o wore also in juvenile jail (Observation 
home) were also interviewed 1)y the researcher. 
The total strength of juvenile delinquents in 
observation horae was 130. Out of 130 juveniles, the 
interview of 100 juveniles was taken. As it has been 
shown in Table No, I, 
In connection with the investigation of juvenile 
3 
T A B L B K 0. I 
(Total atren^h of Juvenile Delimiuents & 
the total num"ber of those juveniles whoae 
interview was taken). 
5 1 
ITaae of the Jail 5 Total Strength 5 Ilumber of Juveniles 
i of Juveniles 0 ^ whose interview was 
5 taken. 
8 
Observation Home il 130 5 100 
ii I 
I 5 
(Juvenile Jail) l | 
delinquents, opinion of Probation Offiser and Superin-
tendent of Observation home was taken. They told some-
thing about juvenile's family, home en-7iix)njnent, educa-
tion, monthly income of parents and the reason of 
arresting them. Their opinion became very helpful. 
The contents of information of the study have 
been related t o r-
(1) The attitudes of the juveniles to the home, includ-
ing the house, its location, the family-parents and 
siblings - the school, including teachers, subjects, 
examinations and the gangs in and out of school. 
(2) The acti^ -lty patterns of the juveniles at home and 
in the neighbourhood, 
(3) The hobbies of the juveniles. 
(4) The attitudes and activities of gangs. 
The interview was taken very carefully by the 
juvenile delinquents covering the following points for 
consideration:-
(1) The home - including income, education and number 
of family members. Ago and age-difference between 
father and the mother. iTumber of siblings and 
juvenile - sibling relationship etc. 
(2) The house - rooms, rent of tenement, facilities, 
nature and size of living accommodation, general 
characteristics of home. 
(3) Hobbies, amusements and leisure-activities of 
juveniles. 
(4) Close friends of juveniles, 
(5) Their gangs and their hobbies, armseraents and 
leisure - activities. 
(6) School attainments of juveniles, 
(7) The attitude of juveniles tov»ards the examinations, 
(8) Their educational record. 
In the interview, questions on jiivenile "behaviour 
were never put to them. The interview was taken in simple 
and intelligihle Hindi and Urdu and drew most of its 
vocabulary from the words of daily use. 
Selection of Juveniles for C!a3e~Studies;-
A comprehansive list of all those boys viSio were 
delinquents durinf^  the \vhole period of the suinrey was 
drawn up and it contained the names of 100 juveniles. 
It was impossible to conduct case-studies of all of 
them. So in order to obtain reliable result a few 
interesting case studies of the juvenile delinquents 
were prepared. 
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0 H A P T E R II 
"JUVBHILB DB IHQUBITCY -ITS BASIC FACTORS & CAPSBS" 
In this chapter, aa attempt has "been made to define 
juvenile delinquency and its basic causes and factors. 
Among the various social problems ^ Ji&ich the modem 
society has to face, juvenile de3J.nquency aa one occupies 
an important place. Along with many other social pro"MLema 
juvenile delinqpiency has emerged as a result of rapid 
urbanization and industrialization in fiie recent period* 
Juvenile delinquency may be construed to be a specific 
behaviour pattern. It is only when the behaviour pattera 
is of an aggressive and anti-eocial nature and harmful to 
t-he public weal tliat the cliild concerned comes under the 
purview of the law. Juvenile delinquency is a world-wide 
phenomenon, "Crime may be rare, but naughtiness is uni-
versal," When naughtiness develops into such a habit 
that goes beyond the limitation of the accepted conduct 
norms of a society., the behaviotir whi.ch emerges is 
characterized as delinquent behaviour. 
Though everybody seems to know what is meant by 
•juvenile delin-quency*, criminologists and the people 
who prefer the world to call them •social scientists* 
have not so far been able to come to an agreement on 
the definition of •juvenile delinquency•, The contro-
versy and the argument about coining a definition has 
7 
engaged the •social scientists* in national and inteiw 
national seminars including conferences on prevention of 
crime arranged by the United nations, \Vhile the argue-
ment has gone on, juvenile delinquency as the man in the 
street understands it, has "been on the increase. Perhaps, 
the situation could be best described by an Urdu couplet, 
(The boatmen were busy in quarreMng v/ith the winds and 
the boat sank down). 
Definition of Juvenile Delinquency :-
Actually, there is no precise and authoritative 
defiMtion of juvenile delinquency. Because there is 
much controversy among the age of children who violate the 
law of the state. However, different sociologists have 
given different definitions of juvenile delinquency. 
The word delinquency lias been derived from Latin 
word • Delinquentia» which means violation of law. 
Juvenile is a person apparently below the age of sixteen, 
years. If any pei^on or Police Officer may bring any 
persen apparently before any court, if tiiiat person is 
below sixteen years of age, it is called juvenile delin-
quency. Juvenile delinquency involves the wrong doing 
by a child or by a young person who is under an age 
specified by the law of the place concerjied. It is an 
outstaaading example of cliildish naughtiness, mischief 
and misbehaviour. 
Delinquency is a type of non-normal 'beha-ylou r» 
Anong the almoi-Kial beings are those who are superior to 
the normal ones, and those who are inferior to the normal 
beings. Those who are superior are directly or indirectly, 
benefactors of Inimanity, On the other side are those who 
deviate from the normal in such a way that their activi-
ties ma^ prove harmful to society or to themselves. When 
behaviour pattern is, of such a type, we may tena it 
•delinquency*• V^Tien a juvenile, below an age specified 
under statute, discloses behaviour which may prove danger-
oux to society or to himself, he may be called a 'juvenile 
delinquent*. Juvenile delinquency, then, is a type of 
anti-social behaviour by a juvenile v/ho is below an age 
specified by statute. Way\';ardness or incorri^bility 
in a juvenile may be teimed •delinquency*; so also any 
act that is otherwise criminal, is termed a delinquent 
act, if done by a juvenile under the specified age. 
Delinquent children between the age of immunity 
and 13 (in some cases 14 to 1S) are teiroed juvenile 
delinquents. In the words of C.B.llamoria,"Juvenile 
delinquents are boys and girls, under 16 years of age 
who have inherited an unstable nervous organization, 
who are truants belonging to overcrowded or broken 
homes, who are unemployed and have^aken up street 
trades in the city that are hazardous morally, or viho 
I) 
•belong to the notorious delinquency areas in the city 
where dirty and dismal sluiis, Gambling dens, obscene 
theatres, brothels, dark and blind lane£3, drains and 
dustbins amongst wMch they are reared do not give 
opportunities of development of normal social habits & 
attitudes,"^ 
Juvenile delinquency is defined as the crime 
committed by a child betv/een the ages of seven to 
twenty one, A child below the age of seven years is not 
held responsible for bis actions. It is referred to 
acts punishable by court of lav;, such as truancy, run-
ning av/ay, aaaociatinj v.lth anti-social groups stealing, 
sex crimes and begging etc. 
In popular usage, the term juvenile delinquency is 
used to describe a large number of disapproved beliavioxirs 
of cliildren and youth. In this sense, .'almost anything 
that others do not like is called juvenile delinquency. 
In other words, juvenile delinquency refers to behaviour 
which society does not accept and which it feels 
justified some kind of punishment admonishment, or 
corrective measures in the public interest, 
From sociological point of view, a juvenile delin-
quent is one who is guilty of acts believed by a £;roup 
that has the power to enforce its belief, to be injurious 
(1) C.B. L'amoria: "Social Problems and Social Disorgani-
sation in India," Page 239 
to society and prohilDited, A delinquent is a yoitng 
offender below the age of 16 years. 
The original law of the Illinois juvenile couxt 
defined delinquent as a child under the OQe of sixteen 
years who has violated any lav/ of the state, or any city 
or village ordinance. 
AcGoi^ iing to H.M. Shulman & P.'u. Tappan, the word 
"juvenile delinquent" is one who; 
(1) violates any law of the state or any raunicipfil 
ordinance; 
(2) v/ho is incorrigible, ungovernable, or habitually 
disobedient and beyond the control of liis parents, 
guardian, custodians, or other lax'rf^il authority; 
(3) wlK) is habitually truant; 
(4) who, y;ithout just cause and without the consent 
of M s parentij, guardians, or other custodians, 
deserts riis home or place of abode; 
(5) who engages in any occupation which is in violation 
of law; 
(6) who habitually uses obscene or profane language; 
(7) vvho begs or solicits alms or money in public 
places \inder any pretense; 
(8) who associates with immoral or viciotis persons; 
(9) who frequents any place the existence of which is 
in violation of law; and 
(lO)who so deports himself as willfully to injure or 
endanger the morals or health of himself or 
others. 
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The tena "juvenile delinquent" refers to a boy 
under 17 years of age who is hrought before tho Juvenile 
Court or other courts having jurisdiction, on delinquency 
petition; or v/hose case is disposed of by an officer of 
2 
the law v/ithout a court appearance. 
A person under age is classed as juvenile delinquent 
if he violates a lav; and is treated accordin^^ly. Delin-
quency involves a violation of a criminal statute. The 
term "juvenile delinquency" referred more or less exclu-
sively to minors havin£j comiidtted offences dofined by 
criminal codes. 
Delinquency includes offences corimitted by juveniles 
(whose ages conform to the age group specified by law 
as juveniles) that are in violation of federal, st .te & 
local lav;s, which breaches of the law by adults would 
be punishable by fines or imprisonnent; certain forms 
of behaviour peculiar to youth, such as habitually run-
ning a w ^ from home v/ithout consent excessive truancy 
from school, incorrigiiility and similar forms of 
deviant behaviour and being in places or living surround-
ings tliat are regarded as harmful to youth & that 
lawfully may be interpreted as requiring official action. 
(1)"Juvenile Delinquency"- P.w. Tappan and 
H.M, Shulman : "Juvenile Delinquency in American 
Society", 
(2) Shaw & Kckay : "Juvenile Delinquency & Urban 
Areas • '* 
(3) M.H, Keumeyer : "Juvenile Delinquency in Modem 
Society"- Page 23 
U' 
Cyril Burt defines delinquency as occuring in a 
claild "wlien his anti-social tendencies appear so fprave 
that he hecornGs or ought to become, the subject of 
official action." 
William H« oheldon regards delinquency "as beha-
viour disappointing beyond reasonable expectations." 
Delinquency includes "peddling & begging;, disorderly 
conduct, malicious mischief and ungovernable beliaviour ~ 
itself a polyglot."^ 
?riedlander defined delinquency as "a .-juvenile 
nisconduct that night be dealt vdth under the law". 
According to J.r.T.J, Sethna. "a child or a young 
person, living in crime or groiving up id"^, or associat-
ing vrf.th thieves, robbers or bad characters, vagrants, 
prostitutes, or a child who visits a gambling saloon or 
billiard room, or wanders about streets at night, or 
who absents himself from home without the consent of 
parent may be regarded as a delinquent child,"^ 
Paul Tappan defined juvenile delinquent as "a 
person who has been adjudicated as such by a court of 
proper jurisdiction, though he may be no different,up 
until the time of court contact and adjudication at 
(1) Cyril Burt : "The Young Delinquent," Page 15 
(2) Robinson,S.M.:"Can Delinquency be Measured"? Page 205 
(3) J.M,J. Sethna:"Society and the Criminal." Page 365 
u 
any rate, from the masses of children v/ho are not 
delinquent," 
Dr. .'.ovrrev defined a delinquent as "a person vfho 
knov/ia,';ly, intentiorially, and self consciously violates 
the no res of the society to v/hicli he belongs." 
The children Act of I960 has defined a delinquent 
child as "a child who laaa been fornid .goj-lty of coisdtt-
ing an offence." 
Prof. i'^.II. Sutherland in his "book 'Principles of 
Criminology* provided a definition of j\ivenile delinquent. 
According; to him, "delinquent child is Jiny male v\^io wliile 
under the age of 17 years, or any female child v/ho while 
under the age of 18 years, violates any lav/ of this 
state*"^ 
A statute may include in the definition of delin-
quent child even a "v/ayward, incorrigihle, or habitually 
disobedient ciiild," 
"•hen a juvenile discloses behaviour wldch nay 
prove danijjerous to society he iia^  be called a juvenile 
delinquent. 
"/hen a juvenile, below an age specified under 
Statute, discloses behaviour wl:ich may prove dangerous 
to society or to himself, he may be called a juvenile 
delinquent. 
v1) Paul V,. Tappan : : "Juvenile Delinquency" 
(2) K.H. :3utherland : "Principles of Criminology" 
Page - 400 
1 * 
A juvenile delinquent in most juricdictions is 
techniCEilly speakin,^  a child or young person (in most 
states under 16, 17, or 18, in t\vo st-tes -"Jinder 21) 
who lias coinmittcd an ofiensc for v/hioh he may be 
referred to juvenile court authorities, 
"The terra delinquency refers to offences comi-iitted 
at the pre-matured age". 
In sociolo leal research circles, the term »juvenile 
delinquent* merely denotes a child who has been acted 
upon officially hy police officers or court authorities 
and does not simplify a type of case different from 
oases of non-delinquent problen children or those child-
I'en whose prohlens have not been officially recOigiized. 
By juvenile delinquency we mean these acts, oddupa-
tions & behaviours w.'iich are a£3ain3t the lav/s of the 
state & society & those who violate these laws are 
cJailed juvenile delinquents. 
Its Basic Causes & Factors :-
It is a matter of fact that linleos vie comprehend the 
meaning of causal factors in delinquency we can never 
resuLly come to grips with the problems of delinquency, 
prevention aad control. A man's beliaviour is a highly 
complex resultant of interrelated factors, and elaborate 
investigation of delinquency 1ms given us conclusive 
evidence that there is no single prediaposing factor 
leading inevitably to delinqu-ent behaviour* Experts 
state tLat there is no oingle cause of delinquency "but 
the causes of these delinquencies are as numerous as the 
delinquencies. 
Factors in the home environment like poverty, ill 
treatment hy step-parents broken faiaily life, may drive 
the juvenile to the streets to commit delinquexicias.. 
Faulty attitudes,^ like over protection, reriection. lack 
of love$ lack of response from parents, lack of play, 
lack of tniitakle ideal and lack of di.ociraine nay also 
drive a cliild to criao. Oo-i3tant quarrels between 
parents make thfe home environment intolerable for the 
child, & may lead to delinquent behaviour. 
Temptation and bad enriroiiment are potent causes 
of juvenile delinquency. Lack of discipline is higiily 
hasardous to the child. Overcrowding'- is very bad for 
yoxuio children whose minds are^  impressionable, I.ack 
of education at home or at school is a cnuse of juvenile 
delinquency. 
The main causes of juvenile delinquency are :-
(I) Bad company; (2) Adolescent instabilityj (3) "Oarly 
sex experiences; (4) IlentAl conflicts; (5) Extreme 
social sugoestibility; (6) Love of adventure; (7) i'otion 
pictures; (8) School dissatisfaction; (9) Poor recrea-
tion; (10) Otreet life; (11) Yoentional dissatisfaction; 
(12) 3udden impulse; (13) Physical con litions of all 
sorts* 
t) 
Mr. Kailash Chandra in his article 'Juvenile 
delinquency* discussed causative factors of juvenile 
delinquency as enviI'onmental, Bituatioiial, familial. 
biolOisJ.cal. cultural, anti-cultural, rural surroimdin^^ts, 
urban surroundintrcs. aemi-urlian suz^ rouiidin/^ yg. poverty 
affluence, social orfcanization. social diaor/:!:anigatioii, 
industrialisation, sluma urbanization, recreation, lack 
of recrcatioxi. laclc of liter-itiiro. horror comics,^_sex~ 
storioa. plays. cinemas, mal-adnuotment,broken homes. 
defective parent child relationship, absence of parental 
love, induli^ence by parents, irusecuilty. rapid econo~ 
mic ohan,^e3. defective social order outside influences. 
socio-economic stresses factors of physical fcrowth. 
organised vice, etc. etc. 
He starts v.ltl) five major causative factors- un-
disciplined childhood, criminal activities of the parents* 
destitution. squa.lid proverty. culpable neglect leading 
to absence of reli/rious and moral influences. 
There has al30 been one sijjGificant consative factor, 
naaely. Television. But television does not effect 
India for the tine bei%., In other comitries it provokes 
impressionable viev/ers to mmr their I'd.ld oats to us in 
India, tele^ ri-sion which is nick-named 'Krishi Dars'-ian* 
only teaches hon' to sow soya beans-
Stem attitudes of parents siicli no over protection, 
rejection and partiality, are sone causes for delinquency. 
Inconsistency in discipline, urban family unemployment, 
poverty, broken liomea, crowded household va.th small 
income are also the main causes of juvenile delinquency. 
The main causes of juvenile delinquency are p3ycho~ 
lo/^ically "broken home, physically broker, hone^ vicioua 
home, immorality at hone, drunkenness, emplcyment of 
mother*s outside the home, notion picture, radio ar'.d 
television, unhealthy and uncon;^enial conditioi:x3. bro~ 
^hela. cinemas^^ illicit distillation of liquor and 
hot&ls seivinjs dubiouse -purposos. a.1 cbhol jgn. dcf£cti*e 
heredity, poor parental control, bod coTnparions. lack 
of healthy mental interegts. coirdc bopke. otr^et trades. 
ohild labour. 
Va^rancg. destitution, traancy bef:r:inA. sraokin,'^  in 
public places, recalcitirant behaviour, digobedience to 
parents , association vAth undesii'able porsoixs and 
living in,, iffiapral and unhy/d-enic t7i.irrGun<lin;;s etc, 
are-f the potent causes oi' jmrenile delinquency, 
Feeble-rgindedness haa been regarded as the single 
most inportant cause of delinquency. Home conditions. 
law oconc^lc status, bad housing ana bad nGifchbourhood. 
bad conpanions, poor religious traj.ninsjr marked emotio-
nality, mental conflicts, the nohocl atiaosphore, the 
defective health, and many other al?-iod factors m:iy 
each be considered as the basic cause of juvenile 
delinquency, 
II.H. ITouTtoyor in his book "Juvenile Delinquency 
1 
in modem Society" has described the folloiving factors 
of juvenile delinquency :-
(1) Personal i ty Factors , 
(2) Home & Family condi t ions . 
(3) Gompanionship and Juvenilo Gangs. 
(4) Mass Gomntunicat-ion. Coainunity At^encies & 
I n s t i t u t i o n s . 
(5) iGpulaticn ana G*u?i-tural Factora. 
(6) Econonic, Ecological iz Physical I>ivironmental 
Factors , 
/ / 
(1) Personal i ty Factors ;~ 
i'he most important p e r s o n a l t y factors are : 
Physical and Mologica l aspects , p3ycholO£;ical f ac to r s , 
Ci-LiraoteE? ari'l "behaviour. 
(a) Biolo^Tical aspect i - Hereditary influences, 
Cb) Physical aspect ; - Physical ahnormalit ies and poor 
hea l th , malnutr i t ion e t c , 
(c) PsycholOi'lcal Factors : - Ilental deficiency and r e t a r -
dat ion, Eiontal diseetses aiA functional d isorders , 
SLiotional tens ions , minor personal i ty d i sorders . 
(d) _Character & Behaviour ; .O.coholisni, drug addict ion 
and haMtviation. 
(2) no;a9 and rcxiily^ conditions : -
The most important homo and family conditions are :-
(a) Broken horao - legally & psychologically broken 
homes. 
(b) Family disorgtaiisation. 
(c) Illegitiiaate Parenthood & unv/anted children. 
(d) Unsatisfactory parent - child relationship. 
(e) Family maladjustments & Inadequacies, 
(f) 5\inctional Inadequacy. 
(g) I-liysical and ?3ycholO{sical Abnormalities of 
Parents. 
(3) goiapanionshl-g & Juvenile OanKB :-
The most important companionship &. juvenile 
gang factors are ae under :-
(a) Friends, clraBis, pals, cliques, playmates, peer 
groups, gangs and street comer societies. 
(4) Kass Goraimmication : Oonmmnity Agencies & 
Institutions s~ 
Under tliis heading the following factors come : 
(a) newspapers, comic books etc. 
(b) rJovies, iladio & Television. 
(c) Recreation Centers, agencies &, institutions, 
(d) Unoatiifactory school experience, 5; maladjusted 
youth. 
(e) Truancy C-. out-of-school youth* 
(f) Inadequacy of religious education. 
(5) Fopglation & Cultural Factors :-
The population & cultural factors deal with : 
(a) Age c: Sex elements. 
(b) Sthnic factors & heterogeneity of population. 
(c) L'obility « transciency. 
(d) oegrogation & discrimination. 
(e) Cultural conflicts. 
(6) Economic. 3colOf:ic^il & Physical Environmental 
Factors ;» 
These fac tors deal v.ltli : 
(a) Poverty 3z dependency. 
(b) TJnenployment 5: occupational iaalad;ju3tment«-
emploj-ment of women, child labour. 
(e) Clams &. bl ighted a reas . 
(d) Poor housing e t c . 
u.R, Lladan in hie book "Indian Social Problems" 
has described the follovi-inc causes of Jiivenile delin-
quency. 
Bnvlronuenttl Pactprs ;~ 
The most important environiaental factors are'-
(a) Family conditions? (b) Companionship Factor; 
(o) Comiraiiiity con-ditiona; (d) iJconomic conditionsj 8: 
(e) Helii-;iou3 u Other ?actors. 
i^) Family conditions :~ 
There aro various family conditions wMcli have 
been considered responsible for the causation of 
delinquency auch as physical heredity, broken home, 
sise of the faniily, sibling position, misatisfactory 
parent child relations, demoralised homes, lack of 
discipline &. control over cbildren & econondc inadequacy. 
(i) PUvsical heredity :- The child's biological 
heritage is important to Ids health and general well-
being. It is reeognized that physical defects o: 
handicaps may cause "bitterness which may result in 
behaviour problems. 
(ii) Broken Home :- V/here there is brealc in the 
famj.ly either due to death of the mother or the father 
or both or due to their divorce or separation it has 
been recognized to be one of the important factoids in 
causing delinquoncy. 
(iii) Size of Family :- The larger the faiuily, 
the more difficiilt it is to support asid to supervise; 
consequently, children are neglected ajid get into 
trouble. 
(iv) Sibling Position :- The Kev; York Crime 
Commission (1930) discovered that the second child in 
the farrtily coii»mitted the most severe crime, the next 
to youngest child was least likely to be delinquent, 
the youngest child was less likely to be truant tlian 
his older brothers. 
(v) Unsatiifcfactory Parent Child Helationshius :-
Unsatisfactory parent child relationship has 
been considered an important factor in behaviour 
problems of children. 
C"^) Demoralised or Immoral Home :- The presence 
of demoralising conditions in the home such as alco-
holism, immorality, & criminality has been cited as 
having an important bearing on child lienaviour. The 
immoral home is more conducive to deldnquency. 
(vii) Lack of Supervision over children :-
Lack or supervision or control ovei: children by-
parents has also been an important caus<j in juvenile 
delinquency. 
(viii) Sconomic Inadequacy :- It lias been shown 
that delinquents come from homes of low economic status. 
Several studies have bhown tliat the father of the 
de3.inquent tends to be a low-skilled or unskilled 
labourer. 
(S) Companionship Factor : -
This has been st-udied from three angles. 
Pirstly. there are many specific offences which are 
committed by a company of two or more tiian two persons. 
Secondly, the persons are likely to fall in the company 
of bad elements w5io are comraitting crim<j, and thirdly, 
a person may learn certain tricks from older offenders 
vidien in custody. 
(i) It has boon a matter of comcion observation 
that much delinquent activity is an affair of associa-
tion of two or more Individuals. 
(ii) It has been observed that so- e times boys, 
starts something as a game wliich often <;nds in delinquency, 
(iii) The contacts in custody are considered to be 
important factoid in the causation of delinquency, 
(C) Communitjr Factors :-
Among comramity factors, (a) Housing; (b) density 
& over-crowding; (c) agen-cies of moral risk such £is 
amusements of low moral tone, cheap dancje halls & 
gambling dene; (d) Cinoma; (e) P.eoreution; (f) T^ ov^ .e 
and coEiic books; (G) 3cbool*s role in delinquency; 
(li) U; lernploysient, 
(3) Economic Gonditions :-
Tlio effect of economic conditions in tno causation 
of delinquency has been studied from three angles. 
Firatly. effect of class difxorenti;il or economic status; 
SacondjL^ , effect of different econoiirlc levels in areas, 
region.^  and countries ; and Thirdly. elfect of business 
aotiYity. 
(li) Reliig:iQUS & other Factors :-
Araon^ ; these may be mentioned; (i) Superstition; 
(ii) Fends and factions; and (iii) Exploitation of poor 
children by elders. 
Truancy ;«• It has an important part to plaj"^  in juvenile 
delinquency. As 311iott and Ilerrill point out, "One of the 
nor.t frequent predisposing f;ictors to other forms of 
delinquenojr is tn^ancy which bae been called the kinder-
>f:arten of Grine". 
Va^ g-'ancy ^;- '/a^ jrancy like tiuancy is another state in 
the formation of delinquent career. 
The follo^ vin^  are the potent causes of juvenile 
delinquency :~ 
(i) Bccnomic Condition :- Poverty; slums and blighted 
area; poor housing; over-crowding; child labour; working 
conditions; employment of women. 
( i i ) "^xVli'OHciental voncliiions (v/ithin the Ilonie);'-
D-afcctiva faTiily r e l a t i onsh ips ; vicious hone or 
unsu i t au l i conditions at heme; absence of f a c i l i t i e c for 
recrea t ion a t home; Defective d i s c i p l i n e , 
( i i i ) '^vironmental conditions (outside Hone) ; -
Companionship; conditions of l e i su re (excessive 
f a c i l i t i e s for amusements and defective f a c i l i t i e s for 
airwsarftents) conditions of vvoife (Lacir of exaploynient'i;. 
urcorv-eniul eix^ployrnent, uncongenial scliocl or education) 
( iv) Temperamental Conditions : -
(a) Alcoholi3:n Cc dnig a i l i c t ion ; 
("b) Suicide; (c) 3cxuaa i r i ' e ^ i l a r i t i e s ; 
(d) Violent tomper kxnd c z n e l t j ; 
(e) Acquiaitivonosa; 
(f) •"andering; 
(5) Extreme idleness; 
(h.) InscUiity; (i) L'^ aperamontal Dofioioncy; 
(j) Smotional disturba^ices; 
(k) Deficiency of the body; 
(1) Deficiency of the mind. 
(v) Intellectual Conditions :-
(i) Lfontal Deficiency & retardation; 
(ii) Illiteracy or scholastic baclnwii'dness, 
(vi) Physical Conditions and Mlreents ;-
(i) Bar trouble; (ii) Speech defect; (iii) Defective 
vision; (iv) Physical irritation; (v) Headache; 
(vi) Under-nourishment; (vii) Poor t^ ealth. 
(vli) 3oci;il coaditions :-
(vlii) Mass Oommunlcat-ion;~ 
(i) Newspaper; (ii) Comic books; (lii) Kotion 
pictures; (iv) Radio ft Television; (v) Commercial 
atmisements (vl) Unsatisfactory Bdiool experience 
etc, 
Accordiriif^ to J .M.J, bethna, the following are 
ti e potent causes of juveni le delincLuen<;y, 
Undesirable conoLitions a t hoiae, o:roken home. 
ovexcrowdin^. laexital t r oub - l e s . eaotionaJL maladjustments 
labour ^mcler imliealtlw oonditionB. exi.)loitation of 
cliildren by t h e i r parents , /rambling; houses, houses of 
i l l - fajao. b i l l i a r d h a l l s , bad oinaiaa shov/s & dances. 
lack of education and 3Inokin '^t e t c . 
The following are the basic causes, of juveni le 
delinquency : -
v2) School : - (1) 'ilhe effact of intellit;;.3nt t eachers ; 
(2) i'he effect of character of teachers ; (3) Gan -^s or 
groupings, 
(3) /liiMsenent : - ( i ) '^ he effect of plajdng f i e l d ; 
( i i ) Tho cos t ly 'jhincs of play; ( i l l ) Ci;aeaa ( iv) Ho 
concern v.iUi -jood players (v) Lack of ?ar'<s, 
The above are the nain cjuses of juveni le 
deliaquency. 
r.»->r^. •;•»••"• r^.'; r» 
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"FATaLY BACKGHOTJKB OF J W ^ ? I L E Dc)LIIIQlJBITT8" ;:;k:: 
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to 
study the structure of the home, parental relations 
and parental situation, juvenile - sibling relations, 
extent of satisfaction between juvenile C- parents, type 
of treatment accorded to the juvenile by the parents 
preferential position of the juvenile's, vicious home 
or misuitable conditions at home and defective discipline. 
The family is probably the oldest social institu-
tion knov,n to evei'y one. It is one of the basic social 
institutions,the outstanding prir&iry .(proup, and is poten-
tially the most effective a^ jenoy of social conti?ol. 
As a primary unit of social experience, the family 
plays a very inportaiit role in the development of the 
personality of a child. It is now an established fact 
that the family provides the first stage upon which a 
child loai'ns to irdtate iiia elders. The family has a 
jreat eftect on tho behaviour of child. Because in the 
fsaily, the cliild first of all, learns the manners, 
manner of talks, bchaviouj:' etc. 
The family is the firot and most hoinogeneous, 
(1) Neuiaoysr, ^ ••H,: ''Juvenile Delinquency in I.lodem 
Society" - Pa^ 'e - 157. 
Kew York, D. Von ITostrand Go. I n c . , 1955. 
unified euid intimate social group to which the child is 
likely to "belong. The family is euLso the channel through 
which the child becomes familier with his culture and 
competent or incompetent to live in it. The infant does 
not enter the faiaily as a social being but hecomes social 
through his interaction with the family group. The family 
is the first great training school in behaviour or mis-
behaviour» 
IJvery child in the family has i'Ot certain basic 
needs which are to be satisfied for the growth and deve~ 
lopment of a normal personality. These fundaraental needs 
are proper food and clothing, a suitable amount of paren-
tal affection, control, guidance, and a sense of security. 
He requires protection, education, recreation, and v^ole-
some company, Uhen these needs are not fulfilled in 
families then the child runs avray from the home and seeks 
the satisfaction of these primary needs elsewhere, A boy 
who fails to obtain love and affection in his own home 
will develop intimate gang relations. There he makes his 
own fidends, forsis his owi company and develops his own 
philosophy of life. 
Family gives the child recognition, Family with 
other children also is a special asset to the developing 
child. Relationship with brothers and sisters require 
the child to adjust to more or less friendly rivalry. 
•r^ 
Faraily gives the child status. Status in the family is 
a ticket for admission to status in other constructive 
social groups. 
At home, the juvenile delinquents experienced 
more conflicts, less affection between members of the 
family, less companionship with parents as enjoyment 
as a family group; more of them ran a\s^iy from home, & 
there was less mother son attachment. 
If the parents give sufficient smd ample opportu-
nities to the child to protect himself,, he will grow 
into an independent, strong and self-reliant person. If 
the parents are overwcautious and protect the child too 
much, he will de*elop into a dependent,, weak and diffi-
dent person. The only child, the pet of the parents is 
apt to become oveivdependent and tyrannical. The eldest 
child, deprived of the parent's affections, is apt to 
become jealous. The youngest child is apt to become 
over-dependent, al^ vays looking to others for service &. 
support. The unw-nted child, hated by the family is apt 
to become a delinquent, not able to adapt himself to the 
social environment. 
Better children oan come only from better 
parents. Prom a v;arm, loving stable family, the child 
learns that people are friendly, worth knowing, and can 
be depended upon. r;Tien a family is cold, rejecting or 
V :< 
neglectful, the child learns hostility, distrust, or 
downright hatred of people. 
Ilore research has been devoted to the family as 
a factor in delinquency than to any other single influence. 
This is appropriate because family is "the cradle of the 
personality.". Tension, discord and conflict in the home 
are often found in the delinquents. 
The home as the fundamental social institution 
has an enormous influence upon the development of the 
personality of the children. It is in the home that the 
behaviour patterns are most effectively set; it is there, 
that children learn the values and atti'tudes that will 
find expression in meeting the tests of later life. 
Uvery child wants to be loved and mother's love is 
basic to our very existence. Something dies within us 
if it is lacking. It has rightly been said, "The father 
may be the head of the family but the mother is its heart". 
The vital significance of the home as 'the cradle of the 
personality* cannot be denied. 
There are various fa-dly conditions \^ 'hich have 
been considered responsible for the causation of Juvenile 
delinquency such as break in the famil3r unit, the si25e of 
the family, sibling positions, unsatisfactory parent cliild_ 
relationship, demoralised home conditions, lack of disci-
pline and control over children and economic inadequacy. 
3 
The faiaily being the chief socializing agent 
controls or contributes to delinquent behaviour. In 
this connection, Gltfeks concluded, "Among the forces 
that count most in determining whether or not a boy will 
be conditioned to anti-aocial behaviour, is the horae 
atmosphere. It is clear from the evidence that in the 
home and in the parent child relations, are to be found 
the crucial roots of character vMch make for acceptable 
or unacceptable adjustment to the realities of life in 
society". 
'•A functionally adequate home encourages growth, 
confidence, frankness, respect for personality, ability 
to face reality. In short, a functionally adequate home 
"? 
is an emotionally healthy home. 
The warm relationship between a child and his 
parents is of great significance in developing a wliole-
some set of ideals. T»ove is the highest essential not 
only for the development but for the very existence of a 
child, A child who does not experience the warmth of 
love and S3rmpathy and feels that he is not wanted, tends 
to become a behaviour problem. He is impelled to go to 
the streets, seek substitute satisfactions and other 
means of escape in companionship of the juvenile delin-
(1) Sheldon & 3, Glueck: "Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency" 
Page. 287. 
(2) L,J,Carr : "Delinquency Oontrol", - Page 166. 
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quents or in other acts of defiance. 
Family is the first g^ e.-it training school in 
'beha'biour, depending upon the type of fa^ nily life in 
which a child is reared. It is the chj.ef socializing 
agent. It is one of the basic social institiitions and 
outstanding primary group. It is considered to he "the 
cradle of the personality." 
Parsons lias suggested two basic function of the 
family. One is the primary socialisation of the children 
redtiiig upon the value-systom and inteiiialization of 
culture. Other is the ate stabilirsation of the adult 
personalities of the population of the family, 
"Structure of the Hoiae":-
Vklth regard to the role played by the situation 
and equipment of house, the following hypothesis has 
been taken into consideration: 
(a) Larger families with constricted facilities in 
home cc nei^jabourhood positj.vely contribute to the 
incidence of juvenile delinquency. 
The present investigation cover's 100 juveniles 
and Table ITo, 2 gives the structure of the home & the 
parental situations obtaining therein. 
TABLE NO. 2 (Parental situation) 
Table ITo, 2 shows that 66 or S9f of juvenile 
delinquents have normal condj.tions in regard to the 
(1) Parsons, Talcott : "Family Socialization on Inter-
action Process." Page 114, TiOndon, 
Routlodge Kegan Paul Ltd., 1956, 
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g A J li E.K 0 .2 
("PAR^ITAL 3ITUATIOI7") 
P a r e n t a l S i t u a t i o n {luinber of juve~ 9 Percentage 
j i i l e del inquents 5 
I 
Both P a r e n t s i l l ive ? 66 5 66^ 
I I 
"'tep-?arcnts | 7 I ''''" 
— I • ! •' 
Father Dead nother A.live. | 8 | 8^ ' 
V 0 
-lother Dead Father Alive I 5 « 5?^  
Divorced & separated ? 7 y 7f' 
*. y 
Father or Mother Remarried 'i 4 Q 45' 
Paren'vs ir.ipidson § - i -
Only child in the :..'ome « 2 0 2^' 
r — 
TOTAlu:-. 5 100 ! lOOf' 
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parental sitiiations, while 34 or 34f' juveniles have 
abnoimal conditions. The table alao indicates that 
the homes broken by the death of either one or both 
of the parents number 21 or 21?f, vifliile the homes 
broken through divorce, desertion, separation, rema-
rriage of parents, imprisonment and only child in 
the home number 13 or 13?^ , 
This analysis shows that homes broken by the 
death of one or both the parents are i:uportant source 
of maladaptive behaviour thaii homes broken through 
divorce, desertion, separation, remarriage and imprison-
ment. 
Both Parents Alive :-
There are 66 or 66^ C of juveniles whose both 
parents are alive. Though the physical structure of 
these homos is normal yet they contribute a large 
number of juvenile delinquents to the sample. This 
is mainly due to the problems of social and personal 
disorganization. 
Homes Ilavin-t^  Step-Parents :-
7 or 1< juvenile delinquents have step parents. 
It is inve3tit:;ated that one oi" tlie real parents either 
mother oi'' father is dead. The general family relation-
ships in the homes vath 3tep~pa:rent3 appear to be un-
congenial. 
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Homes in v/hicli both parents bBve died :-
There is only one or IfJ juvenile delinquent 
whose both parents have died. 
Father Dead Mother Alive;~ 
The fathers of 8 or 8f of juvenile delinquents 
are dead and the mothers are alive. The death of male 
earning member or supporter brin2:s a great strain and 
hardship for the survivor. The ctmosphere in the 
ftsiily l-'ocoinea a conflictin^T situation. 
Ilothor Bead ?athei' Alive :~ 
There are 5 or 55^  of the juvenile cleltequents 
v/hose mothers are dead end fathers are alive. Without 
the mother, tho cliildren are devoid of that love and 
affection which create an atuosphere of healtliy control 
over the children. 
Parents Divorced and Separated :-
There are 7 or 7f of the juvenile delinquents 
yftiose fathers divorced their vd.ves and separated. 
gather or ilother Remarried :-
There are 4 or 4^ ' of the juveniles whose father 
and mother remarried. 
Only child in the Home :-
There are only ? or 25- of juveniles who are only 
child in their homes. They have no other sister and 
brother. 
'1 * 
id 
^he Parents and Parental Relations :-
With regard to the study of parents of juvenile 
delinquents and to see the characteristics of the 
parents of juvenile delinquents, if any, the following 
hypotheses have been taken for consideration :-
(a) Backwardness has positive affinity to^he incidence 
of juvCTiile delinquency, 
(b) Low income facilitates juvenile delinquency, 
(c) Parent's level of education has inverse liability 
to the incidence of juvenile delinquency. 
(d) Parent's non~.seriou3 attitudes to teachers and 
religiotis duties are conversely related to the 
incidence of juvenile delinquency. 
(e) Poor leisure acts & hobbies of parents appear 
conversely related to juvenile delinquency. 
(f) Parent's attitude of seriousness to child*s 
education appears inversely related to juvenile 
delinquency. 
(g) Ilal-treatment vdth the child has positive affinity 
with the incidence of juvenile delinquency. 
It is indicated that frequency of juveniles 
appears inversely related to the rank of culture scale. 
This shows that cultural backwardness has quite good 
chances for greater frequency of juvenile delinquency. 
Grlueck'a findings emphasize the factor of low 
income. He emphatically says, "It is entirely consistent 
3 
to find that 76^ ^ of these families were poverty striken 
to» the extent that if the bread-earner lost his job or 
was for any reason deprived of his meagre income, the 
family had to turn to relatives or social agencies for 
assistance." 
Parental Relations :-
Relation between the parents of the Juvenile 
delinquents are indicated in Table Ho. 3. Parental 
relations cooild be assessed in only 92 or 100^ ' of the 
families of juvenile delinquents. 
TABLE HO. 3 (Relations between the parents 
of .juvenile delinquents). 
Table Ko. 3 shows that in 28 or 30.650 of the 
families, compatible parental relations exist. These 
parents of the juveniles are simple and cooperative. 
There occurs the problems of personal disorgani-
zation among the parents in 64 or 69.4^ of the families. 
Relation between the parents is marked with frequent 
conflicts in 20 or 2^,% of the families. In 18 or 
19.75^  of the families, the husbands beat their wives. 
Over critical attitude towards the conduct and 
behaviour of the either partner has been reported in 
15 or 16,3?5 of the families; parents have a tendency 
(I) Glueck : ••The family, school and Grime", 
Harvard Teacher's Record, V, April 1935 
(Microfilm), pp.71-87. 
T A B L 3 II 0 . 3 
("RBMTiGiJS B:jTwii::i:ii gun PAHSHTS OP 
JUVaiTILKS") 
— 5 ; T 
Parental Relations Jliici'ber of 5 Percen- |Tuiaber of 5 Percen-
iii'amilies 5 tage EFuveniles 0 tage 
Acqtiiesceneee 5 28 f 30.6f' I 30 S 30^ 
(Compatible) ^ I I I 
!.:arked with f r e - l 20 0 21.3:: i) 22 J 22 '^ 
quent c o n f l i c t s . | f '^  ^ 
8 
Y7ife-fleatins 5 18 f 13.75^ I 18 S 18^ ^ 
•X • < d 
Ovez^-Jritical | 15 v I0.3?' 1 1 ° f ^0 '^ 
8 5 5 J 
Accusative iJ 4 | 4.3?' | S | Sf' 
7 5 7.0^ i 12 5 125' 
t J ^ ^ i 
TOTAL:- J 92 | 100^ J 100 f 100^ 
1 1 '» 
O ) 
to accuBe each other in 4 or 4-.3f= of the families. 
In 7 or 7.8?^ ' of the families, strained relations bet-
ween the parents forced them to prefer separation, 
Truant-Parent Relationship :-
Mental girowth and socialization of a child are 
to a great extent subservient to the tjrpe of treatment 
accorded to him by the parents. This treatment is 
the pivot roamd which moves the response mechanism. 
Type of treatment accorded to the juvenile 
delinquents by the parents is shown in. Table Ho, 4. 
TA3L3 H0«4 (Type of Treatment accorded to the 
juveniles by the parents). 
The Table ITo. 4 indicates that 20 or 20^ of the 
fathers and 22 or 225' of the raothei^s show leniency to 
the juveniles; 14 or 14f of the fathers and 16 or 16f? 
of the mother of juveniles show over attention; It or 
11^ ; of the fathers and 10 or iOfo of the mothers show a 
tendency of temper-tantrums; 8 or 8^ of the fathers & 
8 or S^f of the mothers of juvenile beat the juveniles 
excessively, 6 or Sf of the fat-hers and 6^ of the 
mothers have a tendency of negligency towards their 
juveniles and do not care of the juveniles; 4 or 4f? 
of the fathers & 4 or 4?^  of the mothers manifest 
constant nagi^ ing towards their juveniles; 3 or 5?^  of 
the fathers and 8 or 8^ ' of the mothers show a tendency 
a;j 
T A B L E 3:T 0 . 4 
( "TYPB OF TH3A!KJ3Ng ACXRDIJD TO TEE JUy:31JILB3 BY Til] 
T 
Type of Treatmen By Father 
T By Mother 
I nvmher o:^ Percen- ? ITuraber of 5 Percen-
H juvenilesj tage I jux'-eniles | ta^e I- -I \ 1 
Leniency 
Over Attention 
Temper Tantrums 
20 
14 
11 
H 
14;^  
d I m { 22 
16 
10 
,o^ 22^ 
16 '^ 
lOf 
"axcessive Beatirii 
Neglect 
ITagging 
Rejection 
1 8 
5 
Over Dominance | 16 
Unclassified 
15 
8?;' 
6^ 
4r 
18 
5 ter 
5 185^  
8 
6 
4 
8 
10 
16 
8f 
65' 
4^ 
8f 
lOf 
TOTAL: - 100 lOOf too 100^ 
4.1 
of rejection in them. Over dominance lias beon reported 
in 16 or ^&^ of the fathers and 10 or 10^ " of the mothers 
of jureniles; the treatment accoinied to the juveniles by 
their parents could not he ascertained in case of 18 or 
\Q^ of the fathers and 16 or I6f of the mothers of 
juveniles. 
An attempt has been made to find out the extent 
of satisfaction between the juvenile and his parents or 
guardians, Extent of satisfaction between the juvenile 
and his parents or guardians has been tshowa. in Table Fo,?. 
TABLil N0.5(Sxtent of Satisfaction between 
juvenile and his parents or 
ffliardians). 
Prom the above analysis of Table llo. 5 it has been 
found that the parents and juveniles are satisfied with 
each other in case of 25 or 25?' of the juveniles; 20 or 
20^ of the juveniles dissatisfied with their fathers; 
12 or 12^ of the juveniles dissatisfied with their 
mothei^, 10 or IO5? of the juveniles dissatisfied with 
both their parents. 
On the other hand, the father of 15 or \3f of the 
juveniles dissatisfied with their juveniles; mothers of 
10 or 10^ ^ of the juveniles dissatisfied with their 
juveniles. In 8 or 8*>: of the cases, both the parents 
dissatisfied with the juvenile. 
4 1 
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("BXTaiTT OF 3ATI3PA0TI0K BlSTlTEm JUV5IIILB & HIS PARBITTS 
OR GUARDIAIIS") 
Extent of S a t i s f a c t i o n 5 llumber of S Percen tage 
5 Juveniles 0 
Juvenile and parents 
satisfied with each 
other. 
Juvenile Dissatisfied 
with father 
Juvenile dissatisfied 
with the mother. 
25 
20 
12 
25^-
20^ f 
i2>; 
Juvenile dissatisfied 
with both parents. 
10 105^ 
leather dissatisfied 
with the juvenile. 
Mother dissatisfied with 
the ji.venile. x 
5 
Both parents dissatisfied | 
with the juvenile. s 
15 
10 
8 
15^ 
8f' 
TO TAX:- 100 fOO^ 
Juvenile->3iblin^ Relationshjlp i-
Juvenile-sibling relations have been studied 
which are indicated in Table Ho. 6. 
TAJ3I.B MO.6 (Juvenile~3iblin.a: Relationship) 
Table No, 6 shows tliat in respect of 35 or 35f 
of the crises, harmonious relations between the juvenile 
and the siblings have been observed to esist; in 20 or 
20^ ' of the cases, the siblings criticised the juveniles 
and they had complaints against the juveniles, while the 
conduct and behaviour of the siblings were criticised 
by the 12 or 129": of the juveniles. In 8 or 8f^  of the 
cases, both juveniles and siblijigs cri.ticised each 
other. In 9 or 9^/- of the cases, it has been found that 
the juveniles show aggressiveness towEirds the siblings, 
while on the other hand, in cases of 10 or tO?' of the 
juveniles, the siblings have a tendency of aggressive-
ness towards the juveniles. The relations among the 
siblings could not bo assessed in 6 or 6^ of the cases 
of the juveniles. 
Place of the Juvenile Amomr, the Siblin.'^ s :-
The birth order of a child is of great importance 
in explaining the type of treatment accorded to him by the 
parents. Earlier children ordinarily receive lenient & 
sympathetic treatment and most often get their share of 
T A B L E N 0,6 
Sibling Criticised j| 20 5 20f 
Juveniles. 
i I 
Juveni le Cr i t i c i sed § 12 J 12?' 
S iMings . 5 » 
li 
Juvenile & Siblin/^ | 8 ^ 8< 
criticised each other. 
Juvenile shows aggre- 9 9 I ^' 
ssiveness towards the 
siblings, 
] \ 
Sibling shows aggre- l 10 \ 10^^ 
ssivaness towards the 
juveniles. I \ 
Unclasaified 1 ^ 1 ^' 
\ I 
'TOT/iL:- \ too \ too;'. LJZ i 
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("JUVSIIILS-SIBI.INa RSLATIOKS: 
Type of Relationship 
Harmonious 
5 
I number of 
\ Juveniles 
1 35 
s 
5 
8 
HIP") 
Percentage 
35^ 
4 ^ 
parental care and affection, •'•ith an increase in the 
number of children preferential attention is divj.ded 
and. neglect starts. 
The TvTev/ York Grime OomLiission (1930) discovered 
that the second child in the family committed the most 
severe crime, the next to youngest child vra,s least 
likely to be delinquent, the yo^mgest child was less 
likely to he truant than his elder brothers, but more 
likely to commit offences than the next to youngest. 
Preferential position of juveniles a-^ iong the 
siblings has been shown in Table No. 7. 
TA3LB ITO. 7(Preferential Positions of .luveniles 
aaon,^ : tho siblin^ -^ s). 
The analysis of Table Ho, 7 shoivs that juvenile 
vsho has preferential position among his siblings, the 
only child in the family numbers 2 or 2^< of the sample; 
only male issue sunong females numbers 12 or t2f' of the 
sample; eldest child in the facdly numbers 16 or I6f' 
of the sample; eldest male issue numbers 22 or 225' of 
the saipple; youngest child of the family 8 or 85' of the 
sample; \viiile those ;juveniles v/ho have in between 
positions number 40 or 40?' of the sample. This indicates 
that children who have such preferential positions among 
their siblings are involved in the problem of juvenile 
delinquency and misbehaviour. 
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("PRSPERiJlTTIAL POSITIOII 0? JUFia^ILBS AIAOITQ THZ: 3IBLIITG3'*) 
P r e f e r e n t i a l P o s i t i o n of J u v e n i l e s \ liuiaber of 5 Percentage 
among the S ib l in f i s , 5 J u v e n i l e s f 
Only Child 
5 il n 
Only niale ismio ejnong females 
E l d e s t c h i l d i n t h e faraily 
Eldest male issue 
Youngest child of the family 
In - Between 
\2 
15 
22 
8 
40 4(¥ 
'DOTAL :- 100 1005^  
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?iciou3 Homo or Unggitable conditions at home :~ 
Yicious hone plays an important role in the 
family "background of juvenile delinquents. It is one 
of the most important soui-ce of juvenile delinquency. 
Unsuitable conditions at home has heon shown in Table 
Fo.8. 
TABLE NO.8 (UN3UITASLS aOIIDIglClTS AT HOLIB). 
The Table number 8 indicates that 30 or 30^ of 
the juveniles are those whose parents quarrel with each 
other; 45 or 45/ of the juveniles are those whose 
parents ha.ve a tendency of immorality towards them; 
35 or 35/' of tho juveniles are those who have any kind 
of cruelty by step parents; 75 or 75^ ' of the juveniles 
have the type of ill-treatment by the family; step 
parents have a type of ill-treatment towards 20 or 20^ 
of the juveniles; 10 or IO5; of the juveniles have al-
coholic parents; the parents of 55 or 55/^  of the juveniles 
have lack of response, lack of proper care guidance and 
control tO'.vD.rds then; the parents of 49 or 48?^  of the 
juveniles have a tendency of neglig-ency towards their 
juvenj.les and there is an irregular xinion between 
parents of 30 or 30^ ^ of the juveniles. 
Defective Disoirijne :-
Defective discipline is generally considered 
to be a contributing factor to delinquency. A healthy 
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Unsxiitable conditions at home 5 Huaiber of 5 Percentage 
or vicious Home, 5 Juveniles I 
8 Parents quarrel with each J 30 
5 other. -
8 
Parents have a tendency of 6 45 5 4-5?" 
immorality to\vards juveniles, 9 
5 
Any kind of cruelty by step Q 35 { 35?^  
pai^nts, 0 ^ 
8 S 
Any type of ill-treatBient by ! 75 | 75^ ' 
the family, | | 
Any type of ill treatment hy S 20 I 20^ 
step parents. Q | 
Alcoholic Parents, f TO f 10?" 
Lack 1)1 respouBe, p3?oper uai'e j 5>5 8 55y 
guidance and control by the | 0 
parents. i h 
Tendency of iTegligency by the g 48 | 48^ 
parents towards juveniles. 
5 
Irregular Union between { 30 8 30 
parents, I | 
.'. .N 
diacipline in the hoiie is the basic necessity for harmo-
nious social life, Disciplinaiy practices of the parents 
are most important in inctilcating in the children a sense 
of idght & v/rong, ^ julding the children towards a clear 
conception of socially acceptable mode of behaviour and 
conduct. 
The child wliosc le{iitimate desires and urges are 
repressed heavily in the home, finds in delinquency a 
compensatory wE.y of behaviour more satisfying to hira 
than the home experience. Vore common than a discipline 
that is over severe is a discipline too lax and sporadic. 
The laxity may spring from various sources which paralyse 
the controlling hand. Sometimes the laxity arises fixjra 
physical defect, ill health or death ot one of the parents. 
Sometimes the misguided leniency results from feebleminded-
ness, dullness, ignoi^ ance or over-sentimental attachment 
of either parent. 
Defective discipline has been shown in Table Ho.9. 
TABLE HO.9 (Defective Discip.line) 
The Table No.9 indicates that in cases of 56 or 
56?' of the juveniles the discipline v^ .s too strict; the 
discipline was too lenient in cases of 12 or 12< of the 
juveniles; over-stirict discipline v/as £unong 11 or 115' 
of the juveniles; 75 or 75f of the juveniles were those 
v/ho got excessive punishment by their parents; 60 or 60^ ' 
of the juveniles were those who got misguided leniency 
4H 
T A B L B N 0,9 
('•DSF3GTIVB DISCIPLIKB") 
Defec t ive D i s c i p l i n e 5 Number of 8 Percentage 
S Juveniles 
Discipline too strict. | 56 | 56f 
Discipline too lenient | 12 | 12f 
D ! 5 5 Over-strict Discipline | 11 i 11f 
It J ! 
Excessive punishaent iDy the i 75 j 75/ 
parents. i i I ! 
Ilisguided Leniency 0 60 5 60f. 
Weak Discipline due to the | 23 S 25f 
absence of parents at TTOI^C. g 5 
I 5 
Weak Discipline due to the J 40 i 40f 
physical wealmess of parents. t i 
5 D 
Wealc Discipline due to rnorsJ. 5 10 5 lOf 
weakness of parents. { 5 i 
0 
from their parents; 25 or 25^ ' of the juveniles are 
tliose who have weak discipline due to the absence 
of parents at v/ork; 40 or 40f' of the juveniles are 
those v/ho have weaJc discipline due to the physical 
weakness of their parents; and 10 or lOf of the 
juveniles are those who have weak discipline due to 
moral weakness of their parents. 
•:>^* ':XJ> . I.--^-.,';>V-"...'VS./ 
ft ••'• r* •"• (\ '^ f*< 
f» > ^ 
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In socio-econoirdc backgroiind of juvenile delin-
quents, an attempt has been made to study the classifi-
cation of juvenile delinquents; nature and tjrpe of 
associates of juveniles; niimber of companions of juve-
niles vfh.0 keep constant company with them, class 
structure and caste composition of juveniles; socio-
economic classification of localities of juveniles; 
occupational status of parents of juveniles; absence of 
facilities, for recreation at home and conditions of 
leisure etc. 
Companionship factor has been considered as one 
of the most important factor viMch provides an effective 
stimulus for a child's behav?-our. Influence of bad 
companions is the commonest & the most convenient explana<-
tion offered by the parents for the delinquency of their 
children. 
Researches in the field of delinquency have in-
deed shovitti that intimate friends, chuirs, pals, & cliques 
play an important role in shaping a child's life, Tery 
often, to a growing child, his companions mean much 
more than does his family. It is in the intimate asso-
ciation with his friends that the child acquires anti-
social tendencies. It is the child \*o is already dis-
posed to delinquency that prefers to associate with 
others ^oae values, habits, attitudes and conduct 
are similar. 
Absence of recreational facilities in the 
home and in the locality is a coamon deficiency in the 
poor areas. The poor and crov/ded home provides no faci-
lities for indoor occupation and recreational outlets 
to the children. A separate play room for children is 
a ?.usary, aiid in the poorer hones, the same stuffy room 
serves as kitchen and living room during day-time and 
as bed-room during night time. 
As regards the relationship between recrea-
tional facilities and delinquency. Prof. Burt*s study 
revealed t'lat the incidence of crime v/as high in areas 
most remote frxjm open spaces, v^ hore there v/ero no parks, 
no playing fields and no recreation grounds, 
Thei*e is a general belief that unorganized and 
iinsupervised recreation leads to delinquency, whereas 
organized and supervised recreation tends to inhibit 
delinquency. Utmost discretion is necessary in establi-
shing clear-cut etiological relationship between recrea-
tion ftiid delinquency. 
Inadequacy of recreational facilities and 
programraes in communities may be considered as a condi-
tion of delinquency. It imict be recognized tliat mass 
(t) Cyril Burt: "The Young Delinquent," Page - 156. 
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media like motion picturea '*havG a differential effect on 
juvenile "iriehavioar, depc-'r)din£^^ on a nrinber of factors, 
such a£; the backgroimd and experience of the children 
involved, their personality and training, and the compet-
ing influences of the moment." 
Social reformists and thinkers have often feli 
that the root of great many social evils is poverty. 
Iiany v/riters of delirK^ uency have also nost coraiaonly 
emphasised tlie economic factor as tlw najor cause of 
juvenile delinquency, and have at tinee looked upon it 
as the sole causal factor of dolinquent 'behaviour. Such 
an emphasis is placed on economic factoid because the 
majority of the delinquents do come from poor homes. 
It has been shown that juvenile delinquency is 
highly correlated vsdth all tne indices of low income 
and with other social problems resulting from poverty. 
Poor economic condition is evidently one of the reasons, 
which drives children away from their homes, and goads 
them or. to the path of delinquency. 
Slmployment of women, especially the mothers of 
small children has been regarded as an impoii:ant factor 
in the slackening of family control and attachment and 
consequently as contributing to delinquency. l%en 
(1) Martin H. Neumeyer : "Juvenile Delinquency in 
iiodem Society." 
Page - 221. 
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mothers are employed, young children are left to thent-
selves and they receive very little care and supervision 
during early years of life. 
1-Jhen the mothers are compelled to go out for work, 
the older children have to assume the responsibility of 
household duties, Ilerveous and physicjail exhaustion dimi-
nishes the fitness of working viromen for the functions of 
wife and mother. They have neither the time nor the 
energy' left to take proper care of a home. It is the 
emhittered relations hetweon parents aid children that 
have more significant effect on the be^ iiaviour of children. 
In i!}03t oases such employment is an economic necess-
ity as trto added income makes it possible for the families 
to live better and to provide laore adequately the material 
necessities of tl-'e children. On the other hand, \vb.en 
motho?"^  e.ve avpjy from th(3 homes, tho basic functions of 
the family cannot be adequately porforned. The children 
do not get sufficient supervision, guiiance ar)d care; and 
thsy lack v^ rrtth ard feel neglected or unwanted because 
the mothers are too pra-occiipied with occupational and 
household duties, 
Healtiiy occupations elimnate opportunities and 
stimuli for delinquency. Certain types of work are hazm-
ful and morally unwholesome for youngsters, as they 
offer opportunities and stimuli for law breaking. Junk-
dealing, street trades, domestic service and service 
in tea-shops are some of the occupations which are 
found to "be unwholesoaie. 
Junk dealing seems to "be a specific source of 
delinquency. "The child who has been jiinking soon loses 
the ability to aistinguish the difference "between *mia$* 
and 'thine*", & is often involved in stealing. 
Coolie work, hai'vking on the straot, boot polish-
ing, mal-ish vjnrk and bidi-making, all these outdoor 
occupations of juveniles did not furnish regular and 
steady income, ejid "brought them into contact vidth such 
people and -put them in such circumstances that they were 
landed into delinquency. 
lovdx: donestic scr-j-ar^-ts ?re not only economically 
exploited by the masters but are either dismissed when 
aniv article is sisoin/- in the hone or are handed over 
to the police on suspicion. 
Over crowding is another impoirtant factor related 
to juvenils dGlinquency, Increasing industrialisation 
drav/s a large number of people from the surrounding 
areas into the cities andbften leads to over-population 
in relation to available housing accom;ncdation. Added 
to this, is the systeai among Indian fanilies, of accommo-
(1) L.J. Carr : "Delinciuency Control." 
Page - 174. 
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dating even distant relatives as well a,s accLuaintances 
from the home-towns, as a mark of hospitality. TMs 
results in orowded housing conditions. 
Child labour is regarded as a potential factor in 
delinquency causation. If the cnplosraient of juveniles 
keeps them from completing their education or if the vvork 
itself is pnysically harmful, then child labour becomes a 
pinDbleni, Child labour in the fonn of srbreet trades is 
usually cor.'5id«?red to be -nove closely associated vvith 
delinquency than arc other tj-pes of vi02±. This is parti-
cularly true i:? juveniles Vi*ork at ii±;sh± and in places of 
unusual physical anti noral har^ ards. It is not the street 
trade tliat -••.akes juveniles go v/rong, but the conditions 
under which they v.nrk. 
In the litor9.tiiro on socio-econonic status, delin-
quency haj bo en doacribcd a^ prii-aril3r a phenor^ enon of 
tho lower ocoiicjic strct.ta. It is indicated that juvenile 
delinquency rates are higher in the lovrer economic classes 
than in the middle and upper econo^ nic groups, 
Clp.BnifJ.eation o:? ju^ e^nile delinquents has been 
shovvr^  in Table ^"o. 10. 
TA?.:.^  !To. 10 (Cl&3?ificgtion of -Juvenile Delinquents! 
Table ITo, 10 above tiiat 5 or 5% of the juveniles 
belong to the rich class; 20 or 20< of the juveniles 
belong to middle class; while 75 or 7 % of the juveniles 
belong to poor class. 
T A B L B N 0 . 10 
(GLA3:;i?iaAnOH O? J1J7]^1L'Z DBLIFQU'SITS) 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of J u v e n i l e 5 'lumber of 5 Peroent-^-je 
De l inquen t s , 9 Juveni les ( 
Hich 0 5 f 3'/ 
Middle 5 \ 
Poor 3 75 I IX 
5 
•TC'TM, : - 5 100 \ 100?' 
r>7 
a 
It is indicated by this table that mostly juveniles 
belong to the poor class. They come f:rom poor classes. 
Juvenile delinquency rates are higher in the poor classes 
than in the middle and upper classes and group, Ilostly 
juveniles commit delinquencies in poor classes. 
The nature and type of associates of juveniles 
have been studied in Table No. 11. It indicates that 
the juvenile usually keeps the company of juvenile friends 
as shov«n in Table No, 11. 
TABLS NO.11 (nature and Type of Associates of 
Juveniles) 
Table ITo, 11 indicates that out of 100 juveniles 
20 or 20f of the juveniles have no associates or they 
are lone-woif juveniles; 25 or 25f^  of the juveniles have 
non-juvenile associates; but 55 or 55f of the juveniles 
have associates who are also juveniles. 
It has been found that several juveniles have 
cultivated intimacy with each other only during truancy 
from the school. They did not know each other in the 
school but became friends when they met outside school. 
Juveniles not only make friendsliip with boys who belong 
to the same class or to the same school and who are same 
in the age but cultivates intimacy and friendship with 
other boys vfho belong to other schools or localities and 
v,^ o are also senior in age with them. 
T A 3 L B H 0 . 11 
(ITature S: TyvQ of Associates of the Juven i l i s ) 
JL-Jaturo ^c T^rre of 5 Fuml^er of •; Ferocrita':je 
Associates. 5 Juveni les 5 
J J 
J-'iveniles having no | 20 I 20 '^ 
a s soc ia t e s , ? j 
Juveni les having non- X 25 x 25/' 
ju'/eailG as soc ia t e s . j | 
>; 6 
Juveni les havi^/j 5 55 K 55< 
juveni le as-jociatos. J 
0 t 
TOT,V'".:- J too 0 1005^ 
a:^  
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TABLiJ! H0«12 shov/s the nuabor of companions of 
juveniles vvho keep constant company Fvlth- then. 
TABLE NO. 12 (Showin/? number of Gompanions of 
Juveniles who keep constant company 
with them) 
It has been found by Table ITo. 12 that 40 or AO^ 
of the juveniles do not have any associates and they 
are lone-v/olf juveniles; v/hile 15 or 15/' of the juveniles 
have one conipanion only; 10 or 10^ of the juveniles have 
two conpanions; 9 or 9f: of the juveniles have three 
companions; 11 or 11?' of the juveniles have four compan-
ions; 6 or Sf of the juveniles have five friends only; 
4 or Ay Ox the juveniles have six companions; 3 or yf 
of the juveniles have seven companions; and 2 or 2^' of 
the juveuilos have ei^ h^t companions only. 
The above study of the total number of friends of 
juveniles shows that juveniles in general desire to make 
friendship with like-minded boys who would keep them 
company during aimless vranderings. Ths companionship 
plays a significant and prominent role in drifting away 
the boys towards non-coafor.aing activities. 
Class Structure Of Juveniles :-
In the socio-economic background of juvenile 
delinquents, class; stracture of juveniles has also 
been studied. Table ITo. 13 shows the class stinicture 
T A B L E H 0. 12 
(Showing number of Companions of .luvenilea vftio keev 
Constant company with them)» 
6! 
T n==;: ITumber of Companions Humber of Juveni les Hh 
Lone-Wolf Juveniles 
One Companion 
Two Companions 
Three Companions 
Pour Companions 
Five Companions 
Six Companions 
Seven Companions 
Sight Companions 
40 
t5 
to 
9 
11 
6 
4 
5 
40?^  
5 15?r 
9^ 
2^-
TOTAL : - 100 5 100^ 
J 
^ • : 
of juveniles. 
TABLE HO,13 (Glass stracture of Juvenilea) 
Table No. 13 indicates that 8 or 8f of the 
juveniles belong to the upper class whose parents earn 
Rs. 850/- P.M.J 12 or 12f of the juveniles belong to the 
upper middle class v^ose parents or guardians earn Rs, 
500/- to Rs. 850/- P.M.J 18 or 18^ of the juveniles 
belong to the middle class whose parents earn Rs,250/-
to Rs, 500/- P.M.J 22 or 22^ of the juveniles are those 
vrfio belong to the lower middle class whose parents earn 
Rs, 100/- to Rs. 250/- P.W,; & 40 or 40^ of the juveniles 
belong to the lower class whose parents earn under R3,100/-
?,M. This indicates that the parents and guardians or main 
bread-earners of the juveniles mostly belong to the lower 
socio-economic strata having low income i.e. Rs, 100/- P.M. 
which implies a very low standard of living, 
Sooio-SJConomiG Classification of Localities of Juveniles;-
Socio-Sconomic classification of localities of 
juveniles is shown in Table ITo, 14. 
TABLE HO.14 (SociQ-Economic Classification of 
Localities of Juveniles). 
The Table indicates significantly that the 
juveniles come largely from the lower class localities. 
10 or 105^  of the juveniles are drawn from localities in 
which mostly people of the upper social strata residej 
20 or 20^ !' of the juveniles live in the ciixed middle 
T A B L E H 0 . 1 3 
(GLASS 3TBUQTURB OF JUVail lLES) 
1 5 
Economic Class & Income Group 0 N\iinber of ll Percentage 
" Juveni les 9 
Upper Class (Rs.850/-) J 8 j 8?? 
Upper Middle 8 12 i %2^ 
(Rs. 500/- to Rs. 850/-) \ I 
i! 
I ^ 
l add le Class 8 IB 3 18?^  
(Rs. 250/- to Rs. 500/-) j | 
Lower Mddle 6 22 t 227' 
(Rs. too/- to Rs. 250/-) | 
5 
Lower Class 5 40 I AO^. 
(UndBT Rs. too/-) 
TOTAL: - 5 100 J lOO f^ r 
63 
t' f 
T A B L E N 0.14 
(30CI0~BC0I?0?aG CMS3IFICATI0IJ OF LOGilLITIBS OF JTJV3ITILES) 
1 f 
Socio-Bconomic classification of | Ilum'ber of 8 Percentage 
Localities of Juveniles 5 Juveniles J 
Upper Glass localities, 5 10 l lO^t^ 
I ! 
laxed laddle class Localities. \ 20 | 
Lower Glass Localities. I 70 \ 70f; 
TOTAL:- I too l 100^ 
b J 
class localities and 70 or 70^ of the juvenile delinqoients 
liv© in lower class localities. 
Paste Composition of Juveniles :~ 
Juvenile delinquents "belong to different castes 
as each school administration admits students without any 
considerat-ion of cjaste, colour or cormnunity. One of the 
basic ideas under-lying the principles of Basic Primely 
Education is to provide compulsory and ?ree Education 
specially to the cliildren of the lower castes and back-
ward social groi'ps. 
Dr. Radha Kamal r.lukerjee has broadly classified 
the many castes among the Hindus in India under the 
following heads :-
(1) Higher Castes. 
(2) Intermediate Castes, 
(3) Lower Castes, 
The caste composition of the juveniles is based 
on the above classification and is incorporated in the 
Table ITo. 15. 
TABLi^  m, )3 (Caste Composition of Juveniles) 
It is revealed by tho Table !To, 15 that 8 or 
&^: of the juveniles are drawn from higher castes; 18 
(1) Inter-caste Tension - Page 4, Konograph lo, 1, by 
Dr. Radha Eanal Ifukerjee and collea^es - Published 
by J.K. Institute of Sociology and Human Relations, 
Lucknow University, Lucknow. 
• 0 
T A B L g N 0 . 15 
("CASTS 00I.IP03ITI0N 0? JUVH!iaL3 DI^LIHQUMTS") 
T 1 
Percentage Caste Composition 
Higher Castes 
Hum"ber of 
Juveniles 
8 
1 
5 
8 &=/ 
Intenaediate Castes 0 18 5 tSf 
Lower Castes 
Muslims 
5 60 5 60^ 
U 
A 
5 tcx) 
5 W 
-i 
§ iOOf TOTAL :-
or 18^ of the juveniles belong to the Intermediate 
castes; 60 or 60^ of the ;juveniles are drawn from the 
SOS lower castes; & l/juelims in the sample number t4 
or 14^. 
Occupational Status of the Parents or Guardiana 
of Jugenile3;~ 
A study of the occupational status of the parents 
or guardians or the main bread earners of the families 
of the juveniles reveals that they are drawn from almost 
all types of occupations & professions. These professi-
ons and occupations incorporated in the survey have been 
classified according to the standardised list of occupa-
tions & professions, 
TABLE !T0. 16 ("Occupational Status of the Parents 
or guardians of the Juveniles"). 
:?rom the sociological point of view it is important 
to note that tmj groups of occupations viz., the sales and 
related occupations (subordinate) and subordinate technl-
cal occupations contribute a major portion of the juveniles 
to the sample. The group of suboidinate occupations 
characterised as sales and related comprise occupations 
like that of hav/kers and peddlers, shop keepers (general), 
fruit and vegetable sellers, petty landlords, betel shop 
keepers, grain morchants, earthen vessel shop keepers, 
ordinary contractors, and hotel proprietors. "Tiile 
6 s 
T A B L E H 0.16 
("030UPATIOI:AL STATUS OF Tir. PARIJI '^TS OR GUARDIAITS 0? 
THIJ JUVBxIILiiS'*) 
n/> ,^«^+-? «««i r-r^n,« ! ITumlDer oil Percen-0 number 0 Percen-Occupational Group ^^^^.les 8 tage of Juve4 tage . 
I I R niles 5 1 
Managerial,Admini-
strative & Executive 
Occupations (iTon-
Technical) 
Professional,Tech-
nical & related 
occupations 
(ouperior) 
Suboi^inat e, Admini-
strative « Executive 
occupations. 
T'inisterial TJccupa-
tions. 
3ales L Related 
Occupations 
(Subordinate). 
Subordinate Techni-
ca l Occupations, 
Service Occupations. 
15 
28 
18 
\ 
5 4.55^ 
20 5 21.35^ 
30.6fc 
19.75^ 
1 
xe,x I t6 
5 
22 
50 
20 
I 4 
w 
7.85? I 8 I 8 0 
f 22f? 
5 
300 
I 20?' 
TOTALt- 92 
5 
{ 1000 
1 
100 1000 
():< 
subordinate technical occupations include the occupa-
tions of railway workshop employees, masons, sw€^meat 
makers and sellers, dairy keepers, cobblers, tailors, 
electricians, weavers, cart drivers, vehicle drivers, 
car-drivers, farmers, rickshaw-pullers, carpenters. 
Painters, press printers, book binders, goldsmith, 
wood cutters, gardBners, welders and dyers. These two 
groups contribute a total number of 48 or 51 •95' parents, 
guardians, or main bread-earners of the families of the 
juveniles. 
Professional, technical and related occupations 
(superior) are represented by 4 or 4.5^ ^ of the total & 
include 2 school teachers, a painter, land a palmist or 
astrologer. 
The groups of occupations characterised as 
subordinate, administrative and executive occupations 
are repi^sented by 15 or 16,5^ of the fsjnilies - 8 
office peons, 2 porters, 2 are watchmen 5 are scavangers. 
of juveniles 
In 7 or 7.8y of the familiegi^  the earners are 
employed in ministerial occupations and all 6f them 
work as office assistants. 
The service occupations are represented by 18 
or 19»7f of the earners of the families of the juveniles. 
They include 4 persons who are employed as cooks; 7 as 
daily labourei^; 2 washermen; 3 as hotel bearers; and 
2 as domestic servants. 
n 
The above studjr indicates a total absence of bread 
earners belonging to the groups of occupations chaz^cteri-
sed as managerial, administrative and executive occupa-
tions (non-technical). 
Another sicnificant fact revealed by this study is 
that a large number of parents or guardians are employed 
in occupations characterised as sales and related occupa-
tions and subordinate teclinical occupations. These account 
for 48 or 51.9/' of the earners investigated. Such parents 
have a very meagre incone and therefore belong to a very 
low socio-econofoic status. Their children are thus more 
exposed tc social hazards primarily duo to the fact that 
these parents are not in a position to pay regular atten-
tion to fro affairs of th3 hoins and to ezercise the much 
needed restraint and control owing to tho arduous and 
exacting nature of their work and their consequent 
lack oi leisure. 
The above conclusions are a pointer in the direction 
that the lo'.TOr socio-economic sti'ata of the Indian 
Society needs social assistance from the state which 
should evolve and implement schemes of social welfare 
in the various areas of needy environments in order to 
wean the children away from the liairmful alltirements of 
vagrant delinquencsr, 
Uncon.'^ Gnlal lilmployment :-
Uncongenial employment is also the roain cause of 
71 
juveni le delinq\iency. Uncongenial woirk and work-fellows 
are adeqixate s t imul i for juveni les to indxilge in pranks 
and pe t ty t h e f t s . 
Uncongenial employment has been shoivn in Table 
No. 17. 
TABIiB NO. 17 (UHCOITGaKIAi. BiaPIOIMUi;T) 
Table ITo. 17 indicates that 10 or 12.5-' of the 
juveniles are those who feel their work as \mcongenial; 
30 or 37.5^ of the juveniles are those whose work-fellows 
are uncongenial; work difficult is represented in case 
of 15 or 18,75' of the juveniles; 25 or 31.3f of the 
juveniles are those whose work require specialized -gtg 
gift. 
ITote;- (80^ ' juveniles are doing different jobs and works, 
while 20^ ' are still studying). 
Absence of Pacilitios For Hocrgation at home :-
Absence of recreational faoilities in the home 
leads to delinquency, Absence of facilities for recrea-
tion in the home and in the locality io a comnion defi-
ciency in the poor areas. The poor and crou'ded home 
provides no facilities for indoor occupation and recrea-
tional out-lets to the children. Prof. Burt*s study 
revealed that the incidence of crime v/as high in areas 
most remote from open spaces, where there were no parks, 
no playing fields and no recreation grounds. 
11 
T A B L B N 0.17 
5 
Uncongenial Employment 5 Humber of 
5 Juveniles 
5 Percentage 
j 
Uncongenial work 
rif:^ 'cult v/ork 
Work requiring specia- 5 
lized gift. 
to 
Uncongenial work-fellowa ! 30 
15 
25 
t2.5^ -
37 
18 
31 
.5f? 
.7?C 
.3/« 
TOTALt- 30 too^. 
2fote:-- (aO^ ' Juveniles are doing different jobs &. 
works, while 20^ " are still studying). 
4 ti 
Absence of recreational facilities at home is 
shovm in Table ITo. 18, 
TABLl HO.18 (Absence of Facilities for Hecreation 
at home). 
It has been indicated in Table ?TO.18 tha.t 65 or 
65?' of the :juveniles have a lack of free facility for 
Indter occupation; 50 or 50f of the Juveniles have no 
park, no nursery and no play room; 60 or 60^ of the 
juveniles -U've no book for reacling; v/Mle 45^ ^ of the 
juveniles do not have rmy toys, 
Gonditions of Leisure ;-
Conditicns oi' leisure, both excessive facilities 
for atausemcnt and defective facilities for aiiusement 
are the r-:ain caiisea oi" Juvenile delinquency. 
Conditions of leisure (excessive facilities for 
asTUsencnt) is shov.'u in Table Ho, 19, 
:i?^ jLB KO. 19 (Sxeeaaive Pacilities for Amusement) 
This tablG shows that 60 or 60?- of the juveniles 
visit cireras. 3hovvr:! dally; vrhile 40 or 40^ '' of tho juveniles 
gamble and betting daily, liotion pictures and cinema 
shov/s have a differential effect on juvenile behaviour, 
'lie knov/ that cliiloren in r^eneral attend movies with 
eonsidei*able frefjuency and regulard.ty, V.liile at raovles, 
they are in a Id^mly assimilative 3t5.te of mind. The 
attention of the children is going: mostly towards the 
riioviss, its main reason is naked and dirty posters. 
7i 
T A B L S W 0 . 1 8 
("ABSSI'TGB OF ?ACILITIK3 FOR RSGRSATIOH AT HOKTS" ) 
^ . J ^ 
Absence of Facilities for 5 lumber of 5 Percentage 
recreation at home 5 Juveniles 
Lack of Pgfee Facility for 
Indoor Occupation. 
IHO park, no nursery, no 
play-room. 
No book for reading 
?lo toys 
65 
50 
60 
45 
65f: 
50^ 
455?-
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Sxcessive Facilities 
For Amusement 
8 Number o f 
3 5 
Percentage 
Juveni les il 
V i s i t i n g Cinesaa shows 
d a i l y . 
Grambling & b e t t i n g 
d a i l y . 
60 
40 
eof 
40^' 
TOTAL too 100^ 
7fj 
Defective facilities for aaroaement play £ilso an 
important role in drifting aws^ the children towards 
non-conformist activities and "behavioTir. 
Defective facilities for aEniaement indicated in 
Tahle Ilo. 20. 
TABL3 HO.20 (Defective Facilities for ilimaement) 
Table No. 20 shows tliat 45 or 45?' of the juveniles 
indulge in cheap Indoor attractions - Banco or Oinema; 
while 5^ or 55^ of the juveniles indulge in minimum out-
door attro-ctions like foothall field and the Public Park, 
'i^his is only socio-economic back.":round of juvenile 
delinquents. 
C* \ f\ ;•• r* ..-^ r i .'"^ n '^i ey 
rt ;\ .'^  fN r» 
7 
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("DBPSOTIVB gAaiLITIBS POR AMUSH:.IiiIIT**) 
DefGCtiYe Facilities 
for Amusement. 
Indulging in cheap Indoor 
Attractions - Dance or 
Cinema, 
^ g ^ 
I Kuiafcer of | Percentage 
I Juven i l i s 
45 45?^  
iliniraum outdoor 
a t t r a c t i o n s l i k e Pootlaall 
Field & the l u b l i c Park. 
55 55^ 
TOTAL : - too 100?^ 
, ^ r Ace ^ 
In this chapter, the school and juvenile delin-
quents have been studied with special reference to 
their attendance record; tmconsenial education or 
school; proficiencies and deficiencies in the various 
subjects of study; opinion and attitudes of the juve-
niles regarding their teachers; school career and 
scholastic record of juveniles. 
School has a great role to play in juvenile 
delinquency. It makes a great contribution to it. It 
stands second only to horae in influencing our lives & 
what we learn. 
School has an important influence on the perso-
nality of tliG child. In school both the teachers and 
class fellows mould his personality, c'ust as in the 
fsraily the parents are ideals before the child so are 
teachers iix the school. The child liatcs the cru.el and 
strict teachers. On the other hand, he^  respectc good 
and sympathetic teachers. The child tends to identify 
liinself with the teacher and tries to imitate his ways, 
(1) Lehner. George, ?,J., Kube j)lla : "The Djmamics 
of Personal Adjustment", Prentice Hall Inc., 
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manners, & personality traits. This is only with the 
influential teachers and not with every one. 
The school, tinlike other social institutions & 
agencies has close and continuous contact with all the 
children in the community. The school enjoys a promis-
ing place in the community as an agency to cooperate in 
and often to initiate programs of aid to children viho 
suffer from incipient maladjustments. The teachers of 
children should he waim, sympathetic and understanding 
persons. 
Difficulties at school may "be related to curri-
culum, school life, teachers, methods of instructions, 
inherent factors of students, reading hahits and admi-
nistrative handicaps etc. 
Attendance Record :-
The attendance record of the juveniles has been 
scrutinised in order to evaliiate the percentage of 
frequency of truancy among them. As it is indicated in 
Table No. 21. 
TABLE NO,21 (Percentage of absenteeism among the 
Juveniles during the whole period o^ 
Survey) 
60^ 1 juveniles are educated out of 100?- and 40f 
are uneducated, 
(1) Strang, Ruth: "Behaviour & Background of Students in 
College and Secondary Schools", London,Harper 
& Brothers. 1957. 
so 
T A 3 L B M 0.21 
,rl3 ("PBROHNTAGB 0? ABS3KTB3IS!a AJ'OHS JUV3KIL33 DURING Tl 
mOLS PERIOD OP 3URVSY") 
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I'requency of i 'ruancy 9 IJ-umber of 5 Percentage 
J u v e n i l e s | 
Under TOf' | 30 | ^^ 
3 { 
Between 11f: & 255? 5 15 5 25^ 
8 
Eetv^een 25^ & 45^' j 10 | 16.7^ 
I ^ 
Over 45^ ; I 5 S 8,5|^  
TOTAL : - 5 60 5 tOO?^  
Note : - 60?^  j u v e n i l e s a r e educated & 40?? a r e 
uneduca ted . 
H1 
30 or 50f of the juveniles respectively absented 
themselves upto the extent of lOj^  of the total numher 
of the school working days; while the attendance record 
of 15 or 23^ of the juveniles during the same period 
exhibits a frequency of truancy from 11f' to 257 * A 
frequency of truancy between 25f & A-3f has been observed 
in the case of 10 or 16,7f^  of the juveniles; while with 
5 or 8.3?? of the juveniles, the frequency of truancy is 
over 45f. 
It is to be noted that the frequency of truancy 
of quite a large number of juveniles is sufriciently 
high. 
Uncongenial School or Education :~ 
Uncongenial education; uncongenial teachers; un-
congenial school fellows; uncongenial lessons have to 
play an important role in juvenile delinquency. These 
are the main sources in drifting away the children 
towards non-confirming activities. 
Uncongenial education is shown in Table llo, 22. 
TABLE NO,22 (Uncongenial School or Bducation) 
ITote:-(Out of 100 juveniles 60^ juveniles are educated, 
while 40?t are quite illiterate. So we have to 
find out the result from 60f juveniles). 
Table IJo, 22 indicates that 10 or 16,7f juveniles 
are such viho found their education uncongenial; 8 or 
S '^  
T ii B L 3 N 0 .22 
("TOIQ0Nf>3i!iaAI. 3GK00L OR gDUOiVTIOIT") 
T ~ 1 — - " 
Uncongenial School | lIumTaer of 8 Percentage 
^ Juveniles I 
Uncongenial Education 8 10 5 \G,7% 
Unreasoniiitj aversion towards 5 8 9 t5.5/^  
the Bchool. 5 
5 
5 
Uncongenial Lessons 8 5 | 8,35^  
Uncongenial School Fellows i 7 5 tt»7^ 
5 Uncongenial teadiers il 30 | 50fj 
^ I 
5 
'J 
TOT/xl:- jj 60 i 100??. 
8^ 
13.55^ - of the juvenile delinquents have unreasoning 
aversion towards the school; 5 or 8,55^ ' of the juveniles 
are such \^o have uncongenial lessons; 7 or It,7/^  of the 
juveniles have uncongenial school-fellows; and 30 or 
50f of the juveniles have uncongenial teachers. They 
consider their teachers as strict disciplinarian and 
that their teachers do not teach well and give severe 
punishment. 
v7e have taken only a few of the issues for study 
with a view to find out specific characters of the 
school context having close affinity vilth juvenile 
delinquency. We have taken the following hsrpotheses 
for consideration :-
(1) Greater average age in each of the classes is 
characteristic of juveniles, 
(2) Juvenile delinquency goea hand in hand with incli-
nations and *isclinations to certain school subjects, 
Neumeyer states clearly that disliking for certain 
subjects reroalns one of the factors of juvenile 
1 
delinquency. 
(3) Greater non-seriousness toTOirds the preparation for 
examination and towards the adoption of means to pass, 
is characteristic of juveniles. 
(1) ITeumeyer: M.H,; "Juvenile Delinquency in Modem 
Society", New York, Dvon Nostrand 
Go. Inc., 1955. 
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(4) Juveniles have a non-serious attilpade towards the 
subjects in which they stand weak, 
(5) Poverty of educational records has positive affinity 
with the incidence of j'u.'venile delinquency. 
The consideration of all the five hypotheses, 
as a whole goes to suggest that juveniles have various 
types of factoI's wiiich contribute to their maladjusted 
behaviour in the school. Thoy appear retarded people 
because of personal fac1;ors which may be intelligence 
and disinterestedness in subjects and teacheiis. They 
appear mostly frustrated because of their greater failures 
in past years. They appear more au^estible aiid gang 
involved when they go on adopting those methods v\toich 
are not approved for passing the examinations. It may 
be suggested that school, teachers, curriculum, methods 
of instractions and adainistrative designs appear to 
have ceased charming to the juveniles. 
Difficult School Subjects :-
An attempt has been made to find out the school 
subjects which are most commonly difficult for juveniles. 
The various school subjects which were considered by the 
juveniles as difficiat are Maths, Hindi, Urdu, Histoiy, 
(T) Strang Ruth : "Behaviour & Background of students 
in College & Secondary Schools". 
London, Haider & B:rothers, 1937. 
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Geography, Civics, ':^ slish, 3oonoraics, Sanskrit, Art & 
Agriculture, These difficult school subjects are indi-
cated in Table ITo, 23. 
TABLT.1 110,23 (Showin/T Various School Suh.iects which 
are difficult and easy for Juveniles) 
Table Ko, 23 shov,^  that 30 or 5<35' of the juveniles 
feel djlfficulty in I-Iathenatics; while 6 or lO^ ' of the 
juveniles feel easy in Matheaatics, 4 or 6,65' of the 
juveniles feel difficulty in Hindi, & Hindi is easy for 
42 or TOT' juveniles. ITo juvenile feel difficulty in 
Urdu, while 16 or 26.6< feel easy in Urdu, 20 or 33.3f' 
of the Juveniles feel difficiaty in History; while 
History is easy for 15 or 25!? juveniles. 30 or 30f of the 
Juveniles feel difficulty in Geography, wftiile Geography 
is easy for 10 or 16.6^ juveniles. 25 or 41,6f of the 
juveniles feel difficulty in CJivics while 8 or 13.35^  of 
the juveniles consider civics as easy subject. Out of 
60 juveniles, 24 or 40 of the juveniles feel difficulty 
in iitoglish, ishile 10 or 16,6?- of the juveniles consider 
English as easy subject. 35 or 58,3!' of the juveniles 
felt difficulty in Sconosiics & 5 or 8.35' of the juveniles 
consider economics as easy subject, 40 or 66,6^ ' of the 
juveniles feeVdifficulty in Sanskrit, while Sanskrit was 
considered as easy subject by 3 or 5f juveniles, tO or 
16,6f of the juveniles considered Art as difficult 
8 0 
T A B L S H 0 .23 
("SHOiHim VARIOUS SCHOOL SUBJECTS V.IIiail ARE :OII??ICULT & 
aASY FOR JinmHILgS") 
r 5 5 
School Subjects 0 Dlffi- 5 Peree-^Basy 
3 cul ty 5 ntage | 
f— 5 
Percen-jI'Ho.of 'S Perce 
t age I JuvenilflO ntage 
Mathematics 
Hindi 
Urdu 
History 
Geography 
Civics 
Snglish 
Sconoraics 
Sanskrit 
Art 
Agriculture 
8 
20 155.5?' I 15 8 257^  K 35 5 35^ ^ 
30 f 50?? K 10 ^ 16.6f? K 40 ^ AO^ 
30 
4 
50?f 
6.65^ 
6 
42 
16 
§10^ 
70f 
8 
26,6^ 
36 
46 
16 
25 HU^f. 
24 1405J 
8 I 35 158.3/ 
40 I 66M 
I 
8 
10 
5 
3 
1 3 * ^ 
8 
8I6.65? 
8 1 
6 
3% 
to 1 1 6 . 6 ^ 5 50 8 83 .3^ 
12 i 20^ yc> 30 850^ 
33 
34 
40 
43 
60 
42 
36r 
46?l 
16 
33?^  
«!^  I ^ ' 
40^ 
435^  
5 60^ 
AZfo 
t 
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su'hiject and 50 or 85.5;^ " of the juvenilss considered Art 
as easy suT^ ject, 12 or 20^ of the jvveniles felt diffi-
ciilty in agriculture vviiile 30 or 50f of the juveniles 
considered agriculture as easy subject. 
Juvenile*^ s Opinion P^e^gtardin^'-; the Teachers :-
The attitudes and opinions of juveniles about 
their teachers are indicated in Table IIo, 24. 
TA3LB NO. 24 ("Opinion of Juveniles re^ardin^ 
the teachers"). 
Table Ho. 24 shows that tO or 16.7?' of the 
juveniles regard their teachers as good and lenient; 
5 or S,yf' of the juveniles consider their teachers aa 
a strict disciplinarian; while 7 or 11.7/' of the juve-
niles report that their teachers do not teach well; 11 
or 18,5?' juveniles consider their teachers as tyrant due 
to harsh treatment of the teachers; 14 or 23t5^ of the 
juveniles have expressed extrerae dislike for the 
teachers; wMle 4 or 6.77' of the juveniles consider 
their teachers as idler; 6 or 10 of the juveniles 
conL^ ient that their teachers use profaiae language in 
the class; and 3 or 5f of the juveniles did not give 
any specific opinion regarding their teachers. 
School Career :•• 
The school career and scholastic record of 
juveniles implies a study of their 3\3.cces3es and 
w 
8S 
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("OPIITIOIT OF JTJVMILSS RniaAHDII'TG TII3 TPAGIIBHS'*) 
Opinion of t he J u v e n i l e s JTumber of 
J u v e n i l e s 
D Percen tage 
4.^  
Teacher is good & lenient 
Teacher is a strict-
Disciijlins.i'ian, 
Teacher does not teach well 
Teacher is a tyrant 
to 
7 
W 
16.7f 
8,3^ 
ll.T?' 
t8.3^ 
Teacher ia an unlikeahle 
person. 
14 23.5^ 
Teacher is an idler 6.7f 
Teacher uses profane 
language in j»he class. 
6 10.0?^  
Ho opinion siven 5.0?^  
TOTAl :- 60 100"/. 
S;l 
failures in the half yearly examinations taken by them 
and the total mimtier of marks ohtained by them in the 
half yearly examinations and the award of promotions 
to the juveniles during the course of investigations. 
The school career of the juvenj.lee has been 
studied in Table llo, 25. 
TABLE 110, 25 ("Prequency of Failures among 
Juveniles"). 
An analysis of the successes and failures of 
the juveniles reveals that 27 or 45?^  of the juveniles 
have never failed wftiile 33 or 55f^  of the juveniles have 
failed in their half yearly examinations with varying 
frequency as indicated in Table ITo, 25. 
Table No. 25 shows that of the 33 students mdio 
have failed so far 20 or 33.3f of the juveniles have 
failed only once} while 9 or 0f of tlis juveniles have 
failed twice; 4 or 6,6^ of the juveniles have fsiiled 
thrice. 
The failiire of the juveniles in the school 
clearly shows to the uninteresting school curricultam 
and failures also expose the child to msuLadaptive 
tendencies. 
Scholastic Record :-
Juveniles havflseen classified according to the 
total number of marks obtained by thera in the half-
90 
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("FRBQUE^OY OF FAILUR3S AM)Ka JUYBiqLBS") 
n...... l-o. of ho. of Ko. of frequency of Fai lures 
Classes 5 j^ven i ]« | juveni - J u v e n i l e s f T ~ HZTZ T T : 
i s tudied l l e s Mio I wlio have l ^^^^^ { ^^°® 5 ^^^ 
— I 1 
^ j 4 I 2 
2 i( 6 t 5 
never ii fa i led 
railed 
Thrice 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
7 
15 
8 
to 
3 
3 
2 
1 
4 
6 
7 
8 
3 
2 
5 
3 
5 
3 K 
1 
' 5 
TOTALjj*- 60 27 33 ? 20 j 9 
f P e r c e n t a l 100^ i 45^ 
L a 
55 ,^ 7' 6.6?J 
yj 
yearly examinations. 1st, Ilnd, and Ilird Divisions & 
distinctions were awairded by the school authoilties to 
the students in classifying juveniles as brilliant, 
good, satisfactory, average, and poor. The poor 
students are these vi4io obtained marks less than 35?^  
Tihile those who secure marks from 335^  to 44f- have been 
categorised as average students. A juvenile who secures 
marks ranging between 4pf^  & 59^ - has been considered as 
satisfactory v^ereas those obtaining laarks between 60^ 
& 74^ have been classed as good students. And those 
vjho secure 75/' or more have been classed as brilliant 
students. As it is indicated in Table lIo# 26. 
Table Ho, 26 (Scholastic Record of Juveniles) 
Table Ho, 26 indicates that 2 or 3,35? of the 
juveniles have obtained marks over 75f of the total 
niamber of marks and accordingly have been classified 
as brilliant scholars; 5 or 8.3f of the juveniles have 
secured marks ranging between 60?' and 74^ ' and they 
have therefore been categorised as good students; 10 
or t6,7/- of the juveniles secured marks ranging betw»«ai 
45?^  and 59?^  & have therefore been grouped as satis-
factory students; 13 or 21.7/? of the juveniles received 
marks ranging between 33?' and 445' belonged to the 
status of an average student, and 30 or 50^ ' of the 
[I 
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^ ^ 
Classification from the 3 Hximber of 5 Percentage 
marks obtained. S Juveniles I 
^ ^ j j . 
Bri l l iant (75^' a over) 5 2 ^5 .5% 
I 
5 5 8.5?" Good (60^' to 74f) I 
j'^atisfactory (45^' to 59 -^) I 10 j t6,7^' 
Average (335^  to 44 r^) | 13 | 21.7^ 
Poor (under 33^0 I 30 150.a/ 
•iX)'i'AL : - ?; 60 f 100,0^^ 
.4 3 
jiiVCTiiles aeoured marks much laelow 555' an"! have been 
classified as poor students. 
(Tuvenile delinquents are not necessarily back-
ward in studies, 7 or ^06^ of the juveniles in the 
half yearly examinations established bright scholastic 
records. 
£':£5£f>€f-£3£S£ 
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"BGOLOQICAL BACKGHOmiD OF JIJVSiaL3 D3LIITQU5IIT3" 
In this chapter, Blum life,blighted area, un-
satisfactory housing conditions &. over crovAied homes, 
in which the juveniles live, nature and sise of living 
accomnodation, classification of JuvenrLles in terms of 
urban, peripheral and rural and aonal d:Letribution of 
juvenile's neigiibourhood have beer, studied. 
Ecological position poaitivelj' oontidbute to 
incidence of juvenile delinquency. One of the outstand-
ing cha3retcte2ristic of delinquency is i'cs ecological 
distribution. The word 'ecology* is sometimes used as 
inter-changeable with geographical environment. Human 
or social ecology is the study of the spatial and tempo-
ral relations of social phenomena, especially in relation 
to the physical (geographic setting). 
Ecological & geographic factors include slum & 
blighted conditions, poor housing, cliriatic influences, 
rural-urban differences, certain demog]?aphic factors, 
especially the el&inic composition of the population, 
social mobility and population heterogesnftity. 
The conceptu-al frsraev/ork of social or human 
ecology 1:3 that people and some social conditions and 
9 a 
problems are related to their spatial environment, 
Ro'bert E, Park, v»ho has "been regarded as the "father 
of human ecology" regainied the comrmmity as an important 
investigative unit. Ecological distribution manifests 
itself chiefly in the differences between raral and 
urban rates of law violationis. It is indicated by the 
Juvonile Court Statistics that the urban and semi-
urban areas have proportionately higher rates of delin-
quency than do the raral territories. 
v/illiam P. Lents made a study of 420 boys. Of 
these, 290 came from urban areas and 130 from rixral 
territories. He concluded that criminal culture has 
less effect on rural than or iirban boys. Itiiral delin-
quents committ more minor offences. 
Slums and bli^ jhted area in which juveniles live 
ai-e indicated in Table No. 27• 
TABL3 NO.27 ("Sluns and pqi^hted ilrea"). 
This tabic shows that 53 or 58^ ' of the juveniles 
live in pliysical deterioration means tliat their houses 
are physically deteriorated; 64 or G4f of the juveniles 
are such whose buildings &. dwellii^ gs arc poorly arrojiged; 
the houses of 70 or 70^ of the juvenaJes are such vdio 
lack proper ventilation and light; 48 or 48^ of the 
juveniles live in such houses wtiere there is unsanitary 
and unhealthy condition; there is no drainage system in 
T 4 B L B H Q>g7 
("SHJMS & BUGHTBD ARM**) 
96 
Poor Housing Number of | Porcentago 
Juvenllea 
Phyalcal Deterioration 5S 589S 
Poorly arranged dwelllnga and 
buildings. 
Lacking proper ventilation £ 
l ight . 
U^aziitary and unhealthy 
eondition* 
Drainage 
Unoleanness 
Drinking Water Pacilities 
Latriiie & Bathroom 
64 
70 
48 
40 
35 
60 
50 
60> 
-m 
48f. 
40?C 
60^ 
5O9S 
if? 
the houses in case of 40 or 40^ > of the juveniles; 55 
or y^cof the juveniles live in such houses where there 
is an uncleanness; 60 or 60?^  of the juveniles live in 
such houses where drinking water facilities are not 
available, there is no hand pump in the house and the 
juveniles hiring the water from other houses and munici-
pality's well and pipes; 50 or 50^ ' of the juveniles 
live in such houses where there is no latrine &. bath-
room, & for latrine the juveniles go outside the home 
in the jungle. 
Classification of the Juveiiiles in terms of Urban. 
Haral & Peripheral :* 
Classification of the juveniles in terms of 
urban, rural & peripheral is indicated in Table ITo. 28, 
TABLE 110. 28("Olassification of the Juveniles in 
terms of Urban* itiii'al. & PeilnheraD. 
This table shows that majority of the juveniles 
come from the urban areas as there are 60 or 60^ of 
the urban juveniles; only 15 4r \5i of the juveniles 
are rural and they live in rural areaEs; and 25 or 25f' 
of the juveniles live on the peripherj'". 
Density of population in urban areas has been 
considered a factor in the production of delinquency. 
Children get into difficulty while roaring into the 
ft!) 
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(»CIA3Siyi0ATI0N OF JWmilLm HBIGHBOUHHDOD lU TB: 
OF URBAH. HPRAL & PSRIPHBR^ 
T Classl f i cation of Juvezill«*8 
H«ighboaz!iood • 
Namber of 
Juveniles 
FerG«atage 
trx<ban 
Rixral 
Peripheral 
60 
15 
25 
60?^  
155^ 
25^ 
fOTAL:- 100 100^ 
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streets because of tlie inability of parents and neigh-
bours to vsatch over their conduct. Blmer, M.C. came 
to the conclusion that "it is not the density of popu-
lation which is of great significance in juvenile 
delinquency but rather the transitional zone area 
(slum sections), where the details of the individual's 
life do not definitely fit into the established group 
organizations and activities." 
Thus, according to him, it is the amount of 
disorganization leather than density of population 
which heajca a close relation to juvenile delinquency. 
As a city espands, there are zones in transition 
in which a great deal of disorganization occurs. It is 
in such zones that delinquency rates iire the highest. 
The highest delinquency rates were in the ("zone in 
transition"). .'3one in transition means those zones 
which are adjacent to the heart of a city. The ecolo-
gical distribution of juvenile delinquency was studied 
to test the concentric zone vihere liigli delinquency 
areeeare found. 
Classification of the nei^bourhood of juveniles 
in terms of organized zones, zones in transition and 
(t) Slmer, M.C: "Maladjustment of youth in relation 
to density of population." Proceedings 
of the American Sociological Society, 
(t926). Page - HO. 
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zones of physical and social deterioration is indicated 
in Table ITo, 29. 
TABLE 110.29 ("Zonal Distribution of Juvenile's 
Heif^ hbourhood**)« 
Table Ho. 29 shows that 15 or 15f' of the Juveniles 
are drawn from organized zones; 35 or 35% of the juveniles 
live in the zones of transition; 50 or 50^ of the juve-
niles live in zone of physical and social deterioration. 
Organized zones are those zones in which there 
has been some planned development and which possess 
facilities for play activities like parks. Such loca-
lities have good housing conditions, lighting, roads & 
lanes. 
Zones of transitions are those zones which have 
been selected for purposes of development by the L^ inicipal 
Organization. These localities do not have good houjsing 
conditions at present. large portion in such localities 
are also occupied by industrial undertakings. These 
areas present many problems of adjustment for juveniles. 
Zones of nhvsical and social deterioration have 
characteristically very unwholesome housing conditions; 
and may be characterized as slum areas. Juveniles have 
been considerably affected by these conditions which 
are highly deleterious to the growth of an integrated 
personality. Bad housing conditions not only entail 
1^ 
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Nei^'bourhood Zones Htimbor of f Perocoitag* 
Juveni les 
Organized Zones 15 15?S 
Zones of Transition 
Zones of Physical & Social 
Deterioration. 
35 
50 50^^ 
TOTAL J- 100 IOO?g 
] Ijz 
physical hardships. Taut imply an all round lowering of 
moral and social standards. 
Slum life, cruelty or frustration at home may 
lead to juvenile delinquency. Unsatisfactory housing 
conditions are given as a major cause of juvenile 
delinquency. Delinquency and "broken homes are closely 
connected vdth unsatisfactory housing conditions. 
Poor housing is a symptom of social and economic 
inadequacy. Overcrowding may result i:a lack of privacy 
and contribute to juvenile delinquency. If there is 
no room to play in the house, if laundry is alv/ays dry-
ing in the kitchen, and if the whole place is so congest-
ed and sordid that the child goes out on the street to 
escape the clutter and confusion, the house in this 
sense may contribute to juvenile delinquency. Children 
need adequate living space, and it is psychologically 
important to live in attractive surroundings. Actually, 
the whole standard of living goes up in an area where 
there are attractive surroundings. 
Bertram I!. Beck points out that the slum area 
is a segregated area isolated from the values of the 
larger community. The majority of slum dwellers are 
(1) Bertram 1,1. Beck: "The Sxiled Delinquent Children", 
2: 208-212 (November-December, 
1955). 
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unable to compete socially or econondcally with those 
who live in "better neighbourhoods. Often slum residents 
develop a sense of failure and rejection which gives 
rise to aggressive and juvenile-conduct. The child 
reared in the slums absorbs the attitudes of his 
community, v^ iich often oppose the cultural values of 
the larger society. 
Overcrowded housing has a relation to juvenile 
delinquency on the assumption that it malces family 
discipline and morality difficult to maintain & it 
derives children into unsupervised street play. The 
crowded city home offers little opporlrunity for leisure 
time activities. 
Poor housing has been regarded as a contributing 
factor to juvenile delinquency. It i£5 genei^lly believed 
that poor housing, especially over^crov^ing, inadequate 
sanitation and uncleanness are conducive to deviant 
behaviour. Many studies have pointed to the high 
rates of juvenile delinquency in the areas of poorest 
homes. 
Over-crowding implies loss of 3)rivacy among 
juveniles wSiich directly affects their personality make 
up and behaviour patterns, Overcrowd;Ln£: is due to the 
adverse economic conditions of the parents of the 
juveniles vifcose income is even below the subsistence 
1u 
level. Overcrowding is very bad for young children whose 
minds are impressionable. The child sleeping in the same 
room with its parents sees and overhears things from 
which the better-to-do are shielded. 
By an overcrowded home Cyril Btirt understands 
a tenement with more than two adult occupants per room, 
two children under ten counting for tliis purpose as the 
equivalent of one adult. Overcrowding is most inimical 
to the child where the general disposition of the family 
is emotionsLL. One room accommodation is rampant in slum 
area. 
••The conditions in one room tenements are simply 
horrifying, T'ore than one fourth of the room is used 
as kitchen. One of the comers contains a ^ mshing cum-
batliroom. In the remaining place trunks containing all 
a, sundry arc piled up. In another comer a table and 
a chair, if cue is fortunate enoiagh to have them, ar« 
usiially kept. Mattresses are rolled up in yet another 
comer. Even the physical space available for comfortable 
sitting and sleeping in these tenements is much below the 
minimum. It is doubtfiil wftiether they have sufficient 
placo for sitting, apart from decent living". 
(i) Burt, Cyril: "The young Delinquenf* London, 1925. 
(2) Chandrakant 3. Patil: A Socio-Bconomic Survey of 
the Hiddle class in Bombay, M.A, Thesis, 
University of Bombay, 1956, page - 106. 
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The living accommodations of jvjveniles consist 
mainly of the Kaccha and Pucca houses. Juveniles ar« 
usually drawn from fainilies living in one room tenements 
as shown in Tahle No, 30, 
TABLE NO. 30("Mature & Size of living accommodar-
tion of families of .iuveniles'*) 
Table ITo. 30 indicates that 40 or 40^ of the 
juveniles live in one room tenement, 25 live in Kaccha 
houses, \\iille 15 live in pucca houses; 24 or 24f of the 
juveniles live in two rooms, 14 live in Kaccha and 10 
live in Pucca houses; 15 or l^of the juveniles live 
in three room tenements, 10 & 5 live in kaccha & pucca 
houses respectively; 8 or 8^ of the juveniles live in 
four room tenements, 5 & 3 live in Kaccha & pucca 
houses respectively; 9 or 9?^  of the juveniles live in 
five room tenements, 7 & 2 live in kaccha and pucca 
houses respectively; 4 or 4^ of the juveniles live in 
six room tenements, 3 live in kaccha & 1 live in pucca 
houses. 
The above study indicates that a large numher 
of juveniles live in Kaccha houses, 
nistorians, geo^jraphers, social ecologists, &. 
sociologists have noted the inflBi«ice of the spatial 
& physical environmental situation on human society. 
1 {)•} 
I A B L B N 0,30 
(«^ATUBB & SIZE OF IiIYIHG ACQOffilDMTIOH OF FAMILI^ 
OF Jima^LBS") 
Sisse of LlTixig 
Aocoiamodation 
Nature of living accommodation 
Kacoha 9 Puooa Total f f•ro«n-
t a ^ t 
One xt>om tenement 
TTID 
Three " 
Po\ar * 
Five * 
Six * 
25 
f4 
10 1 
5 
7 
5 
15 
10 
1 -' 
]5 
1 '• 
1 
40 
24 
15 
8 
9 
4 
4C¥ 
4^ 
TOTAL : - 64 56 100 1009^  
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The •cologlcal locations of alums and blighted areas, 
poor houses, & related aspects of the physical setting 
are significant from the point of Tiew of Juvenile 
delinq^wncy. 
Slums are usually regarded as areeu9 in wMch 
dwellings or other buildings are deteriorated, poorly 
arranged, lacking proper vantilation and light, un-
sanitary and unhealthful, & in other nays deterimental 
to the health, safety and comfort. Such areas aire 
usually overeronded in which to rear children* A 
hli^ted area is one that is on the downgrade, beginn-
ing to show some slum traits but not yet fully a slum 
area* 
Slums and blighted areas provide breeding places 
for juveniles* Th^ juveniles roamed the streets of 
the slums and joined neighbouziiood gangs. The nei^^ 
bourhoods in lAiich they were reared were luijaoent to 
heavy industry, with drab and unattractive houses, dirty 
streets, and a declining population* 
Juvenile delinquency is the highest in slum 
areas* The wove of juvenile delinquency is stronger 
in the slum arMi than in the less unfavourable enviroiw 
mmt« In slums & blighted areas, vdiere poverty is 
rsB^ant and wretched housing conditions exist, children 
become delinquents. The rates of delinquency^ may b* 
] i ) ^ 
hlgfti In slum and bll^ted areas and low in the better 
residential areas* 
The ahove analysis indicates that ecolo^cal 
eppsroAohoB are important and helpfal sources for 
juveniles. Really, in this s«i8e» ecological positions 
positively contxlhute to the inoidenoe of juvenile 
delinq:aenoy. 
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«»r? A cs 3A3B STUDISS" 
A comprehensive list of all those "boys who were 
delinquents during the whole period of the survey was 
drawn up and it contained the names of ICO juveniles. 
It vra3 impossible to conduct case studies of all of 
them. So in order to obtain reliable result a few 
interesting case-studies of juvenile delinquents were 
prepared• 
"Case Ho« t" 
A boy arod P4 years is a truant delinquent and 
has jv^ opted the life of crime as his career, lie Vifas 
a student of VII class, but subsequently left his 
studies and also left his home and was not heard of 
therepfter, 
•The home environment of the juvenile is very 
uncongenial. His fat er B^ed about 55 years works 
as a carpenter on contract bacis; so it often happens 
that he does not ±ind errtplojmicnt for djiys together. 
He earns nearly Rs, 75/- ?.'". wMch is insufficient 
to meet the needs of seven moiabei^  of liis large family, 
'i'hesG conditions h-^.ve brought about heavy indebtedness 
and constant friction between the parojits* 
The mother of the juvenile is a^ e^d about 40 
years. The father of the juvenile is her second husband 
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and she had no issues from her first one. She is a 
naggings woman and works as a cook and earns about 
Rs. 40/- P.i.i. plus her food. 
The juvenile is the second of five siblings 
having an elder sister and is followed by a sister, a 
brother and a sister. His relationship with the sib-
lings Iiaa been very unaccoimiiodating. The scholastic 
record of tho juvenile is not satisfactory. He failed 
tvd.ce in V class. He was unsympathetically subjected 
to iiaroh treatment by the teachers. Due to the harsh 
treatment by their teachers he left the school and did 
not come to it again. 
The parents of the juveniles themselves do not 
have good opinion about nis activities. They disclosed 
that the boy started hJ.s delinquent career from hia 
early childhood. His first )movm act of delinquency 
in the neighbourhood is stealing a fountain -pen at the 
age of 7 years. He also started stealing from the 
school and was once expelled from it. 
The boy cultivated intimacy with three boys -
all of whom were non-schoolgoing and were known for 
their delinquenciec in the neighbourhood. They picked 
pockets under the guidance of adult associates. Once 
the juvenile went to a fair alongwith these companions. 
In this fair, as directed by the members of his group, 
he snatched a puj:*se v/hich contained about Rs. 300/-. 
On tills occasion he was detected and arrested but 
11 
the members of the group got him released. 
The juvenile alongwith the other members of the 
group has absconded from this city and they are all 
untraceable. In all possibility the juvenile has 
adopted a criminal career as the base of his living 
and is lost to society. 
Oase IIo. 2 
X boy bslonf:inG to an intermediate caste is a 
truant and a del3.nquent, lie livoc vd.th his uncle and 
M s .^ rancl mothor. Tho father of the juvenile having 
died liis mother romarriod and thereafter deserted him. 
The boy is a student of Ilird class thcuT'i aged 12 
years. He has an imstablo natu.re and v^ ns expelled 
by tho school authorities for hirj delinquent behaviour. 
Tie also comaits thefts in the nci, :hbouxhood & has been 
beaten several times. 
Once he scaled the Vv-alls of a house locked from 
outside as the o\vner of the house hac" gone out. He 
broke open the lock of the room, collected valuable 
clothes and ate wiiatever eatables v;ore thc5re, There-
after he eased himself in a mmbar of ijtensils, v/hen 
the owner of th^ 5 housa returned he found that the lock 
of the room was broken and one of the boxes tempered 
v.dth, ?he theft v;a3 reported to the police who subse-
quently an-estcd the Juvenile. After receiving a good 
beating he confessed his guilt and disclosed the place 
1 ) '^ 
where he had M d the stolen material. The complaint, 
however, requested the police to withdrjiw the case 
the culprit was too young. 
The juvenile absconded from M s home twice. He 
is a vagrant and the delinquent patterns of behaviour 
are still in the formative stage. 
" Oase No. 3" 
A boy, aged 15 years is a delinquent as well as 
a vagrant. 
The father of the juvenile is employed as a 
supervisor of scavengers and earns about Rs. 200/- P.!I. 
He gets easily excited and often manhandles M s wife. 
He is alio a dipsomaniaxj. He has a keen desire to 
uplift himself and cMldren frora the present state 
of econoraic and social degradation. 
The mother of the juvenile is very maek and 
submissive and patiently endures all maltreatment by 
her husband, v3he vsoTk.8 as a scavenger. 
The Juvenile is the second of three siblings 
having an elder sister, who is widow and lives with her 
parents, and a younger brother. The yotiager brother 
is studying in V class and does well in M s school 
exams, and M s parents hold a very Mgh opiMon regard-
ing M s conduct and character. The juveMle is 
disobedient and often indulges in retaliatory abuses. 
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On one occasion he committed thefts from the home. 
On having learnt by his father that his son stole 
something from the home, he took him severely to 
task and tied his hands and feet and attempted to 
throw him into a well but the neighbours intervened. 
The juvenile pointed out tliat he was dissatis~ 
fied vdth the treatment meted out to him by his father. 
He said that his father would not only beat him severly 
but also use filthy and obscene words for him with the 
result that his friends and associates often referred 
to such remarks durine,* his play activities. This was 
a source of constant annoyance to him. On one occasion 
due to harsh treatment he absconded from the home but 
returned. Ordinarily he remains out of the home for 
the whole day and returns late at night, 
"Case ITo. 4" 
The juvenile aged 12 years is a student of Y 
class* He regularly committed thefts in the neighbour-
hood and stole railway materials from the yard. 
The father of the juvenile is aged 45 years. 
His economic condition is satisfactory. He owns a 
hoiise which fetches him about Rs, 50/- P.:'. He also 
works as a mason. He does not take "xiis work seriously 
and mostly absents himself from the work. He has no 
interest in his children and the juvenile has been 
compelled to take his meals with his sister. He 
drinks heavily and is a juggler. He also sells iron 
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and steel materials stolen from the railway yard. He 
has employed a few juveniles and adolescents who 
visit the railway yard and steal sundry materials 
which are sold in the market. The juvenile himself 
is a memher of this group. The police knows about 
these activities and has several tines arrested the 
father of the juvenile, but every time he has managed 
to escape conviction. 
The juvenile v;as aged 3 years when his mother 
died. During his childhood he had a severe attack 
of small pox as a result of Miich one of his eyes 
became defective. At the age of about 3 years he was 
for the first tine sent to the school when his father 
was threat^ed to be prosecuted. The boy has no 
interest in studies. He started playing truant from 
the very first day of his admission, to the school. 
The delinquent activities of the juvenile are well 
known to the police and he has several times been 
beaten on suspicion also. The police accused him in 
a case in which he was released on probation of good 
conduct. 
"Case Ho. 5" 
A boy aged 15 years is delinquent and vagrant. 
He is the second of three siblings having an elder 
brother and a youn/!;er sister. He is not well up in 
his school subjects and frequently receives heavy 
corporal punishment. 
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The family backgroiond of the boy is very -uncontje-
nial. The Mother of the boy died when he was 12 years 
of age. The father of the juvenile is an alcoholic and 
has loose morals. He regularly visits toddy or liquor 
shops and also indulges in gambling. He is a fruit 
seller. The elder brother of the juvenile is aged 
about 20 years and is mairied but has no issues. He 
regularly visits the cinema and comes late in the night. 
He does not have amiable relations with his father and 
often engages in am. exchange of hot words with him. He 
also visits toddy or liquor shops. 
The economic condition of the family is comfor-
tably good but the unin^olesome home environment coupled 
vrf.th the uncongenial school settings has had a very 
deleterious effect upon the personality make-up of the 
juvenile. He has cultivated delinquent patterns of 
behaviour. He commits thefts in the school as well as 
in the home. The total amounts so far involved in 
major delinquencies at home are Rs. 25/- & Rs, 45/-. 
He started his delinquent career at a very young age. 
The juvenile inspite of heavy punishments did not 
refrain from commiting thefts. 
The boy though aged t5 years is still a student 
of 7 class. He is a recidivistic type and a gambler. 
He is a vagrant and visits toddy shops at times. The 
juvenile has bad associations and roams about aimlessly. 
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He has also started commiting thefts in the neighbour-
hood. He has been several times beaten on suspicion 
by the police. Once while he was wandering aimlessly 
at night he was arrested by the police and probation 
Officer but was released on probation of good conduct. 
The boy has already developed delinquent patterns and 
may soon cultivate a socially unacceptable behaviour 
with advance in years, 
"Case ITo. 6" 
A boy aged 13 years is a truant, delinquent and 
had adopted bad habits. The father and mother of the 
juvenile are real. The juvenile nad three younger 
sisters and one younger brother. The father is the 
proprietor of a Tea Hotel. The juvenile's grand uncle 
is also the owner of the Hotel, The giTand uncle has a 
vdfe but had no issues. The house in vdiich the juveni-
le's family lives is very congested. It occupies only 
one room, one vearanda and small court j'^ ard. 
The family of the juvenile is illiterate and 
there is no idea of education in the home. The parents, 
grand uncle and grand aunt spoiled the boy in love* 
They all give much money to the boy « he expends all 
money in eating up different things.. 
The school is much far from the home. The 
father gives him Mcksliaw hire to go to school, but 
instead of going to school he roams hither and thither. 
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and the money which he gets for Rickshaw to go to 
school expends on his friends aad eats all needful 
things. 
The father and grand uncle of the juvenile are 
gambler and drunkard. Seeing this bad habit of father 
and grand uncle, ho also started to gamble. The 
juvenile had no interest in school subjects. The 
parents had also no interest to sent the boy to the 
school and pay no attention to his school work as they 
are illiterate. 
The boy does not go to school and he made a gang 
of his companions who were same in the age of juvenile 
and started to gamble with them. The father and grand 
uncle give him Rs, 5/- dSLily to the juvenile and other 
needful eatable things. 
The juvenile sold all his school books, copies, 
pen and pencil and with this noney he ganibled. He has 
loose character and often uses loose talks. He had 
also adopted the habit of speeiking a lie. He roams 
hither and thither aimlessly v.lth his friends on rail-
way station. Once the Probation Officer and Police 
arrested hira and also liis friends on railwiE^  station 
when they were wandering aiialessly, How he has been relea^ 
sed on probation of good conduct. 
"Case Ho. 7" 
A boy aged t4 years is a vagrant, 'delinquent, 
aimless wanderer and a thief. 
...V. ^ ^-«-. -. ^  .- ^  age and 
he is the peon in a school and earns Ra. 200/- P.M. 
The mother of the juvenile died wftien he was eight 
years old. The juvenile has one elder sister and 
two younger brothers. The husband of the sister had 
been died and she is widow & lives with the juvenile's 
family. The house in which juvenile lives is hired on 
R3. 30/- "P.r. The house is not big and there is only 
one room, which is insufficient for the family of the 
juvenile. 
The juvenile had passed his Vth class from Baboo 
Lai Jain Inter Gollege. He stopped his .study because 
the econcnic condition of the father is very poor. 
Monthly income of the father is so low that he can't 
pay iiis son's monthly school fae on proper and due 
time, therefore the juvenile stopped iiis study. 
The juvenile has the greatest desire to earn 
money, so ho started to sell "oong Pliali in the Cinema 
Hall in every sliov/. There he started to see Cinema. 
There were four or five companions of juveniles who 
had very bad habits and they were also truant. He 
plays vath hio companions and slipps into the picture 
palace daily vdth his companions. 
The juvenile does not give the money which he 
earns to sell Lloong Phali to his father. Indulging in 
the association of bad friends, once h3 stole some-
thing from the neighbourhood. Seeing these activities 
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of the boy the father heated him severely. The resrilt 
of this wa5? that juvenile started vagrancy. Now the 
juvenile wanders airalessly, and the father is irnahle 
to stop his bad activities. 
Once he vyas roaming aimlessly on Hail\my Station 
vidth his friends, the Probation Officer arrested the 
juvenile and his friends on the basis of aimless wander-
ins under U.P, Ciiildren Act Section 3. How the juvenile 
has been released on probation of good conduct. 
"Case No. &» 
A boy a^ed 16 years is a student of IX class. 
He is truant and delinquent. He is not impressive and 
appears to be smart. He usually wears panto \vith a 
loose scarf and open-c411ar button. His pants are of 
aimra-CTAt. He considers school to be a place for 
social recognition and adventure. Subjects and exami-
nations do not appear to him charmine^ - at all. He is 
cold to certain teachers. 
•Talking, chalkin.g out programmes, singing film 
songs, plajring cards, sitting in a restaura^it, roaming 
hither and thither aimlessly are some of Ids activities. 
He has been the last of siblings. He has inherited most 
of this indiscipline from his eldest brother. 
His home is big and situated in a good locality. 
His father is an old lawyer. His mother is low educa -
ted. His parents are running in fifties. Both parents 
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are honest and possess excellent cliaracter. 
The juvenile has one "brother and tvvo sisters. 
He is the last in order of birth. He is a follower of 
his elder brother v/ho has been a notorious leader in 
big college of the city. 
He is a notorious leader and keeiiis a good gang 
of students of M s ovra. type. He is fanous and well-
iiTioirn ior figlitiiij;^  and beating in the city. He has a 
pliilosophy of leadership. He aspires only for pov/er. 
He wants racosnition, nacie aiid fctrae. He is very practi-
cal in his out-look. 
rhese gangs ai'e influential and are usually 
distinguished in some special trade. There is a good 
number of serious juveniles who do not oppose these 
gaogs. 
"Case No, 9" 
A >oy a£^ ad 15 years is student of VIII class. 
Started to play truant and to gamble. 
The parents of the juvenile are real. The 
father is employed in !.!unicipal I3oard Office. He had 
also some Zamiiidari, The economic condition is quite 
well. The father had ei^ jht ciiildren i.e. four sons and 
four daughters. The juvenile is the eldest one. 
The house io very big and had been constructed 
very beautifully. It occupies double storey and five 
big room and big court-yard. 
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The father of the juvenile is a big gambler. 
He gambles v/ith his friends. The boy adopted the 
bad habit of his father of gambling. Often the juve-
nile goes to the school and cuts the periods very 
much. He has little interest in school s±Hii± subjects 
and also weak in certain subjects. The father expends 
more money on juvenile's school expenditure and pays 
monthly fee of school at proper time and considers 
every necessity of the boy. The juvenile once had been 
failed in the examination. Instead of failure of the 
juvenile in the examine.tion, the father admitted him 
again in the sane class but useless. The juvenile 
adopted the bad liabits and started to v;aste much of 
his time in the vrorst sort of company. His friends 
are alno great gamblers. The juvenile gambles daily 
v/ith his aoaociates and expends ail the money in gambl-
ing vi^.rich the father had given him on school expenditure. 
Now he is a great gacibler and also started to drink 
wine. 
"Oaso Ko. 10" 
A boy aged 11 years old is truant, delinquent, 
thief and studying sixth class, 
Ilis father is an old man. He is landlord and 
the economic condition is well. The ±k father of the 
juvenile had two wives. From one wife he had eight 
da"Ughters, and from second one, he had two sons. Both 
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sons are elder than their step sisters. Both wives are 
alive. The home condition is very uncongenial. At every 
time, both wives quarrel vdth each other. The eldest son 
started to play truant. Seeing this habit of elder brother, 
the younger brother also started to play truant. The 
juvenile had no interest in school subjects. Often the 
javeiiile reaches school ver3'' late, and due to this, the 
toacliei'3 give bi'n heavy and corporal punishment. On the 
other hand, both parents of juveniles are illiterate & 
xiad no idea of education. They are unable to give any 
kind of help in school work to their son. 
Once the juvenile failed in tlae aixth class exams. 
The father admitt;:5d hln a£::;in in the r-a.-e class, but 
becaaiQ useless. The juvenile tiii03:*relled vdth one of his 
teacher in the school becayoo he was using \infair means 
to get through the examinations and was caut>;ht by the 
teacher. At last, the juvenile started to waste his 
time in the SBVS worst sort of company and adopted the 
bad habits. He had fewer friends which were living near 
his home and they also played truant. 
once the juvenile stole some cash from his own 
house but the parents did not pay any attention to the 
juvenile, Idke this, he becane a thief. Once he and 
his filends stole a cock from his neighbourhood and cut 
it and eat it, IJeighbours complained to the parents 
about this activity of tho juvenile, but parents under^ 
stood this activity of the juvenile wrong. 
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Again, the juvenile and his friends entered into 
a neighbour's house and stole some needful uiensils. 
They sold all these utensils in the market and started 
to gamble with the money which they adopted by those 
utensils. The Police was informed of all these delin-
quents activities of the juvenile. Police arrested 
him and dent hi'a to the jail. The juve.iile was released 
on uail. ''ow, he performs all these delinquent activi-
ties v.lth his associates. 
"Case i;o. 11" 
A boy aged 16 years is a truant, delinquent and 
indulges in homo-sexual as well as hetejx)-sexual beha-
viour. Hia parents live in a di Liferent village about 
30 niilos away from Aligarh. In his hone town the 
juvenile cultivated intinificy with txxieves and had a 
bad naiae. The juvenile disobeyed his guardian and did 
never relish his supervision. Besides coining late at 
night he started Tisiting prostitutes quarters which 
proved an expensive habit. In o:rder to meet his mone-
tary needs he started committing theftss in tiie school 
as well as in the neighbourhood. 
The home envii*onment of the juv€jnile is congenial 
for M s own purposes. Both parents have a mvjek and 
aubmisGive temperament. The juvenile being the only 
male issue araon;'j four siblings was pampered with too 
nmch of love and affection during his childhood. At 
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the age of 12 years he indulged in a homo-sexual act 
followed at the age of 14 years at by hetero-sexual 
experience. This last intimacy with the girl culmina-
ted into an elopement when the parents of both of them 
started placing obstacles. The father of the juvenile 
decided to remove him from the district and placed in 
the school luider study. He regularly stole a;vay fiK)m 
the clasG and 03ae to be looked domi upon by his class-
jnates. 
The juveriilo cultivated iiitimacy v;ith another 
clas&ma.te belonging to his home town. The juvenile in-
dulged in homo-sexual acts v;ith him and they also practi-
sed mutual masturbation. 
Once the juvenile coiarrdtted thefts in his uncle's 
home, lie stole some cash and the keys of his aunt. 
Seeing that some cash and keys were missing from the 
home alongi-vith the juvenile, she repoi-ted the matter to 
the Police mid the juvenile immediately absconded and 
is still untraceable. 
'•Gase Ko. 121'^  
A bey a,:,ed 13 years is a tra::nt, thief aiid delin^ . 
quent ar.d had adopted the life of crime as his career. 
The home eiiviroiinent of the juvenile is very 
uncongenial, Tho father of the juvenile had died when 
he was eight years old. .ifter two years of the death 
of liis fathe:.^ , the mother of the juvenile also died. 
IV 
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The juvenile has three elder brother and no sister. 
One "brother of juvenile is employed in Allahabad, 
The other two elder "brothers are employed in Aligarh-
one in Medical College, A.II.U. & the other in Municipal 
Board Office. The brotheing of the juvenile did not 
give an,v kind of help to hia. 
There was no supervision and control over the 
juvenile as the two elder brothers go to their offices 
early in the morning. The juvenile also goes to the 
school in tiie presence of their brothers. He takes 
the monthly fee of school with liis brothers. In all 
the tine when hia brothers v/cre out of home, the juve-
nile started to waste his tine in the v.x^ rst sort of 
companj', instead of going to school. He had four or 
five friends v;ho wore his neigh"bours. They vvere also 
studying in different classes, and they also played 
truant. Those all vvere not interested in theteaching 
subjects of the school. At the school tine, the juve-
nile and hie friends started to gamble from a great 
distance of his house. Inspito of this delinquent 
behaviour, the juvenile otarted to steal cycles from 
his neighbourhood aiiu also fi-oin certain other shops. 
Once, the brotliG.vs of juvenile v;ere infoi-med about 
this delinq^ e^nt activity of the juvenile, they boated 
iiin o.rA ptL'-lsl^ ed hiiu severely. But the juvenile was 
una"'ole to change his iiabits. 
Uii 
Once, tlie juvenile and his friends played truant 
and after tliis play stole a cycle and gold it to some 
body and the rupees of this cycle were distributed among 
all. The owner of the cyele reported to the Police and 
the juvenile and all bis friends were arrested ": punished 
severely by the Police. The brothers of the juvenile 
bailed him. After this, he started pic"k:-pocketing and 
often abscond'5 from tlie home and now be is a great 
delinquent. 
"GcLse Bo. 13" 
A ooir a^ jed 16 /^earr. ia a student of X class. He 
is both truEint and delinquent. 
He Las been aii ordinr.ry otudeiit, inclined nore 
to science practicals but weak in subjects like iinglish , 
Hindi and ilati'-etnatiOG. Pe st'-irbed running away from 
clas~ief! when he v.-as in t'le sirth class. At that time, 
he Vvfas beaten severely by a teaciier v/j.fuout any fault. 
He started hatint* the class of that teacher. How he 
avoids oth?r classes aj.so. 
jiis xavoiirite hcbry is to play gardes. He smokes 
and is very fond of wandering on ixjads with his friends. 
He visits the hotel daily. 
The mother of juvenile died vfiien lie was thirteen. 
During her life-tine, he remained mostly av/ay from her. 
His father remained more inclined towards his daughter 
which was only one. 
1i? 
KQ has no attraction with hime, except that he 
takes there, food ard rest. He returns homo late in 
the night. He is one of the leaders at school. Now 
he is called by the name of "(rura". 
His father is aged 50 years. He is a compounder 
and earns sufficient to make both ends meet. He is 
strict in maintainin.^ discipline and cfmnot tolerate 
tbe criticisn of teachers hy his son. He dislikes the 
boy as n result of expectations fmetrjitions. 
The juveaile feels insecurity in the family. He 
could not f^:e-t affection, indcpenience and status, 
rhe institution, vvixerc the juvenile is getting 
education is, famous for evoi^thing except education, 
'"ido riits exist anong the tcaciers. Two movie houses 
are verj close to it. The coi^ Senial atmosphere of 
education osii not be sensed here. The gang lilfe of the 
school is highly developed on patterns of delinquency. 
Cinema is 02ie of the greatest attraoticnB, Picking 
"ookets, stealin.:"" so\d snatching articles from people 
are iT'^ ouent, 
J'is gang h'd^ ten -{ictive uGribers, Thej' live very 
close bo hiin. The .uiterefjts of Vals gens, are centered 
in beating t!'9 Lei's, teasir.:: the girls, roaming hither 
and thithei: a;i;lesely, going to t]ie railvaiy station & 
talcing tea. It .U> cleaxly a delinquent gang in which 
he occupies the top rank. 
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"Oase IJo. 14" 
A boy aged 14 years is delinquenb and a tiiief. 
The father of the juvenile is s^ed 50 years, 
The mother is aged ahout 45 yer-rs. The juvenile has 
one elder "brother, or.e younger brother and tv/o yovin^ 'er 
siBters. The father li^ Ilicksiiaw pullar who earns 
-:s. 5/- daily, tho elder hro-vher io olao Sickahaw pullar 
who also earr.a .la, 5/- daily, 
I'ho econo'idc conditiOii of the fai'iiily is very 
poor, Uac to -he poor eccnonic condition, the parents 
hecaine un.a'ble to educate their children, therefore, the 
juvenile and his sibliji-;s fcecaT.e illiterate. 
The parents of the juvenile S.:> not have their 
own houoe which fetches tho;r. about Rs, 30/- P.ii, Tho 
house is not -vocy hig. It occupies only one room and 
Otic nnall "Miranda, The hoiae envfronment is very ua-
cor./j:enial. The temoorauent of both ./.ar-jnts is m jek & 
su"!>irdi}sive. They also quari'el M'it.h eacrj other. In-
spire of this, ti^ o shop of vane is veiy close and 
near the hcaoo, Thib is morally hr'nar^ous, 
rather eaployud hi;:i in a fuctor;^ ^ in order to 
satitify the deaii^ey of uioney. But the juvenile does 
not Vforh thai-e I'egulariy. he has no interest in 
factory work, beein^- this condition, the lather 
beats him sevei'ely^ But tiie result in vain. 
Once, the juvenile stole sometkLn,:; from his 
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neishbourhood in order to satisfy his desires. The neigh-
bours complained the police ,and police eirrested him and 
punished severely. Now he has been released on probation 
of good conduct, 
"Case No. 15" 
A boy aged 16 years is a truant and delinquent. 
He is studying in IXth class. 
The juvenile has no good record of class achieve-
ment. He has been weak in subjects like English & Hindi. 
He took exaiaination as a test of his skill and strength 
& to get throiigh it by unapproved means. 
The juvenile consider© home to be a sort of hotel. 
He is not interested in fatnilj'' affairs. He does not meet 
his father for weeks together. He is very fond of seeing 
pictures and, many a time, he has had the experience of 
seeing all the three shows in a single visit. He is fond 
boxing and keeps knife. Usually, he goes to a hotel to 
take meal and wine. 
He is a leader at home & school. He has been the fird; 
child in the family. He is a liiglily mother involved and a 
greatel3r fondled and spoilt chap. 
His hcuse is very big but very vnhygeinic due to the 
persisting damp atmosphere. However, the surrounding 
locality is quite clean and good. 
His parents are running in fortieo. His father is 
an intor'iiediate. He is a businessman, having one brick-
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kilns. He earns a. lot "but usually remains out of home. 
His family is quite big but there are no economic pre-
ssures on it. His father spends his smfill leisure time. 
He does not remain much concerned with home. His mother 
is the administrator but hopeless. 
The school is one of the best situated institu-
tions of the city. Its standard of teacliing is very good. 
The school is alluring because it svipplies him followers, 
and Gives hid recognition and strength, 
?oruierly, the juvenile had been a faithful follower 
but now he is a notorious leader of liis sang. It is a 
big gang and it oonsiots of boy.i both fro.n the school and 
the neighbourhood. Tlio ^ reat source of his leadership has 
been his capacity to take the Qi~ng ineabers to restaurants 
and hotels aiid to pay their bills out of the money secured 
easily from the mother. 
He is higlily s^ -^ng involved and once, vathout inform-
ing his parents, he had been to Dellii, Ha returned only 
when he w-as very much requested by the affectionate mother 
on the condition that i^ ne sivoiild not mind the incident. On 
another occasion, on Ilcli restivcl, he,alongwith his 
friend of the nei^jhbourhcod, V.'D.S beaten very seriously 
by the inliabitiUits of a village near Alir:arh when the two 
fellows had started threatening them on coloured water 
being thrown on their clothes. He has been in the police 
lock ux' twice. 
ijl 
Tlae juvenile is a worshipper of power and cannot 
tolerate Apposition, He is dashin{5 and dan,~ers cannot 
terrify him. 
i::x :£:;£. xs£ 
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In this chapter, an attempt haa been zaade to 
prevent the causes and factors of juvenile delinquency, 
Froin aeveral years, the govemraent is tryin,^ to 
prevent its basic causes and factors, To prevent 
juvenile delinquency in several states, many institutions 
have boon established, but the probleu of juvenile delin-
quency is incrf-asinfj day by day. It is clear that to 
prevent juvenile delinquency, more attention should be 
paid to prevent the children to no on the path of crime. 
It is evident tiiat •prevention is better than cure'. 
After becoming criminal, it la very dixi\icult to ©end 
or tc correct the children. In several countries, more 
attention is being paid to prevent the crimes of children 
with the correction of juvenile delinquents. In order to 
prevent the crimen of children, we would have to mend or 
to correct those fBctorpt ai?.d causes throu^ih which children 
becoTiC delinquents and crlTdnals, The follovlng- are the 
main reasons of juvenile delinquency - the effect of 
pos'iible nourishment,the envircnaent of educational insti-
tutions, lack of anrasoment, the bad effect of ci:i?nci or 
movie, slums,un.eraplc^ nrient and pnrerty etc, etc. 
Just as the caucative f:ictcra hiive been listed and 
churaod tine and afc:ain, the rcii^ i^lic'c jmd i.rer-criptioijirs ar« 
also often offered by their hundred'^ ond qxiite often in 
-jlittering capsules of platitudes. 
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All those factors and "basic causes which lead 
to delinquency as v/e have discussed in Chapter II, 
need to be mitiiy;?ited if the delinquency is to he 
effectively checked. 
If physical defects are found in the background of 
delinquent conduct, these must be treated, "ost ail-
ments of the ear, nose, throat & eyes crm be success-
fully treated, 
vlien undor-rourishment is the cause of delinquency, 
the care lies in provj.dinA proper nourishment. Vjtamin 
or protein deficiency should be got over by proper food. 
The juvenile gets best treated in a child guidance 
clinic, n'hcre not only is the child examined, but a 
detailed social and Tnedical history is j^ ecorded. In 
all cases of pathological delinquencies, thorough and 
patient inquiry into the earlier life of the offender 
is of great importance. 
']?he atmosphere for children at home mast be 
congenial to their good education and well being. Lack 
of discipline is iiighly haaard-ous to the child. The 
child should be checked wdienever such checks are 
necessary. 
Change of environment is desirable and even 
necessars"". ''^erc the home environment is undesirable, 
boardir^' school is trie remddy. 
Children should be saved from being corrupted in 
the company of bad neighbours and also from being 
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utilised by adult offenders as implement for crime. 
Labour under unhealtliy conditions, or child labour, 
may cause delinquency. There should be strict legisla-
tion prohibiting child labour. 
The exploitation of children by their parents, 
or sending of children to work at a tender age, can be 
regarded as a source of juvenile delinquency. Adult 
education should train the pareiits to understand and 
protect the welfare of their children. 
Places such as garabling houses, houses of ill-
fame, billiard halls, may corrupt the child & pave the 
way to delinquency. Parents shoull protect their 
children from such places. Bad cineroc nhcnvs and dances 
shoiiLd be avoided, if parents destre to [^ lard the interest 
of their children. There must be a strong check over 
such institutions. 
Preventive measures, such as education, should be 
adopted. Lack of education at horae or at school is a 
cause of juvenile delinquency. 
3mokiL\g 13 another cause of delinquency. Smoking 
affects the lun^ s^ an.d the heart, and is a bad habit v/hich 
is responsible for causing juvenile delinquency. Often 
children imitate their parents who smoke in their presence 
^xi important and very beneficial Act of the Bengal Legis-
lature is the Juvenile Smoking Act, J919. Section 3 of 
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t ha t Act xjrohioita ;-m7 crol..? of tobacoo, or c-isarette 
papers to any yoiirui; 2-^ orson under tiio aje of s ix teen , 
Parents and ^''-s-ardians should also learn to be wise & 
3ee tha t t h e i r children do not snoke. 
Juveni le delinquency i s Tiainly the r e s u l t of 
lack of protect ion of the ri,:'ht typo chi ldren l e f t with-
out cc r a r i t y and nocjloc'^ jed or not properly cared for by 
th.eir parents Tcai the r i sk of f a l l i n g in to ai ixi-social 
conduct. '.Vioe 'jreutracnt iG required. Toun^' delinquents 
h'2TC' to be handled v.itli ^^reat care and wisdom. 
Proper f;c^^ro£*ation in children•n hones i s of the 
greatc;.?t importance, lioparate ho-aes for ,<-;irl3 are 
der.irahlo, Uhere boj^ B and .'.^irlo are kept in the eaae 
home, there should be separate wards for g i r l s . School-
ing of the cldlriren sua t h e i r phyr>ical C<. rac:r').l doveiop-
rient should be paid a , rea t importance. Yocctional 
t ra in in , ! sr^ould a l ;o be prcvid*;d ctnd confiidered i^t^portant, 
Oliildron ift'io saffei ' fiX)ai aialadjustment or non*-
adjustinont of personal i ty t r a i t s aiid who consequently 
have be;:iaviour d i sorders , should be kept separa te ly 
from childi-en who are merely victims of circumstances. 
The l a t t e r need economic protect ion and eduo t ion 5: t r a i n -
inf^  for good c i t i zensh ip ; but the forrr.er nood dia^jnosis 
of the disease and adetjuate t reatment, 
Oontaciination should be prevented bjr an adequate 
and systematic se.^regation. 
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In 1964, Andhra Pradesh s t a r t ed centres for t i ^ i n -
ing ji\v0,-nile delinq.uents on the proper l i n e s , davjng 
them from the ev i l consequences of slum environments. 
These centres have good f a c i l i t i e s for cu l tu ra l education, 
scoutiiig, spor t s , thus crea t ing a healthy environment 
for the resliaping of character :^ perso-aality, AJ.1 the 
Sta tes in India shoiild have such Training Centres for 
juvenile del inquents . 
Prevention of Juvenile Dolinquency ; -
A potoT^- node of pre vent IQ;^' juveni le delinq.uency 
i s thr.t o± :iniirAl edv.cation. Tlorjility involveo 
(1) in-*;elligonce, (2) free c.b.oice;and (3) Kiocial 
responsil i iLity, 
I.j.e;ht fiv-ii tlie r.c:i(»ol GOin^ "-, a^ jo the :'!?:it:'. iTu.at 
be tarajht the a r t of liviiii^ in aocial r e l a t i onsMp; and, 
while a t scliool, he jiael be given a good prac;;iCf' in 
l i v i n g in socia l i-elationti axid by rtutual regard, 
•Sducp.tj.on shcaild he a soc ia l a:ad soc i a l i s i ng 
a f f a i r . I t should he of a r e a l l y benef ic ia l type, 
(1) Teachors ghoulcl encourage lntrospe<Jtion vd.th 
regard to thgi^'tixdants under t h e i r care . The ::.'vUde3its 
irruat bo oncoura;;ed to foriii a habit of tindnlii-ig over 
t h e i r attair~T»ent3 a t sal;ool and at hoiDe, 
(2) 1'hc I'loral teacher-j ahoiilcl e::;couragc^ sa l f xielp 
in the students and shoMld seo that the hsh i t s and 
:^ .odo3 of behaviour of the s tudents are the best and 
i r reproachable . 
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(3) Through tho instrumentality of the visiting 
ter.clioro, the student should be watched even at home. 
There should "be child ipiidance clinics also. 
(4) There sho-'Jld t>e periodical examinations, for removing 
the defects, if any, at the very beginning. In every 
important locality, there should be at schools, the 
child guidance psychological clinics with pediatrists. 
T]:,e requirsrtcjits of a i^oo3 school and ideal 
trac'iort^  r>ri^  as follov;s :-
(t) Ti-is-; 3ohool building nrust not be like an insanitary 
chc-.'7l. It 5^ ho -Id be a. fairly g od 'r)\ij Idiiig, v/ith a 
.3uffiuiortly big .ga^ d^en; its environnenb ioust be conge-
nial to good aci)-':ation, 
(2) The fui'niture ir. the elates i-ooi'L-y should be neat 
end suitable to the nocdo of -^ ae students, 
(3) There should be a good librc^ -rj for teachers and 
an inf?tractive and inspiring library for students. 
(4) .^ dequ: te arr^iger.ients for play <2'J^O'^''"^'3.s gsnanasium, 
recrofktion rooon and lunch rooms nre necefjsary, 
(5) Periodic medical, psychological and dental 
O'HX'.'niinationn of students should be had. 
(5) There should be reiigiouy or moral lessons in 
all class'^s, 
(7) The students should be given a love of nature & 
all that is subline and v.'orthy in life. 
(P) Originality of thought and ?;orl«: Eii>st be encouraged. 
The relation between the teacher Sc. the pupil should be 
one of close contact and regard. 
u 
(9) There should be socializiing of education and 
schools should be made a real part of active life. 
Able teachers and good schools are essential. 
Teachers must be really competent persons vAth a sense 
of responsibility and originality and capable of having 
a good Influence over their pupils. They must have a 
a good sense of humo.r also; they must be kind hard 
working, intelligent and eager workers. 
There should be a healthy co-operation between 
the home and the school. Visiting teachers would be of 
immense value in bringing about a healthy co-operation 
between the home and the school, Every school should 
have visiting teachers. The function of visiting teachers 
is to visit, from time to time, the child at home, have 
a talk with the parents and to guide the parents and to 
correct the child. 
There ought to be some degree of close and sympa-
thetic relationship between social workers and parents, 
'.Vith regard to vocational trainiriiS there Kska 
should be vocational guidance institutions or clinics. 
Our schools must create enthusiasm in the students and 
do all that can be done for the developing of good 
traits of personality; and the individujility of the 
student must not be weakened. 
The importance of mental hygiene in the preven-
tion and treatment of juvenile delinquency is very 
great indeed. To prevent mental conflict and to bring 
U-j 
about a proper mental adjustment the importance of 
mental hygiene can not be over-emphasized. 
"For the successful treatment and prevention of 
juvenile delinquency, there is", says Dr. Cyril Burt, 
"one measure which teems as essential as it is definite 
the establishment of psychological clinics."^ 
Ridiculing of children should always be avoided. 
Inferiority complex should be banished. Children should 
be encouraged and not discouraged. Above all, praise, 
cheer, sympathy and love should be showered over children, 
Juvenile delinquency can also be prevented by 
preventing broken hones. The golden rule for preventing 
unhappiness in marriage is to prevent an unsuitable 
marriage, where maladjustinent is prevented by a proper 
choice of the partners in the nuptial tie, accord may 
prevail. 
In preventing delinquency there are two types of 
methods to be used, preventive and i*ehabilitative {or 
curative). In the former case, factors leading to 
delinquency are to be mitigated as far as possible 
while in the later one it is to be seen that those \«dio 
have committed delinquent acts do not repeat and become 
normal citizens, 
(t) Burt, Cyril : "The Young Delinquert" - page 617 
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Preventive i.lGaaures ;-
The following measures may be suggested to 
prevent delinquency : 
(1) A team work of Private & Public A^ ^^ encies Devoted 
to Preventive iVork :-
To counter the dangers v;hich lead youth to delin-
quency, a whole hearted team work of public & private 
agencies devoted to the task of delinquency prevention 
is necessary. These include schools, churches, parent 
teacher associations, youth organizations, group work 
agencies, boys clubs, probation officers of the juvenile 
courts, social workers, and police women and Officers 
of juvenile bureaus of police department, 
(2) Training: of LTembers & staff of all Or^aniaations :-
Careful training of members and staff of all 
organizations concerned \vith delinquency control is 
essential in order to enable them to recognize the 
danger and bring parents and youths in contact with the 
aj^ jency which has the facility to help them, 
(3) Establishment of child Guidance Olinics :-
Child guidance clinics and mental hygiene 
clinics are important for the treatment of seriously 
disturbed and maladjusted children. 
(4) Sducation of the Family :-
Education for family living is necessary. 
(5) Mlstablishment of wholesome recreational i\^ encies :-
Prevention of delinquency requires the establish-
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ment of wholesoae recre;itional agencies (sports, play-
grounds, community centers, drama and puppet shows ). 
(6) Assistance to Under PrivileiS:ed Children :-
Schools, churches and other character "building 
agencies should be encouraged to serve under privileged 
children for poor areas. 
(7) Propa/^ anda :-
The newspapers, magazines, radio, television & 
motion pictures should interpret juvenile delinquency 
in terns of honest reports about causes sand protection 
of youth. 
In order to prevent juvenile delinquency, ade-
quate or possible nourishment is essentisal. Because, 
the family is the school of fun^ lamental characteristics. 
In the family the child learns good and oad things. It 
is evident froni several studies that the main reason 
of carrying the children tovmixis non-conforning activi-
ties is under-nourisliment or inadequate nourishment. 
For tMs purpose, first of all, we have to reorganize 
the familiesp Before becoming parents, every woman & 
man should have a deeper knowled^ r^e about proper nourish-
ment. The nourishment of children is an art and to 
complete tiiis art, the character of parents, behaviour 
and the healthy environment of the home is essential. 
The administration and discipline of the home should be 
lovely & good. The effect is very bad when the parents 
J «-
ridicule the children on any question but by them. The 
Children should be punished and awarded at every time 
for their good and bad acts. So the tendency would be 
created to do the good work in children. 
After fajnily, the school has a great effect on 
the habits of children. Those who are poor in the study, 
there is a greater tendency of crimes anong children. 
Due to the inability of teaching work, these boys play 
truant. Truancy is the main cause of juvenile delin-
quency. Because these truants x^ under hither & thither 
aimlessly or they see matinee cinema shows. Due to the 
fear of parents, the truant does not go to the home and 
he wastes much of his time in the worst sort of company. 
There he learns to gamble, to sit in restaurants and 
hotels to taase the girls and stealing etc. etc. It is 
necessary that the environment of the school should he 
^ood and healthy, because after family the school has 
a great effect on the behaviour of children. To prevent 
juvenile delinquency there should be the arrangement of 
good & adequate education. There should be the extra 
curricular activities in the school. 
The teachers should have a wide Imowledge of 
child psycholory. The behaviour and treatment oi^teacher 
should be /^ ood. The child loams much more from 
their examples. Physical punishment should not be 
given to the students. Those boys w*io are poor in 
their studies, more attention should be paid towards 
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them beoause these hoys are hoped to become criminals. 
For tliis, it is essential that the classes should not 
be over-crowded & there should not be more than 30 or 
35 students in each class. 
The students should be free to choose their 
subjects. The tendency of conversation, games and 
scouting should be created among them. Physical educa-
tion is also necessary for them. 
To play truant is the first step of crime. 
Education and school environment should be good and 
congenial for the students. Boundry VKLLI around the 
school is essential. There should be the restrictions 
on haiifeers who sell the tilings outside the school. The 
students should be provided good refreshment by the 
school. In the schools, there must be gardens. In 
these gardens there should be beautiful flowers and 
fruits. The teachers and students should guard the 
gardens and there should be a cooperation between them. 
Like parents, the teachers should teach the students to 
go their hones direct from the school. 
In the present age, tho most important means 
of interest is movies and cinemas. The attention of 
the children is going mostly to^mrds the movies. The 
maj.n reason of this io the dirty and naked postei«. 
In the matinee cinema shows (which start afternoon) 
95?^  of school students attend. Cinema hall is the 
main place of smoking for students where they smoke 
u 
freely. These students steal money from their homes 
or they do not pay their school fees & see cinema. 
They learn to gamble pick-pocketing, to love and to 
tease the girls from cinema shows. Due to the movies, 
they do the work of gang, heating, ^ adagirii teasing 
the girls, bad songs etc, 
Byesi/^ ht Description of Cinema Hall :-
One day I went to see matinee ci-nema show "Jani 
r.Iera Haam" with my friend. For several, weeks, there 
v/as a great rush in the picture hall. On that day the 
Kali v/as full, llhen I entered in the hall, it was full 
of smoking and noise. In the hall there '^^ s a great 
number of students. The voice of newsreal was finished 
in the noise but as the ?ilm started, there \«/as silence 
in the hall. In the middle of the show I heard whistl-
ing, sluggish and awk^mrd sentences especially at the 
time of scene of love and blowing. Before the middle 
of the film, a dirty scene v;a3 shown. In this scene 
with the songs, the heroin started to get down her 
cloths and commander of the gang started to follow 
her in lovely condition. In the last, oiily two clothes 
are on the "body of heroin - one underwear and the other 
bodice. In this condition the man took up the heroin 
in his ams and laid dovm her on the bed and immediately 
he sits down himself on the bed. Seein;; tliis dirty 
scene there was much noise in the hall. We heard the 
\)rtiistling and sluggish sentences so much that this 
statement cannot be explained in the woi^s. The 
censor should not pass such dirty and lovely scenes. 
!Iow-a-days, the movies are illuminating the crimes 
of children just like the Ghee illuminates the fire. 
The children should he prohibited to see cinema shows, 
and matinee shows (vAiich start afternoon and at the 
timo of school) shoiL!.d he closed ai^ d hanished. 
It is evident from the above analysis that 
tliere is a great effect of amusements on the life of 
individual. In order to prevent crimes and juvenile 
delinquency, it is essential to provide good clear & 
con,T;enial things of aruusements. 
It depends upon the parents, teachers & Govt, 
to prevent the cliildren towards the crimes. Their 
cooperation would be helpful in this difficult work. 
The problem of juvenile delinquency in India 
has been mainly allowed to rest on the over burdened 
shoulders of the Police. Society's own attitude is 
one of complete indifference. The public at large 
thinks that child delinquency is a part of law and 
order problem. 'Ahile I may have my own. misgivings 
about many aspects of the v«>rking and inadequacies 
of the entire Police system based upon my experience, 
I have no hesitation in expressing my fullest sympa^ 
thies with the Police in tlils particular matter 
because they are called upon to tackle the problem 
1 4 () 
of juvenile delinquency vdthout adequate support of 
the law and the society. 
I should like to examine briefljr the role of 
the Police in the two focal issues of prevention and 
treatment. In the first instance, the police are 
peianitted under the law to tackle and liandle only 
that aspect of juvenile delinquency v,fii2.oh involves 
specific violations of cognisahle criminal law of the 
land. They are not permitted to deal vdth other juve-
nile deviations v/Iiich are very important fron-i the angle 
of prevention of juvenile delinquency as such. They 
are asked to lock the stable after the horse has bolted, 
Once a report is lodged with the police, their primary 
fimctlon and immediate duty is to inveaticate it, appre-
hend tht3 GuJ.pilt and challa;! him. If the culprit appre-
hended is a juvenile, the duties of the ;olice get 
restricted to certain procedures relating: to detention, 
use of liandcuffs and despatching the juvenile to obser^ 
vation Horaes, where these exints under the children's 
Act* The police jiave no discretionajry poiver to dispose 
of even a minor c'3o by aynpnthetio admonition to the 
errlnr; child. They have no responsibility to enquire 
into the social background B^Q. other at";ending circxxm-
stances. 
The police authorities thenselves arc pretty 
conscious of their existiuii weairiesses in this direction 
1'.; 
and perhaps have cotae to the conclusion that specialised 
police agencies are needed to tackle this pixjblGci. As 
a matter of fact, some special imits of the Police have 
been created in certain places to deal with cases with-
in the framework of the Children's Act, 
It should be realized that before a chj.ld becomes 
delinquent, he passes through two essential stages wiilch 
may be described ao (1) Pre-delinquent, & (2) Potential 
delinquent. These are the stages when environmental 
influences begin to work on impressionable minds. These 
environmental influences are essentially created by 
adults. Just as a child is the creation of adults, 
so is juvenile delinquency the creation of adult delin-
quency. 
The problem of i-ivenile delinquency should be 
treated as an inseparable part of the problem of social 
health of the Gomraunity, Physically healthy parents 
are norjially expected to bef^ ct physically healthy 
children. Similarly, socially healthy parents are 
likely to bring up socially healthy children. 
^:-'vii^ ;«»c^V^«W/Snl# 
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**jir\n3iHLB LEGISLATION, GQURTS & PROBATIOIJ" 
In this chapter, an attempt has been made to 
discuss juvenile legislation, acts, courts smd probation 
etc. 
For the benefit and the better handlin-^ of juvenile 
delinquents, Acts of the Lcgislat'arc were passed; 
Cliildren's Aid Goeioties, Homey, certified schools and 
Institutions caae into existence. The cMld needs prote-
ction and not punishnent. A sympathetic handling of 
juvenile delinqueiits prevents their {s^ ov.dng into daring 
criminals. V/e ought to realise- that wo should move from 
punishmsnt; of crime to prever^ tior of delinquency. Hence 
it ir. right tc appoint, at the Juvenile Courts, Magis-
trates with Imoy/lodgs M. and experience in psychology 
and sociology. 
For the protection oi children in India, Children 
Acts were passed in Bengal, jJorabay, ilaca-as and Central 
Provinces and Berar; the Boi^ stal school Acts, and the 
l^ robation of Offenders Acts vYere also pasaed. In the 
then Jtate of Bombay, tiiere vj&s the Bombay Children Act, 
1924, meant for dealing' with children (boys and girls) 
xinder the age of sixteen years. 
The Bombay Children Act, the Madras Children Act, 
the C.P. Children Act and the Bengal Cliildren Act followed 
38*: most of the provisions of the consolidation Act, in 
1 
so far as the;; concern the treatment of delinquent 
children and the custody and protection of children in 
"bad envj^ronment. Like the lilnglish law for the prote-
ction Sz treatment of juvenile delinquents, the Children 
Acts in India also provided protective and preventive 
measures. In India, probation is provided for under 
the Children A.ct, The Children Act gives the juvenile 
co^ iTt p2X>tect5.-wa & preventive pov/ers. It provides ade-
quately for protection, care, treatment, trainin/5 and 
after-care of children. 
ilovv we liuvc the noro potent Act, vis., the Bombay 
Children Act of 1!)4£. Ko delinquent cr^ ild who could be 
refoiiiied slicul : Le sei-t to ^ail. Under the Bombay 
Children Act of 1-948, offences againct children are 
mad© cogniaable; £:. exploitation of Children is sought 
to be prevented. 
For children between years of 16 & 21 the Borstal 
Schools Act was made applicable. 
Bombay Children Act. 1948:-
In ?or.-oay, we hr.ve the "Borabay Children Act, 1948, 
which vTovidoB for the proper custody and protection and 
prevention of chliSre-a, ar.d for dealin^ c with offences 
against children. 
TTrsder the ?onihay Children Act, 1S>48, a 'child* 
laeanh- an.y boy or girl under 16 years of age. 
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The Bombay }3orstal Schools Act, 1929, provides 
for the establishment of Borstal Schoola for the deten-
tion and education of juvenile delinquents above the 
age of sixteen j^ ears, 
Fnder the Bombay Children Act, 194-8, juvenile 
courts have been established for trying cases of children 
under 16 years of ago. A juvenile court can send a delin-
quent cliild to a certified school or Oh:Lldren*s home. 
The Bombay CTnildren Act provides for the placing 
of juveiiile delinquonta under the super^ /'ision of probation 
officers. The probation officers cari befriend and guide 
delinquent cliildren entrusted to their care and protection* 
Under the Jombay Children Act, 1943, police officers 
are empowered to seise any cigarette, tobacco or smoking 
material or inBtrunent found in the possession of a 
child found smoking in any public place or street. 
West Ben^ tal Ghildren Act. 1959 :-
The V/est Bengal Children Act pro"\rides for the 
establishment of juvenile courts and for sending juvenile 
delinquents to industrial schools and for release on 
license from industrial schools. 
The West Bengal Children Act pro-brides for dis-
charging of juveniles after due admonition, and for 
committing them to the custody of their parents, guardians 
or any adult relative. The Act enpowora the courts to 
15! 
order that tlxe fine inflicted on a juvenile delinquent 
be paid by its parent or guardian. 
In West Lengal, there is also a Borstal Act, 
passed in 1926, for the establishment and registration 
of Borstal Schools for detention and training of adoles-
cent offenders. 
The Madras Children Act :-
The I'.B.d.ro.B Ohiiaren \ct provides for protection 
of Chil3ren and young' persons and for the custody, trial 
and dealinr with youthful offenders. 
The 'TadraB Gihlldren Act has provided for the 
establichr^ ort of juvenile courtB and certified schools. 
The Act prt^ vides for attendetice at courtf3 by parents or 
guardians of juveniles charged before the Juvenile Gourt, 
Juvenile Courts have been established under the Madras 
Children Act, (Jhildrer. are cynpathetically treated and 
their ccses very carefully considered by lady honorary 
magistrates v.rho are noted for their social service work, 
i^ he ''adras ChillpGn Act hart been made applicable 
to A,?, lut^ '^ r V'is *.ct, children in the State can be 
taJr^ n in OT.?5tody, bi'o^ jjght before the Juvenile Court, & 
dealt vlth for x^ ro toc-'-^ on end treatment. The Act is 
applicable to jiiveniles below tlie age of eighteen, 
There ±c> also the Borstal Schools Act in this 
stcte. T'lidyv t^ -is 4ct, Borstal Schools have been esta--
<)Z 
blished for detention and education of adolescent 
delinquents. This Act applies to juvffioiles above 
the age of sixteen & below twenty one. 
I,aw in U>P. ;-
The Reformatory Schools Act, 1897, the U.P. 
Children Act, 1951, apply to the State« So also does 
the Borstal Schools Act apply. Delinquents above the 
a^e of seven but under sixteen are classed as juvenile 
delinquents. 
The Children Act. 1960 ;-
To the Union Territories, namely, Delhi, Himachal 
Pradesh, Hanipur, Tripura, Laccadive & Amindive Islands, 
North-?;ast Frontier Agency, Ilaga Hills, & Pondichery, 
the Act applicable is the Children Act, 1960. 
The Indian Council for Cliild Welfare resolved, 
in 1959, that a uniform children Act in the States 5: 
Union Territories of India for the pro-ieclion, training 
and rehabilitation of children k young offendei^ s \vas 
necessaiy, and the «]!hildren Act, 1960, \was passed & 
raade applicable to the Union Territories, 
Under Section 2 of this Act, a "oliild" means a 
boy vjho has not completed the age of sixteen years or 
a girl who has not completed the age of eighteen years. 
Under 3ection_ £. provision is mtide for the 
establishment of Child Welfare Boards for the protection 
of destitute and neglected children. 
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Under Section 5, provision is oade for the 
establishment of special Children's Courts for hearing 
cases concerning delinquent children, 
Sub-Section (3) of Section 5 of this Act provides 
that no person shall be appointed as a member of the 
Board or as a magistrate in the Children's Court un3iss 
2933^ he or she has special iaiov/ledge of child psychology 
and child welfare. 
Clause (.1) of Section 2 of the Act defines a 
"delii'-^ iisnt child" as a child v/ho has been found to 
have committed an offence. 
Section g gf th^ Act pi'ovidca fu-/ l;hG establish--
ment of Children*s hones. The Administrator Loay estab-
lish and maintain ac many such homes a? may be necessary 
for the reception of neglected children under this Act, 
Section 10 of the Act empowers the AdtniniGtrator 
to establish and maintain es many special schocls as may 
be necessary: for the recnption of delinquent children 
under this Act. 
Section 11 empcv'orfi the Adirlnistrator to establish 
and maintain 9^ nany observation Knir.es as nay be neoessaiy 
for the te:n:oorary reception of chJ.ldrsn during the pendency 
of any enqxiiry regarding theia under this Act. 
Section 1? empowers the Administ:rator to provide 
for the establishment or recognition of after-care 
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organisations vdth such powers as may be necessary for 
carrying out their functions under this Act, 
Section 13 of the Act provides for the protection 
of neglected children placed "before Boards, 
.SaatijQa-JA, special procedure has to bo followed 
't^ en the neglected child has a parent, 
;^ection 17 deals vdth unco;:itrollal:ile children, 
hail & 
•iection 18 deals muliZ.custody oi' children. 
Section 19 proviciea tluxt where a child is 
arrested, the ofiicer~in-ohari3e o£ tho iolice Station 
to which the child is brought, laust iiij'orm the parent 
or the j;!iardian oi tha cliilu, 
Section 22 providoa tliat no delinqvient child can 
be sentenced to death or imprisonr,iei'it, ov corinitted to 
prison in default of payment oZ fine or for default in 
fumiahiiit' seoivrity. 
Under ;3ection 24. no cliild am. t<Q charged with 
or tried for any offence tot^ ether vdth a person 'Alio is 
not a child, 
3oction 36 prohioita the ]3ublication of the 
name of any child involved in any proceedings under 
this Act, 
Section 41 provides pur.ishnent for ciMcltj'' to 
children, 
Jection 42 punishes those vfiio employ children 
for begging. 
I t).) 
S^eotion 48 provides that when a child i3 kept 
in a children's home or special school, the Administrs^-
tor may release the Ohild from the Children's home or 
special school & grant him a written license. 
Apprentice" Act, 18^0 :-
This Act provides for the hindinf^ of Children, 
uoth boya r.nd girln, hetv/een bho a^es cf 10 to T8 as 
appreiiti:;C3. The Act wa,:: inte.:j.ded for the benefit of 
children o.jpecially orphans ar.d poor children, 
u.Qiorji3.zo±y Jchoola Act ;~ 
2he :iefoi'..iaicr3^  jchools Act of 1S97 has beer-
made ai-j-lioable to all Idgijcr stiitsa a:id a fev/ Union 
Territories, ulien a iOutlilXil of-fGnder is sentenced to 
inprisoiuaont, the Court raay send xiim for detention in 
a ..cior.JLatory Jchcol for a period not less than three 
and not ;aoro than sev"en years, 3uch Schools are esta-
blished by the -Jtate Oovta, 2)ii3 Act \\t.s the important 
legislation in comioction vdth the treatnent of juve-
nile delinquents which cari be ccnsj.dored a land-raark 
in the histoiy oi iroatment of dolinqiioncy. 
In states, where thore are no cMldren Acts, 
delinquent children arc sent to *^ efor;aatory 'jinder the 
Refor::natory :)ChaolJ Act, 1397. "i'heae roforrmtory 
schools are neant for the edno;ition and vocp.tional 
training- of deliniiuent children. 
;)i> 
Provision in Criminal Procedure Code :-
There is a general provision in tiie Criminal 
Procedure Code (1898) which states that vshen anyone 
under 15 is sentenced to imprisonment for any offence, 
the court may direct that such person. 
Children Act ;» 
The Children Act deals with the problem of 
needy children in general and covor the pre-delinquent 
and also pro-vide for care and protection of CMldren in 
noral danger, 
the 
The two main objects of Z' Ohj-ldren Acts are :-
(i) Tc provide "'or thy crirtod;;'-, trial and punishment 
c.f ycuthfrl fyffenders; .'-; 
(ii) To provide lor tlio protection of Jbildren & young 
•persons, 
•Jstablislirnent of Certifiod dchools :-
The State G-ovt. may establish Juaior and Senior 
Certified schools and Aiixiliar;^ /' Hobies, Junior Certi-
fied school is for the training of cliildren and a senior 
certified school is for the trainin,^ ]: of youthful offen-
ders. Auxiliary Hones are attached to certified schools 
for the reception of inmates of certified schools. 
Juvenile 3gtokin^ ~ Acts:-
The Juvenile smokinf-t ^cts are inforcsdin the 
rotate-? of Assam, n.P,, "est P'jnjab, Ranasthan & I.fysore. 
a / 
These Acta pioohi-oit t!ie aale of tobaoco ind 'ading -jiiaag, 
and G-atija, a l l a lcobol ic drirJcs inoluding teddy, opiiim & 
Gharas to cliilSron mi^-er 16 ^/-ears of age aiid enable 
cejrfcain a i i thor i t ies to seize an^' tobacco foiuid on the 
person of ^ny chi ld v/'io may be fo-ond snoking in any 
pfublic s t r e e t or p lace . 
S-uTT-regsion oi I:Tv:iorQl Trr f r ic '.cts : -
rhei:ie Acts are in force in M.P., Bihar, Borabay, 
Andhra, Orissa, U.l'.,l.eGt Bonsai, Punjab, riysore, Madras, 
Hajastnan arid Kerala. 
Juveni le Courta ; -
Jiivenilo C!our"!:B a.ro special oo^irto for Tielping ^ 
pTOtacting juvenile delinquents and chi ldren who noed 
pro tec t ion , The Juvenile Oourt i s not 3ant a t r ibuna l 
for t r i ? l of chi ldren, but a eourt of chencery, where 
the o ta te taken up diit?.es v/"dch tiia paresr^ts of the 
Children corjceCTied cpjnnot or do not f u l f i l . The juveni le 
court may i t ' ther be deooribod as an e^jency of child 
ve l f a r c . 
In Tndj.a the Juvtuiilo "ovrtts sLculd be r±ven 
j u i i s d i c t i o n in matters i-eli:,tintj tc j u ron i l e s upto the 
a{^e of sigJ:taer., T;;i.c Sii.cxill ai:'pl;.- tc boys aj"d r ; i r ls 
a l i k e , '.^hc j u i l s d i c t i j u cf the Juvenile Courts should 
be exciUBivc, 2. in a l l ruat^ers; una i-.vai',7 s t a t e niust 
have sucii -Juvenile Courts, As the Juveni le Court i s 
l o 
not a mere court of law Imt rather an agency of child 
welfare, the Magistrates at Juvenile Courts should be 
ladies vrtll-versed in child welfare work, 3very juve-
nile court must have a child Guidance clinic to he-lp 
it. 
Juvenile Goorts in India :-
The Juvenile Court is not like ordinary criminal 
courts in which proceedin;:s are conducted in the public 
eye. The oourc exiotu net for pimishir^ but protecting 
the child, 11; is presided over- by a Lady "Stipendiary 
I.ta^ dstrate who sits with a lady honorary Magistrate, 
The L^ agistrates (Judges) of Juvonile Courts 
should be deeply corcei'ned with the pr-ciblems of child .-
welfare, Childion under sixteen ye'iro of age are in 
the jurisdiction of the Juvenile Courts, 
In the otate of I!adras there ar''> juvenile Courts 
in Madras, The Juvenile Court is constituted by Lady 
Honorary ?'^a,':;i3tratGS who are well-versod in child wel-
fare work. The Juverille court works as a social and 
child v/elfr.ro ardency. 
In "fast Ben(;;al, there is ti\e Juvenile Courts 
at Calcutta, for deal-in; v/ith casec of Juvenile delin-
quents. 
In J^ yderabad (Deccan) there is a Juvenile Court 
Vfhere work is done by the Lady ''agistrate. 
1i) 
In Delhi there is a Juverxile Court with jurisdi-
ction over delinquent and neglected children. 
Persons over 16 and under 2\ years of age should 
not be aent to prison, but should be discharged on 
probation. There are the Acta of the '5tate Legislatures 
relating to the treatment of first offenders. Under 
the First Offenders Act it is open to the Court to 
discliargc a pei^on, found guilty of an offence, on 
probation, instead of sending him to prison. It is of 
the higliest importance tnat such release on probation 
is made conditional to nupervision by Probation Officers, 
so that there aay not bo a ralapae to delinquency. 
The purpose of Juvonilo Court work is to secure 
the real interest of the cMld « help iiim grov/ up a 
decent citizen, i'he Children Act allows a variety of 
mcthodc of tr<iat-rierLt. i^ /ery Tia^ jistrate iias to exorcise 
diocrininr.tion in tne selection of the most constructive 
method or trcatiiar.t to oa.it tlio need of each particular 
child. 
JuvenilG Il'jurt..; I'IJXJQ been etstabldshed to make 
use of the Probation o:I' crfe.idorc Acts. Such Courts 
hear charges against cldldroii. or young persons & deal 
with applications for ordei^ or licences relating to 
children and young persona. These Cooi'ts have an exclu-
sive jurisdiction in proceedings corceming children. 
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3ven where a child is accused/jointly with an 
adult for an offence, the court is required to separate 
the trials of the child and the adult and to refer the 
child to the Juvenile Courts. Vilhere there is no Juvenile 
Court the court holding such joing triel is required to 
proceed to try the child under the children Acts. 
Remand Homes ;-
Tr.ov a chil-5 l? appro!iv^ vdoi Ui':,.-r the Act, he is 
l5rou,';^lit oefo:*e th--^  T'ia"i3tr;tt-- '.'.'ItMn 74 hours and until 
the sp';oir^ Jl in\*o:rti,^ ';ritio:.,j JJ.. r-espect cf the child are 
conplete he in kopt in b'lo i?.era:->..,c' Tux o. The child is 
k^pt in the 'I'T^na-'ic', T^^ne -VV'DJI 'Cie -^In'Al disposal of the 
c??,3e, Th'^ no Iic-ie^  ai'o nosbl^ ITVU by private welfare 
fi^encies and arc supported •'3cth ^y; the G-ovt, & the public, 
Ti 1 f T^-J T -* «n "rt^ r r ' (^ ^ i ^ *-•* • - ^ 
Curt l i h e -'eviiai^ d '^ ui^ ieu t c e r s are Auxiliairy Homes 
r:tts,clierl to CGrtirio.:'. oOhcol.-. for the recept ion of inr-
L.:.t'j-; of ce r t i f i ed soiionls. Here the delinquents w^o 
iiCive bcor;- co:irvioted J.VQ l:ep-«. 
j ' os te r Homos : -
These hc^ies arc JDoc^r-lly .for delinquent chi ldren , 
under 10, v,ho •'ja^iot be ser.t ''^ c: arprovio. or c e r t i f i e d 
FJcriools urlo3r3 the r:o-:rt ic nr.tlisfr.eS tl\at they cannot 
he deal t rdth otherr.'i.De. 
I ' i t ForsonG In3oitutio;i£ : -
The jov t , i£* authoidijed to not ify "F i t person 
U.1 
institutions", which have for their object the reception 
& protection of children, 
Uncared children Institutions :-
The children in the pre-delinquent or near 
delinquent stage, who are mostly found in a state of 
destitution or neglect are cared for in the various 
orphanges and children's institutions, 
Bqrst^al Institutions :-
j^orotal system is a system of detaining juvenile 
adult delinquents, uaaiei frora thd xirst correctional 
purpose refori'iatory of tUo kiiid at Boratal. Under Borstal 
System, ijpocial troatmsnt is provided for adolescent 
offendero •between bue B^^O O2 15 to 21 years. 
Probation :-
Probation is a method which is applicable both 
to children and adult oii'enderQ, It is iised as a 
preventive of delinquency, where certain persons in 
danger of beooiaing offendara, are placed on probation. 
probation Ofiicer & ni_3^ d^uties :-
A Pro'bstion Cffioor is an Officer who is 
entr-.i^ ted \s,lth t-ie follovdii; •iutian :-
(i) Tc mche initir"! cnq;:LJr:ies re£;ardir^ the home and 
social co-^dlticv^Cf 0:1^^:;% c'::2rr-oter and health 
o-x bhr chil-ro^- r^v'e-" hi? au^ O'-^ ri sion; 
(ii) ""o ?;tt-;:C i;::o Jwe?.:-!:- Court rc;-alarly and submit 
l b : ; 
( i i i ) I'D IceeiJ d ia r ioa , G£se-files szid rei^istarB 
reflating to the Juveni ls offenders ; 
( iv) To v i s i t children in t h e i r homea, places of 
cuiployneiit, or schools and to suhai t monthly 
reriorts; 
(v) Tc accompany chi ldren from court or Hemand Home 
to a ce r t i f i ed school cr "Pit perjsons I n s t i t u t i o n s ; 
(•'/i'" 'To report i^Jiy cnse of hpd hohaviou.r iraniediately 
to the Court: 
(•r5.i) Tc n'lrtse and .'^aide and a s s i s t a l l chi ldren 
plr-cof! under yuparvision or reloaaed on l icence 
and to fir.d oraplo3'"'';ient for them; 
( v i i i ) 'To run recrea t ion clubs; 
( i z ) 'L'o do finy oti:cr v.-orlr wiiich nia^ '- IDG imposed on him 
j r th.;i Jour t . 
It sViOuJ.c. be noted that the riX)hation Officer is 
the cru3: of the eicpcrimont in the treatment of anti-
social heliavio^ j^r ox childi-en. 
Parole :-
It is another method of indi'vidualized treatment. 
Parole is a conditional I'elease grantea to a prisoner 
who has served a part of his sentence in a penal 
Institution. 
i'/hile probation means aupervisin^i the offender 
hefore he ia sent to an institution, parole means that 
after an offender has spent time within an institution 
and has shown by good conduct the possibility of his 
U3 
doing well on the outeide, lie ia released •ander supeiv 
vision or parole officers. 
The Prison :-
It is our most stringent penal institution, lo 
this Inisjtituition are committed those oonvictod of the 
more serious crirjes and those above a certain age 
vfao caiiiioi; "oo Gociait-od to tho reforiiiator;;'. 
ilie jjrisoii iii 3ol^ly for the purpose of punishing 
the crimixial and thsu l^avaini^ lilin oat into society again. 
Often & DilaoneoT's Mstoi-y is that he cones first into 
the juvenile court where iie is put on proiiation. Failing 
on pro"baoioii, he is sent to the training school. After 
release there he finds his way to the reformatory, aiid 
finally vmidii up in the prison, iiifter a certain number 
of years .^e can {^o out into society again, provided he 
has a history of good behaviotir in the institution, 
'^'iQ have seOi.! that there have been no visible 
efforts to deal more effectively -.vith juvenile delin-
<iuents. It was only after Independence that the vroiic 
in the field of -shild -A'elfare in general including 
that ox delinijuent children gained xXirtaer ijuportanc®. 
Alter Independence, tne chili has been receiving 
groatei" attention both at the haxidt. of tho Govt. & the 
social '.vorkers. The new conatiiution of India grants 
safegoai'ds tc the children against various odds to wiiioh 
u 
thoy arc r», ^}rey. TIic conoti t t i t ion reqiiires tiiat spec ia l 
provisiann for the -wolfaro of the chi ldren alioiild be 
made, 
Tl-ie cons t i tu t ion forMds the euploynent of 
chi ldren -mier 12 years of age in p l an t a t i ons , under 
14 years of ai^o in f a c to r i e s , and under 15 years of age 
in irdneo. The '::led.g5.nr, of Ir'l-orr nf children imder 15 
jrearn of -ISG ia p^rjhil-^ite'l, Tho eoM='ti-tution alao reqp^ires 
thr.t r;rovi??:".or5 '^tci^ld bo ';tade .for the cosnpxilsory ©duca>-
t ion of tbn chi ld u n t i l i t reaclieo the age of 14 years . 
At r>v'?30'it t'T^rT; ar^ o 'S? "^snand " '^"'cies, 49 Oerti«» 
f ied Pohcoln, yd JvYonlln acurtn, 7 Reformatory Schools, 
8 Tor-^tcl ')c:iool3, r.nd 5 Juvcr i lo J a i l s in tlie Ooimtry. 
Sono o" the a f t e r -ca re i r .a t ib i t io i i s liavo aloe been 
opened in the co-.;n-^ry as was recot^imonded by the Bureau 
of Dolinquency " t a t i c t i c c andP.esearch, Eonbfiy in i t s 
report . 
In 196r>, the- T r^^ ^mrinc Jor^ri'-Gion appointed e, study 
£,-roiip to e:r£rir.e the problcn; of betj£,ir:g, vagi'ancy, and 
jv.VGiiile dcIj.rauer.cy and fornraJ.p.tir'g' scharaea for i t s 
cortoTCl for tl-c ro^in;h Plc^.. 
£S£5£;v;£$,t; 
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APPMI3AIi* 
After a close study of the problea of doliiiiqtttoxit 
behaviour we hare oome to the oonoXuaion that the probl«B 
of juvenile delliuiueaoy Is one that conoems society's 
Interest the iaost« It I0 said that today's child Is 
the father of tonasrrow, heaoe It Is feared that If we 
will not be iiuooessiUl to prevent the <»iu8es and 
factors of juvenile delinquency, then the juv«ille of 
today Bay he the formidable orlmlnal of tosx>rrow« the 
best vaj of treataert of the juvenile is by dla^ooslsj!: 
h&e offence* ?)ier€ cen b9 no one remedy* As each 
siok person needs a separate treataont to meet his 
sialady, so does each indiviiusd offender need Indivi-
dual treatirtent. i^^ rly detection and treatment are 
neoessary* 
It is clear that juveniles develop the dellnq,uent 
traits gradu^ly if not checked at the proper time. Any-
thing cured or coirocted in its early stages is better 
to treatm^it than in advanced or developed sta^e* As 
Dr. An«le Seasant sayss^TIio good oltiisen has to be imdm 
in the days of the school, because it is in the time of 
boyhood that the character is shaped, nhen the vAiole 
nature is plastidt" 
u i} 
It is evident that most cases studied fall bet-
ween the ages of tO & 16, Since most juveniles were 
imstahle for their jobs and others es^ressed distaste 
for the work, they were directed in different channels, 
e.g. playing, truancy, absentlcism from workshops etc* 
Investigation regarding the parent's occupation and 
delinquency shows that almost all the boys came from 
poor homes wAiere both parents had to work to maintain 
the household, A boy who comes from a disintegrated 
home is siaoh more apt to beoome a delinquent than the 
one who comes from a home «&ere harmony prevails. Boys 
who live in midst of poverty cannot be expected to 
lead a noroial social life. Crowded household with small 
income produces more delinquents. 
A study of one hundred cases of juvenile delin-
quency in the city of Madaras was conducted by Kokila 
Dorawaoi in June $940, Sven though the study is 35 
yea:r8 old, I feel that it h^i contributed to the society 
as It enables us to see how and why the children coming 
from different backgrounds become delinqumits. 
We have discussed in Chapter III •Family Back-
ground of .juvenile delinguenta'* that family plays a 
very importent role in the development of the persona-
lity of a child. It is now an established fact that 
the family provides the first stage upon MiMch a 
lb/ 
child leams tc imitate his elders. The family has a 
great effect on the behaviour of the child. Because in 
the family, the child, first of all, learns the manners, 
manner of talks and behaviour etc. Family is also the 
(diannel through idiich the child becomes familier with 
his culture and competent or incompetent to live in it. 
There are several families in our neighboiirhood 
vHioBe effect is on the children in clear way. 
Example :-
In cue family, there are parents, two daughters 
and two sons. The father of the children is an employee 
in Railway who lives outside the hone mostly for his 
work. He is very gentle person. He loves very much to 
his children. On the other hand, the behaviour of the 
mother of the children is very bad and crude* The 
result of this was that the daughters got good education 
in the guidance and supervision of their mother, but 
there was no control of the mother over his sons. The 
elder son became the Instructor in a technical school, 
but his habits are very bad^  such as, ^ unbling, vagrancy, 
aimless wandering, to see Cinema shows and to eat in 
hotels and restaurant etc. The younger son was a truant 
and hardly he reached upto IXth class, and one day he 
stole some rupees from his home and ran away* After 
one month he returned to his home, and according to the 
principles of his father, the son entered into a school. 
It) 
After a few ds^a, he stole a cycle of his friend from 
the school. He was arrested vfhen he was selling the 
cycle. Because he was fifteen years of age, so he was 
released due to the hard try of his father. But there 
is no change in his behaviour and hahits. 
When he was asked v ^ he committed this, he told 
that he did this hy the help of his friends. The aim 
of stealing the cycle was to gamble, smoking, seeing 
cinema shows etc. In the childhood, the mother always 
hated him. Due to this hate of the mother, the boy did 
not respect of liis mother and slowly slowly he started 
to do misbehaviour to his mother. 
There has been a sli^t improvement in the treat-
ment of delinquents in the peist 25 years, but much more 
has to be done. It i^pears that only a few states have 
juvenile courts and remand homes (institution for 
juveniles) and more are needed. According to K.P.Singh 
the Indian Gtovt. in its third'five year plan* has 
budgeted a grant for 6000 volimtary organizations. 
ITnder the same plan, assistance will be given to 1700 
centers in mrelfare extension projects and for the 
socio*-eoonomic program for women» Holiday homes for 
children with guidance staff will be provided. 
Prom personal experiences, my hypothesis is that 
delinquency begins in the orphanage, and in remand 
homes it is developed. Iiack of staff in both these 
\bi' 
institutions and the hXgja. number of children, poor 
facilities, inadequate & untrained superintendents 
lead to gang; formation in these institutions leading 
to delinquent behaviour. I talked informally with a 
delinquent boy of 15 ^o had lived in an orphanage for 
fire years, (He was an ilU^timate child and his 
mother had thrown hlni in a gutter after he was bom). 
He claimed that he picked up the habit of steal-
ing in orphanage. The reason he gtw was the fact that 
he was poorly fed and was tempted to buy food from the 
haii&ers. He had no money, so he and his friends 
decided that they would steal money from the superin-
tendent's office. So they stole and bought food. Later 
they started stealing silver-ware mugs. He finally ran 
away from the orphanage and looked for a job as a house 
servant. He worked as one for two vweks or so £ then 
stole from his employer and ran. He did this in a 
number of houses and was finally caught by vAille selling 
an expensive Camera. He was sent to juv«aile ooxirt and 
then to the remand home for a couple of weeks. He was 
released on probation. I asked him ¥ ^ he stole from 
the employers inspite of the fact he was earning. He 
said that he had promised himself that he would never 
steal but had to break the promise as the urge for 
stealing was greater.. He tbinks it is quite exciting 
to steal. The last I heard of him he had left the city 
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and travelled to anotljer city by train without ticket. 
This WEU9 his oosiim>n practice. 
So we see that delinquency treatment and prevention 
in India has a long way to go. Perhaps if we get started 
with juvenile courts in all cities and institutions for 
delinquents, the problem may be reduced. 
The problem of juvenile delinquency in India is 
essentially one of gathering the innumerable streams of 
unfortunate and destitute children & rehabilitating 
them before they travel long on the road to crime. It 
is, therefore, necessary to increase the capacity of 
the state to take charge of every destitute. It is 
not uncommon to find hordes of children being mopped 
up at railway stations, tourists centres, and places 
of entertainment. If new institutions are established 
on healthy lines, and if the police is reoriented to 
tlais philosophy of social legislation, w© woiild have 
made adequate beginnings in taclding this difficult 
social problem with oeurage and sense of realism. 
Juvenile delinquency in a very complicated, 
problem. V/e have to reform our societs' to reduce 
temptations for crine. We have to take preventive 
steps to reduce opportunities. We have to streamline 
detective methods for apprehension. We have to re-
design court procedures to ensure that juveniles are, 
as far as possible, not iremoved from normal and healthy 
\'ii 
environments. The custodial establishments. Observations 
Homes, Remand Homes, etc. suffer from &erJ.ous limita-' 
tions and caimot possibly deal with all types of juve-
nile delinquents - lumped together. The inadequacies 
of human factor, the rigidity of rules, the atmosphere 
prevailing n»y help to reforra a small minority, and maty 
be harmful to tho rest. 
The problem calls for an unremitting social action 
on a wide front, Ti*.ere different methods may have to be 
used for different problems, after a rational enquiry & 
identification of causative factors. 
Sxif^ estions :• 
As juvenile delinquency is a problem of social 
and personal disorganization, so in order to prevent & 
check this serious problem we should keep in our mind 
certain useful suggestions. 
All those factors isftiich lead to juvenile delin-
quency, as we have discussed in Chapter II need to be 
mitigated if the delinquency is to be effectively 
checked. The problems of Children should be investigated 
by the social, worker and their parents and teachers 
should be appraised of those problems. The child 
should be given due love, affection and security at 
home, the system of education should be modified and 
there should be recreation for them at school and home. 
1/:; 
We have pointed out in CHaapter III that family 
environment of the juvenile delinquents should he good 
and congenial hecause family plays a very important 
role in the development of the personality of child. 
The environment of the juvenile should "be 
changed so that the old disttirbing influences could not 
exist. Re-education and healthy environment may help. 
Physical culture may be resorted to. The atmosphere 
for children at home must be congenial to their good 
education and well being. 
The parents should provide sincere encourage-
ment to their children for schooling, 'I?liere should be 
a proper supe3rvision on the children on the part of the 
parents or guardians, 
ITei^ i'oourhood plays a very important part in 
de-cerraini3i£; the mental bias of children. In the nei^-
boiirhood, the child should spend nearly one-third of 
his ufikiag hours and also associate with the recreational 
activities and the {jroup life of youths. 
The school occupies a strategic position in the 
prevention of juvenile delinquency. It is in the best 
position to serve children. The opportunity of the 
school in preventing juvenile delincLueiicy is great, 
Hhero sho'tild be a healthy cooperation between the home 
and the school. Schools should introduce rooms for 
special classes of students and guidance clinics. The 
1 • ^ / ti 
school nnist shoulder part of the responsihility for its 
failure. The school should adjust the curriculum and 
learning process to the special needs of the children. 
It should provide an enjoyable social climate. The 
schools must create enthusiasm in the students and do 
all that can be done for the developing of good traits 
of personality. 
"f^ ® teachers must prepare individual assignments 
for each child,give him help when he needs it, and 
criticise or praise, when and ndiere it is most constru-
ctive. The teachers of children should be warm, symp»-
thotic and understanding person. Teachers must be really 
competent persons with a sense of responsibility and 
originality. They must have a good sense of humour 
also, they must be kind hard-working, intelligent and 
eager workers. They must be tnained. 
Education mist liave a socialising value. It 
should be a social and socializing affair, and it 
slioald bo of a really beneficial type. 
Asoociates t friends play a dominant role in 
juvenilo delinquency, Tbey should not mislead the boy 
to become juverille. They ahould feel their responsibi-
lity for their role in the group. The activities of the 
juveniles and their friends should be good. 
Certain Other Suggestions :~ 
There are certain other suggestions which would 
n'i 
be helpful in preventing delinquency to a great extent. 
3very child should have a home or the nearest 
substitute for it. The natural home should be preserved. 
If this is not possible, a child shoiad be placed in a 
foster home. Institutional care is necessaiy for the 
physically and mentally handicapped children. 
To ohj^ aija better results from the younger genera-
tion it i3 necesoaiy that a proper pro,:^ r?janie for the 
channelisation of the energies of youth be evolved in 
connection vlth the^  various procranT^ es of social welfare 
and Reconstruction. ?he3«» pro^ jrs.'^ riss 7.111 divert the 
attention and minds of children Eigainst adopting non-
conforming ways of attitude ard behaviour. The Govt* 
should establish a Recin3ational Agency i^ich should be 
responsible for orgar?i2sing play activities for children. 
There shotild be the implementation of Children 
Act as an experimental measure, to find out the needs of 
the children and mobilizing the public opinion in respect 
of organizing Children*s Play Centres and also about the 
activities of Children generally in various Mohallas, 
In the home the parents & other members should 
know the problems of the juveniles and their cooperation 
should be sought in reclaiming their wards who are grow^ 
ing up as social male-factors. 
The teachers should be more polite with students 
and to be patient and considerate ;tLth the juveniles in 
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order to help them In improving their hahaviour. 
Recreational and cultural programmes for 
children should be arranged on important occasions 
like Independence Day and Children's Day, Parks for 
Children's recreation and congregation should be 
arranged* 
Bal Sahyog, an institution for maladjusted 
children, should be established for the care, welfare 
and rehabilitation of children including the socially 
handicapped, the Eialadjusted, the juveniles* and the 
neglected. It would be an important inatitution for 
preventing juvenile delinquency, and to a great extent, 
will help boys in trouble, and would achieve encouraging 
reaults. 
The institution of Bal-Sayhog wox^s at three levels 
Conmainity, institutioiial and post-institutional, Coimaa-
nity level coiitains clubs (boy*^ 3 clubs) which are loca-
ted in the slum areas. The ori^ anisers of the club 
work vdth the children, their parents, schools and 
th^ community, uoys of the working classes should en-
courgge to coma and spend their free tine in the Clubs, 
Faoilitisa should l:e provided for indoirr and outdoor 
recreation, piciiios and outings, camps, tours, handi-
crafts tralnin;j and creative hobl)ies. 
Tiiere should l5e H •^'0;i?% council known as Bal-
Rajya through x'*ich the boys should manage their own 
affairs. 
r/ii 
Programmes of extra-curricular activities in 
the schools shotild be re-enforoed. These shoiild be 
in the form of sports, games, physical drillS, dramas 
and debates etc. An attempt should always be made to 
encourage healthy competitions among the students. 
Games and literary activities should be periodically 
arranged and supervised. 
Children should be identified with the public 
school through the guidance of tecushers trained in 
social group vfork. The child vdbio fails to make a 
healthy adjustment to the group is helped by the teacher 
who is especially trained in early child life patterns. 
Through consultations with parents certain domestic 
adjustments are indicated and if the parent will and 
can cooperate, the child's difficulties may be overcome. 
In India we should have correctional Homes and 
colonies which may individualise the treatment or beha-
viour problem of children. The reformatories that 
exist at present should aouept the obligation of indi-
vidual treatment, the needs of iiMch must be met by a 
staff who have specialised in scientific physical and 
mental hygiene and care. Each reformatory should aodept 
a social case work responsibility for the boy and girl 
and his or her family which should continue during his 
or her stay and after his or her release from the 
institution. 
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It would "be Ijetter if a percentage of apprenti-
ceships and employment are placed at the disposal of 
the Juvenile Courts or Fit persons Institutions for 
children in order tliat they may readily place deserv-
ing oases. The association of hig husinessmen with 
the managing comniittees of such institutions may help 
to obtain their co-operation in securing employment. 
The inmates of the schools, idiould be provided with 
occupational training in different arts. Literacy 
programmes should be carried on with more vigotir among 
thorn. 
The following are also the main suggestions j 
(1) There should be a great cooperation of retired 
teachers who can maintain place and good environment 
in the society with the help of Govt. The CrOvt. should 
help in solving the day-^ to-day problems of the society 
explained by the teachers. For implementation of this 
scheme in the society, the Govt, should give financial 
help to such teachers. 
(2) There should be some associations in every 
society to get the children busy in their leisure-
time, and there should also be some sub-associations 
in every Mohalla whose main function would be to get 
children busy in their leisure-time and it has been 
said that *erapiy mind is the devils woiicshop*. Thus 
the main functions of these associations would be to 
n 
draw the attention of children towards playing games, 
education and social work. Those boys who are well-
versed in games, education & social work should be 
awarded, so that other boys may take interest in games 
and education themselves. Under the custody & super-
vision of these associations, there should be a cleanli-
ness ih slums and blighted areas. 
(3) Svery year, the district authorities shonld manage 
child exhibition in every city to develop the good ideas 
in the minds of children. 
(4) In every college, there should be a college dress 
or uniform and guardians be appealed to send their 
children to the school according to the prescribed 
uniform to recognize those boys who play truant easily. 
In this way, the child Police would be able to arrest 
them and to reach them in the college to take action 
against th«& accordingly, 
(5) 25^ of ideal boys and girls students should be 
awarded in every college. In awarding, there should be 
gradation of brilliant, average, good and satisfactory 
students* 
(S) The teachers should take more part in games along-> 
with students to maintain coopeareition among them, 
(7) Compulsory subjects shoiild be banished and 
avoided. At the time of selecting subjects, teachers 
should know the interest of students that friiat they 
ih< 
want to do and iriiat they want to be* 
(8) The parents and teachers are reqpiested to create 
the Ideas of nationality in the mind of children to 
guide them and to tell them i^t is nation and lAiat is 
patriotism* 
(9) Matinee Cinema shows should be closed and banished 
and restrictions of law are also essential on dirty 
posters, movies and cinemas. Scene of love shoiild also 
be avoided* 
($0) There should be the establishment of child Police* 
They should perform their daties in every Mohalla of 
the city from tO A.M. to 5 P.M. Their main function 
would be the arrest of criminals and to help the aBSG>-
oiations. They should have the knoid.edge of psychology 
and sociology. 
(ff) Like family planning, there should also be the 
prevaation of juvenile delinq,uency. 
(f2) There should be a close contact of Probation 
Officer with the citizens and the round of Probation 
Officer in every Mohalla of the city is essential. Ihat 
is Probation Officer ? Our public do not know about him. 
The public should know the duties, functions and the sdjm 
of Probation Officer, 
Critical Appraisal i-
The statistics show that the juvenile delinquency 
is on the increase. Many suggestions have GiLready been 
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given for the prevention and treatment of juvenile 
delinquents. Here we wovld like to point out two 
importaat steps wMch need further attention. Accord-
ing to U,N,0, report on juvenile delinquency the 
weakest link in the entire chain of early diagnosis, 
prevention, treatment and control of juvmiile delin-
quency in this region is the preventive aspect. In 
o^her words, there are no child guidance clinics. 
In India, there is also very little to differ-
entiate the juvenile jails, Borstals and Reformatory, 
Custody complex is the ruling feature more or less in 
all the three tjrpes of institutions, 3ome rudiments 
in education and vocational training are thought to be 
Plough. After dusk the lads are locked up in dormito^ 
ries and thrown on their own resoxxroes while in Bnglish 
Borstals, there is 15 hours programme and wtoere methodi-
cal training, physical and vocational are given. 
The ahsenoe of Aftezv-care Societies or Hostels 
is very serious da^awhack in India, When juvenile 
offenders are unable to obtain employment and encounter 
fear and distrust after release, they suffer in status 
and easily drift back to crime. 
Parents and teachers alike fail to understand 
the child & make bad matters worse by scolding, shsoiing 
and ridiculing him. llany parents do not cooperate with 
the school; they do not understand the home surroundings 
I h i 
necessary to make the ohild's educational process a 
success. 
Mothers are not competent to care for their 
off-springs, because they are employed in unskilled or 
semi-skilled jobs. Mothers are not ^ ble to ^ x ® tbej-r . . 
due to low inteltLxgence, lack ox training 
children proper care and training,/.low income and some-
times low moral standards. 
The cocmninity does not think that it has any 
responsibility towards juvenile delinquents. 
^ ® schools have been criticized severely by 
certain persons because the difference in criminality 
between the educated and uneducated is not greater 
than it is. This criticism tisually is based on the 
observation that the school fails to present its 
charges with anti-criminal behaviour patteois and 
remains rather »eutral in respect to criminality. 
Doubtless many teachers are interested only in 
their salaries. They do not care of their duties. 
They have failed to realize that a child sometimes 
cannot read the black board because of defective eye 
si^t. 
Teachers some-times nag a child to recite when 
he is unable to do so or criticize a child's untidy 
clothes wfiien there is no one at home to launder them • 
Our schools are not yet capable of maintaining the 
interest of all the children who come to th«n. Little 
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attention is given by the school to the variant cliild, 
Teache2»o are corornonly too few and niinoer and too often 
poorly trained. 
^^G o^ild needs liis parent's love also. Unless 
satisfied that both liis parents really love him the 
child v/ould not rest quiet, Re wants unconditional, 
immediate and actual true love of his parents, Depre-
vation of such love may stifle the child and rnay create 
a sense of frustration. 
j'rom the above analysis it is evident that if we 
keep in our mind those su^ 'gestions v^ iich we have pointed 
out in this chapter, then they villi divert the attention 
and aiads of cMldren and insulate them against adopting 
non-conforming vrays of attitude and behaviour. These 
su/jcestions \TOuld be able to bring about healthy improve-
ments in the social environment of juveniles. By the 
above mentioned su^ rrestions and the facilities which 
are provided to the juveniles, it is hoped that the 
children easily relax and start learning to live. They 
organize their ov.ii activities €: assume their respon-
sibilities. 
These surgestions vd.ll provide the child vdth ample 
food for creative thinking Cc offer him sufficient scope 
for responsible conduct and would considerably engross 
his care & attention to confine thorn \vithin the bounds 
1S3 
of a healthy school system. In order to brine maladap-
tive juveniles "brick into the fold, it io necesso.ry tliat 
a well planned, well organised and coordinated prograinrne 
of social action closing; in one triple front of 
clinical approach, group v/ork technique and community 
organisation be evolved to discover*, diagnose and reori-
entate c j-ses of maladaptations. 
It is evident tliat rou-ard, co-opei-ation and 
recreation arc essential activities to prevent juvenile 
delinquency. In tho absence of tliooe activities, the 
child would be free and his mind v/ould go tov.-ards non-
conforming beliaviour. Our main aim should be to kc^-j the 
children busy. I hope that this serious problem v;ould 
be solved if we keep children busy in these activities. 
••^ ,'• •-" o n : - f 
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''SOCIAL MOgQBOmm Qg DBLIKQUMf BMAVIOUR IH TT^ P." 
1* Haa« of tlie Ci ty . . . . • • 
2« Kama of the JalX..... .••.•••.. ••••••,••••• 
3« Hame of the JuTenllo Delliiq.u«its* ••• .« 
(1) 3«x 
(il) A^e •.••.••.•.••••...•« 
< lii) RaUgion 
(I T ) Casta..•.•.,.•........«•..•.«• 
(•} Addrass. .•..••..•• •...•••.•......r.. 
HOME BHYIBQHMSHf 
(1) ?ath«r (aXira, dead, aga« oocupation & 
i&onth2;y i^ooma} 
(ii}lfothar (aliva^ daad* aga, occupation and waga) 
{ili}Stap Farantfl (If any) 
(I T ) Othar Children (Haaa s^ 
Aga t 
Ocoapationt 
Wagas if any t 
it) ISdtal. Xncoma of faaily mambars.• • • • • • • • 
(Tl}Tdta3. minibar of family mamhars*. • • 
(•iDKattira and aiaa of living «ooommedationt 
( i ) Sant Tiraiiemant • • • • . • • • • . 
( i i ) IF&mhar of Rooaa*. • 
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(•111} Oteeral Oharaot«xl8tl08 of laom* t 
(I) Sanitary oondltji^ai t 
(II) Cleanliness s 
(III) Tidiness t 
(Iv) Type of Streets i 
SCSaOOL ATTACTMSHTS t«-
(I) Age of JolnJjig the Sohoels • 
(II) Age en leaving school <•• . • • • , • • • • • . 
(III) Attendance Records :••••• 
( I T ) Fr^pi«Eioy of saooess or failure In the 
Bzasolnatlon t* .* . . . •••••••••••4 
(•) Sabjeots prefered or disliked t 
(I) Iffatore of present enQ>lGys4mt (If any). 
(II) ITOs, of hotirs woieked per iveek :•••••• , 
( H i ) Wages : « 
RBOBBATIOH AHB I.BISUHB HOUI^ 
(I) Cknipanlans t 
(II) Chief Habits s 
(ill) Hobbles & aousements^ t 
(IT) Club or other oxganlaatlon •..»•. 
I S i ) 
B A ^ g ?ACJ0R3 & OOimiTIOHS OF JUVBNIIiS PBLIITQUBHOY 
»^ aooNoino OONDITIOH 
(I) Porerty «-
(a) Ina&«auat« Incom« s 
(I) Inoome of head of fasiilsr/Guardlan/ 
(II) Oooup&tlozi* . . . . • • • 
(lli)Wh«r« employed or woxidngs . » • • . . 
it) ThimiBB ezpendlture of the airallabXe Inoomei 
(1} SzpeQdltare on ToeA $- • • • • • • . . 
(11) Bxpendlture on Edaoatlon. s* •• 
(111)Bxpondltore on Dwelling j . , 
(Ir) Bzpendltare on Reoreal^ons • • • . • • . . . , 
(T) Bi^«adlture on Hoal tht • . • • • . . • . • • • • • • , • • , 
ivi.) Bxpendltare on Drlnksf 
(yll)Aay ather Itea s • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • 
(II) OVBEUOROWDIHg t 
(I) Hatare of Hvlng aoconBDOdation t.»* 
(a) Ksccba House (h) Pacca House 
(II) Size of XdYing Aoconmodatlon :• ••».., 
(a) Wmto9r of Rooms ••• One Boom Tenements 
fmo Room tenements 
Three Boom Tenements 
Four Room Tenements 
FlTe Room Tenmasnts. 
u 
(ill} Rent of Tenements t • •«•• 
(IT) Overcrowiing In one Boom lodgings • , 
(i±±)3Um & BLIQHTBD ARM i- Poor Housing t 
(I) Phyaioal deterioration: 
(II) Dwellings & Buildings are poorly arranged. 
(III) I^ ioking proper ventilation & light*• 
(IT) Ilnsanltary & unhealthy condition: 
(r) Drainage: 
(TI) uncleaoness : 
(TLI) Drinking imter facilities :• 
(Tlil}l«atrinea and bathrooms eto«: 
(iv) CHILD XABOUR t 
(I) T^M of employment : 
(II) Age of delin^ent : 
(III) Whether you work at night ? 
(Iv) If 80, for how many hours ?•«. •••• 
(T) leather place of work or (house of residence) 
is situated near the places of moral hazards : 
such as brothels or wine shops etc.?*.. 
(TI) WHKING oommomt'^ 
(a) Hour of woi^ : 
(b) Is any break allowed ? 
(o) URu) supervises the work ?•«••••••• 
(d) Ihat kind of punishm«it is given if the 
work is unsatisfactory T , 
KS 
(i) What is the nature of employment of your 
mother ? • •••• • •••• 
(ii) Where Is yoixr mother employed ?. 
(lll}II'hat Is her monthly Income?•••... •••• 
(IT) HOW many brothers & sisters have you,.. •••• 
(v) What is their age?*...•«.«••• •••• 
(vl) How many are elders ? How many younger? 
(Tii)How do you caarry on with them ? ...•• 
(Tlii}lho settles the family disputes ?...••......•. 
(ix) Do you receive very little care and supervision. 
in oaae of your mother's employment ? 
(x) Is your Economic condition mo poor that your 
siblings also had to work for earning 'BreeA ? 
(xi) Are your siblings and your mother employed in 
Junk dealing, street trades, domestic servioe 
& service in Tea-shops ? 
2. BNViaDHMMTAL CJQHSITIOH: -
(a) TOTHIH THE HOME 
(i) DBPBOTIVB irniM RSUTI0ISHIP3 m OR aHQE|^ 
HOME: 
which of 
(1) Do you have both parents or/your parents is 
alive ? 
(2) Bo you have stepi*parent3 ? 
iJ) ffisve both parents died ? 
1 s;. 
(4-) Had your father died and youi* mother is 
aXtrm ? • 
5) Had your laother died ft father al ive?•••• . . 
6} IThether your father has divorced and 
separated your niother ? If so, i&eii«....«i 
7) Whether your father or mother rencaarried?, 
( 
(ii) tmgglTABLB 00EDITI0H3 AT HOME OR YIGIOUS HDMB J-
8} Idd your parents des«rt each other ? • 
^ Was any at 
9 ) ^ your parents imprisoned^ any time ? If so> 
Mien* •••• • •••« .•••••••• 
the 
0} Are you only/child in your Home?.... ••• 
1} Do the parents q:aarrel with each other ?•••••• 
2) Do the parents have a tendency of iimaoralit^ 
towards you ?••••• ,. 
7} Do your 8tep«*parent8 have aaay kind of ozuel'^ 
towards 3rou^  ? ••• 
4} Do 3rou reoelve any type of ilCl-treatment of 
the family?.. 
5) Do you receive any ill»treatment hy yofur 
step-parents ?.... 
6) DQ you have t^ooholio parwnts t If so, how 
mioh they drink ? • 
T) Is there «iy laok of response, proper care, 
guidance ft control on the part of your parents? 
8} Do you havs any sezoal immorality at home ?. 
I f ) 
(9) Do 3rour par«its hare a tmdency of ncgligtnoy 
towards you ?••• 
(to) Is tlioro any Irrogolar Union Between your 
parents ?••••••••••••.•••••• 
(iii) ABSENCE OF PAGILITIB3 FOR RBORSATIOK AT HOMBt 
(t) Have you any laok of free faolUty for Indoor 
oeoupation and snusement ? * 
(2) Is there no play!i*room> pax^ & Ihirsery in 
your home ?••••••.• ...•• 
iJ) Is there no Book for you to read in your 
home ?•••.••••••••••••••• 
(4) Is there no Toy, no Biailding Blool»» no 
meoeano outfits, no draughts or Oards for 
you in yoiir Home ?•••...« 
(iv) DBFECTIVB DISCIPMNB t 
(t) Is discipline too strict ? • 
(2) Is discipline too lenient ? 
iJ) Do you haye any oYer-strict discipline ? 
(4) Do you receive excessive punishment iMch Is 
imposed hy your parents ? .•••• 
(5) Have you got any mis*«uided leniency from 
your parents ? • 
(6) Are your parents too dull to exercise due 
vigilance ? • 
1!) 
(71 Is there any di»-agreemeni; betw»en yoiur 
parents alsout your control ? .•...•• 
(8) Do you Imve weak discipline due to the 
absence of parents at wozk ?•••• 
(9) Bo you have weak discipline due to physical 
wealEness of your parents ?.•• ••••• 
(to) Do you have weak discipline due to moral 
or intellectual weakness of your parents ?••< 
(3) BNYIBONMKNTAL OOHDITIOirS l 
(i) GOMPAiaONSHIP I 
(1) Who ars your companions with nhom ycfu play ? 
(2) Are they of your a^ ;* ?•••••. 
(3) Ocftf you give any description of your 
companions ?••.•*••,• 
(4) Ihat is the nature of your recreational 
activities ? 
(5) Dfir you indulge in gambling of uiy kind 
such as Flaying cards or Marble ?.•••••••.. 
(ii) (30m)ITIOH3 OF I^SPRE 
(a) BX0E3SIYB gAOILia?IBS K)R AMCJSBMBNT3: 
you 
(1) Do your parents alloi^to visit Cinwaa show 
daily ? 
Ui2 
(2) Do your parents allow you to gaml)!* and Mdulgm 
in bottlng with your frionds dally ? 
(b) DBgBOTIVB PACIIiITIBS FOR AMJSMBIJIT 
(1) De yoixr parents allow to Indulge in Cheap 
Indoor Attraotions » M k e Banoe or Cinema ?•••• 
(2) Is there any wlTiimmn Out-door attraotions 
like Jtootball field & the Public Park ? 
(iii) CjOHDITIOHS OF TOBK t~ 
(a) LACK OF EMPIPYMSHT : 
(t) Bo you feel any sharp break in yoiir life in 
seeking employment suoh as <- New Demands, 
the sudden responsibilities, the aooession 
of freedom, ampler funds, fuller Independenoe?.. 
iZ) Ds you want to esoape beyond the jxirisdiotion 
of a home to support it in case of lack &t 
ttoployment ?•••••• 
(J) Are you fully engrossed either by the search 
for work, or by your new foxmd o^la ?•. 
(4) When you did not find any wozic at all then 
several refusals, curt 8t haimaer come in 
your mind that there is no room for you in 
the swollen rank of Industry ?•«.,••••• 
I l l 3 
(5) Can lack of employBent lead you to sttaXlag 
or leamoraXity in order to satisfy the pangs 
of hunger ?•••••••.•• 
(6) Do srour father & mother threaten you to 
get out of the lu>me unless you quicddj^ 
get a ^oh ?••..•..»•• 
(b) UNOOHaSNIAL M^LOIMSNT j 
(1) Have you got any work which is unsuitable 
or uncongenial ? •• 
(2) What is the nature of your work iHalQh. do you 
perform ?••««••••« 
(3) Are your new weski-*fellowB uncongenial in 
their habits or loose in their ethical Cede ?••• 
(4) Is the wozk too difficult which yeu can^t 
do ?. 
(5) Does your work require a specialized gift 
wbich you do iu»t happen \^ possess ?•••••.••• 
<0) TmOONQBHIAL SCHOOL OJ^  WQGk'mm t 
(f) Is the education uncongenial iftiioh you 
get ? 
(2) Da you feel an intense & un«>reasoning 
aversion towards the School ?•••.••••• 
)b'i 
(3) Are your Xassous unoongenlal ? 
(4) Ar« your School felloms unoongeulal ? •• 
(5) Ar« your teachers uncongenial ?••• • 
(6) Do you feel any difficulty in School subjeots 
like - Arithmatic in attempting horrid and 
impossihle sums ?•••.••••.. 
4, TBB£PERAMBNTA3^  OONDITIONa (MORAL 3mP!gOB83) 
( i ) AXjqomium AKD PHoa ADDICTIOH : 
(t) Consumption of alcoholic beverages. 
(2) Amount of Alooholiam. 
(3) Coat of Alcoholism. 
(4) !l^tal nusiber of Drunkers. 
( i l ) gPICgDB 
(t) Have you atttunpted or thou^t of eommitting 
suioide at any time ?•• 
(2) Hiftve you threatened to ooaaait suioide at 
any time ?•••••••*• 
(3) Have you tried to commit suicide due to 
following resusons t« 
(1) Suffering from endogeneoue depression* 
(2) Depression due to deep grief or lose. 
II.:' 
(3) Failure in love affairs. 
(4) Failure in life. 
(5) Failure in the fulfilment of aome 
oheriehed amMtiona. 
(6) Serious pbysioal or mental Illness. 
(7) Any case of suioide oooured in your 
family. 
(8) Lack of occupation. 
(9) Isolation, loneliness & lack of religious 
ties. 
(10) Loss of faith in higher values. 
(tt) Financial worries. 
(12) Severe painfull illness. 
(iii) SBXaAL IRRBgULARITIBS 8 
(a) Bo you have any sexual irregularities ? 
(h) Bape 
(0) Rape with SBrder of the victim, 
(d) EzhiMtionism. 
(c) SCasturhation & Prostitution* 
(iv) VIOIBNT TBMPBR & GMJBLTY 
(1) Do you have any violent temper such as • 
Anger ? 
(2) Have you ever indulge in bodily violence 
to persons such as •» Murder^ ivounding* 
fighting. Blows excessively ? 
0 
(3) Czu«lty to animals (idth ISodily injury). 
(4) Bad tenrptr. 
(5) I>o you h&v any inoorrigibilityy being 
b«yond control ? 
(6) Fal8« and dangerous accusations• 
(7) Insult ft other forms of mental annoyance. 
(8) Violence to property - MaUoious damage or 
destruotion, mischievous damage or destru-
ction, damage hy fire. 
(•) ACQUI3ITI7BNB33 t 
Hare you ever indulge in :-> 
(a) Stealing 
(h) Burglary 
(o) Begging 
(Swindling & forging 
(vi) WAHDBRim 
(1) Have you ever habitually rvaa away from your 
School ? 
(2) Have you ever habitually ran away from Home ? 
(3) Have you ever habitually ^^pi^ away from 
Home.? 
(4) Have you ever habitually run away. 
(vli)BXTHMB IBLBHBS3 
($) Do you work hard or irould prefer to idle 
away your time ? 
(2) km yoa susooptible to tcmptatiozia ? 
(3) Ar» you out of ©mployaont bolng id lo ? 
(4) R«nftln1r>g i d l e do yoa indulge i n aot« of 
semial pervertedness ? 
5. TSMPBEAMBNTAL CX)HDITIOHS (PATHDLOSIGAL SIMFTOMS) 
( I ) IKSAKIOnr 
(a) Boi you have any stupidity ? 
(b) Havo you any kind of ignoranco 7 
(o) Aro you mentall;^ weak or defective morally 
uncultured ?• 
( I I ) TBgPBRAMBNieAI^  DBgI0I5NqY 
(a) Are you unstable ? 
(b) Are you naturally repressed ? 
(c) I^ye you an irritable nature ? 
(Ill)BmTIOHAL DISTURBAROBS > 
(a) Have you an unhappy oirounstanoes in your 
Childhood ? 
(b) Are you deserted, negleoted, abandoned ? 
(c) Have you any lack of proper care at School ? 
(iV)DBFBOIBSgY OF THS BODY 
(a) Have you any defect in your body ? 
1 9 ^ 
(V) DBITCIBHCY OF THB MIKD : 
(a) I0 there any defeot in your mind ? 
(b) 18 your m«B03*y ^ od smd you can remember 
tbis ? 
6- IHTSLLBOTaAL OOIIDITIOHa : 
(I) WSSTAJi Dggiq:MCY AHD RETfRBJ^T^^W 
(1) Hare you ever been aooused of having 
defective intelligence ? 
(2) Bo you have any laok of learning ability 
such as Poor perfomanoe in Class Boom ? 
(3) Have you ever been punished in Glass Boom 
for poor performance ? 
(4.) Are you un-educated ? 
( I I ) yT^ Tj^ TTTTOfnv Pit soHOLAanc BAOKWAEDNBSS : 
(1) Are you illiterate ? 
(2) Did you not receive Bducation in School or 
at home ? 
(5) Are your parents illiterate ? 
T. H^iggAL OOSDITIONS AMD AIXagBNTS (PATHDLOaiqAL) 
(I) BAR TROUBL]^ : 
(a) Do you suffer from deafness ? 
(b) Do you feel any difficulty in hearing ? 
(o) Ar« you W9ak In your ability to mxlc 
in oase of your Sar trouble ? 
(d) Do you oako the person oonoemed ineffioimt ? 
(II)3PBBCH DEFECT : 
(a) Do you have any feeling of inferiority ? 
(b) Do you get insult and are off«3ided in oase 
of speech defect ? 
(o) Do you feel any impediawit in speech ?• 
(IIl)DEFB0gIV3 VI3I0H : 
(a) Does your defective vision hinder in reading ? 
(b) Did you become illiterate due to defective 
vision ? 
(c) Do you bear spectacles ? 
(d) Do you feel any pain or worry in case of 
reading anything, with feelings of strained 
eyes, sore lids, reourring headache and 
general discomfort & fatigue ? 
(IV) mtSlGJJt IHRIICATIOK t 
(aO Do you suffer from s-
(1) Ringworm 
(li) Sczema 
(iii) Irritation of sexual organs. 
20; 
(V) HEADAOHB : 
(a) Do you f«el aziy irritability of temporamont ? 
(l>) Do you have exceasiva reatlesaneas ? 
(VI) UKOBa^ HOURISHI^ aBNT t 
(a) ?Qiat ie your diet ? Give detaila 
(VII) TRAHSITORY WEAKNESS (POOR HMLTH) 
(a) Are you healthy or not ? 
(h) Does laainess increase and courage diminish, 
iiSien your health desert* ? 
8. SOUIAL OOHDITIONS J 
(a) Do you have any social recognition or status ? 
(b) Have you any defective social condition ? 
(c) Do you feel any kind of social risk from Society ? 
(d) Do you have any defective social order ? 
(e) D& you feel eztrwoae social su^estibility ? 
% MASS OOMMJHICATIOHi CJOMiamiTY A&BNGII3S AITO IRSTITPTIOgSt 
(1) Do the newspapers publish sensational crime news 
iihi<sh you read ? 
(2) ^ iva ymi read the Comic Books ? If so, how maz^* 
(5) H^va you read those comic books iiMch were chei^ 
and small ? 
20 i 
(4) So you att«nd motion pietures dally ? 
(5) How Buoh time do you doveto and spand in wfttoMni; 
falavision or liatining to Badio ? 
(6) What do thaaa Broadeaata d# to y<m ? 
(T) Ba 3rou attand oontraa of auparTistd recraatlon ? 
(8) Ara you xnoara interasted in ooBBoaroial aigaaan«ita» 
apaoially movias ? 
(9) Have ycni found the aohool axperlanoa aatiafaotory 
or unsatiafaotory ? 
(10) Da you f a ^ any difficulty in auoh subj acta lika » 
Aril^inatio, Sagliah, other languages ft Social 
Studies ?• 
(11) Do you prefer manual Arts ? 
(12) Save you ^oim any malad;{usted behaviour in your 
aohool at any early age suoh as 9^ Ttnianoyt 
Staaliogt mischievouaness, disobedience^ stubboxa-
ness, lying and smoking etc ? 
(13) Do you have any unsatisfactory social adjustment 
in your school ? 
(14) Eave you been tranaferred from one School to 
another at least onoe t 
(15) Did you attand school regularly ? 
(1C) Are you a habitual truant 7 
'i'oZ 
(IT) HaY« you stopped attonding sotoel ? 
(18) Have you attended Church aotivltles such aa » 
CQnirch School Programma ? 
(19) IHr you go to Ohuroh, Sunday School, or Toung 
people meetinga ? 
(20) Whether your parents attmided Choroli or Sundiqr 
School ? 
(1) Hiare you ever been to Jail, If ao abat work* 
you performed in Jail ? 
(2) Ihat ^urenile offencea you hare performed, for 
lAiich you were 8«at«iced or detected t Aa t 
(I) Offences against properties, 
(II) Gambling 
( i l l ) Murder & Suicide 
(IT) Asaaozlt 
(T) Bape & Sodoffiy 
(•?!) Ticketless Travel 
(vii) Violation of Defence of India Rules 
(viii)Baoape from ouatody^ 
(iz) Placing stones on Railway lines and thxo«ixag 
stones at Bailwaya. 
(x) Breach of Probation order 
(zi) Offences against Bationing 
4 P P B H D I X > U 
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